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AMENDED IN COMMITTEE
9/29/14
ORDINANCE NO.

FILE NO. 140381

[Administrative, Planning Codes -Amending Regulation of Short-Term Residential Rentals
and Establishing Fee]

1
2

Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for permanent

3
residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under certain conditions;

4
1

5

1

to create procedures, including a registry administered by the Planning Department, for
tracking short-term residential rentals and compliance; to establish an application fee

6.

for the registry; amending th_e Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential

7
rentals shall not change a unit's type as residential; and making

~nvironmental

8
findings and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority
9

policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.

10
11

NOTE:

12
13
14

Unchanged Code text and uncodified text are in plain Arial font.
Additions to Codes are in single-underline italics Times New Roman font. ·
Deletions to Codes are in strikethrough italics Times }krw Ronumfont.
Board amendment additions are in double-underlined Arial font.
Board amendment deletions are in strikethrough /\rial font. .
Asterisks (* * * *) indicate the omission of unchanged Code
subsections or parts of tables.

15
16

Be it ordained by the People ofthe City and County of San Francisco:

17

Section 1. The Board of Supervisors of the City and County of San Francisco hereby

18
19
20

finds and determines that:
(a)

General Plan and Planning Code Findings.
(1)

On August 7, 2014, at a duly noticed public hearing, the Planning

21

Commission in Resolution No. 19213 found that the proposed Planning Code amendments

22

contained in this ordinance were consistent with the City's General Plan and with Planning

23

Code Section 101.1 (b) and recommended that the Board of Supervisors adopt the proposed

24

Planning Code amendments. A copy of said Resolution is on file with th.e Clerk of the Board of

25
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II

1

Supervisors in File No. 140381 and is incorporated herein by reference. The Board finds that

2

the proposed Planning Code amendments contained in this ordinance are on balance

3

consistent with the City's General Plan and with Planning Code Section 101.1 (b) for the

4

reasons set forth in said Resolution.
(2)

5

Pursuant to Planning Code Section 302, the Board finds that the

proposed ordinance will serve the public necessity, convenience and welfare for the reasons

6

8

, set forth in Planning Commission Resolution No. 19213, which reasons are incorporated
.
II! herein
by reference as though fully set forth.

9

I·

7

(b)

Environmental Findings. The Planning Department has determined that the
ordin~nce

10

actions contemplated in this

11

(California Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.). Said determination is on file with

12

the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No.140381 and is incorporated herein by

13
1

14 ·

15

comply with the California Environmental Quality Act

,. reference. The Board affirms this determination.
·

(c)

General Findings.
(1)

.

The widespread conversion of residential housing to short-term rentals,

16

commonly referred to as hotelization, was prohibited by this Board because, when taken to

17

extremes, these conversions could result in the loss of housing for permanent residents. But,

18

with the advent of new technology, the rise of the sharing economy, and the economic and

19

social benefits to residents of sharing resources, short-term rental activity continued to

20

proliferate. This has not only led the City to strengthen enforcement of short-term rental laws,

21

but also prompted an examination of parameters to regulate short-term rentals and create a

22

pathway to legalize this activity. The goal of regulation is to ensure compliance with all

23

requirements of the Municipal Code, including but not limited to the Business and Tax

24

Regulations Code and the Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance, and

25

accountability for neighborhood quality of life.
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1

(2)

The exception created here for permanent residents would allow for

2

reasonable flexibility in renting residential spaces on an occasional basis; however, this

3

exception is only intended for residents who meet the definition of permanent resident so that

4

these units remain truly residential in use. Thus, the exception is only for primary residences

5

in which permanent residents are present for a significant majority of the calendar year.
(3)

6
·7

The hosting platforms, as part of a _new but growing industry, would also

benefit from regulation to ensure good business standards and practices. Such regulation

8

includes required notification to users of local short-term rental laws and transient occupancy

9

tax obligations to San Francisco.
(4)

10.

The Office of the Treasurer & Tax Collector retains all of its existing

11

authority under the Business & Tax Regulations Code with regard to the subject matter of this

12

ordinance.

13
Section 2. The Administrative Code

14
15

h~

hereby amended by revising Sections 37.9(a),

41A.4, 41A.5, and 41A.6, to read as follows:

16

SEC. 37.9. EVICTIONS.

17
18

August 24, 1980, to all landlords and tenants of rental units as defined in Section 37.2(r).

19

(a)

A landlord shall not endeavor to recover possession of a rental· unit unless:
(1)

20

The tenant:
(A)

21
22

Has failed to pay the rent to which the landlord is lawfully entitled

under the oral or written agreement between the tenant and landlord:
(i)

23
24
25

Notwithstanding Section 37.3, this Section shall apply as of

Except that a tenant's nonpayment of a charge prohibited

by Section 919.1 of the Police Code shall not constitute a failure to pay rent; and
I
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1
2

(ii)

.I

Except that, commencing August 10, 2001, to and including

February 10, 2003, a landlord shall not endeavor to recover or recover possession of a rental

3

unit for failure of a tenant to pay that portion of rent attributable to a capital improvement

4

passthrough certified pursuant to a decision issued after April 10, 2000, where the capital

5

improvement passthrough petition was filed prior to A~gust 10, 2001, and a landlord shall not

6

impose any late fee(s) upon the tenant for such non-payment of capital improvements costs;

7

or

8

(8)

Habitually pays the rent late; or

9

(C)

Gives checks which are frequently returned because there are

1O

insufficient funds in the checking account; or
(2)

11

The tenant has violated a lawful obligation or covenant of tenancy other

12

than the obligation to s.urrender possessio~ upon proper notice or other than an obligation to

13

pay a charge prohibited by Police Code Section 919.1, and failure to cure such violation after

14

having received written notice thereof from the. landlo_rd.
(A)

15
16
17

Provided that notwithstanding any lease provision to the contrary,

a landlord shall not endeavor to recover possession of a rental unit as a result of subletting of
1

the rental unit by the tenant if the landlord has unreasonably withheld the right to sublet

18

following a written request by the tenant, so long as the tenant continues to reside in the rental

19

unit and the sublet constitutes a one-for-one replacement of the departing tenant(s). If the

20

landlord fails to respond to the tenant in writing within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the

21

tenant's written request, the tenant's request shall be deemed approved by the landlord.
(8)

22

Provided further that where a rental agreement or lease provision

23

limits the number of occupants or limits or prohibits subletting or assignment, a landlord shall

24

not endeavor ~o recover possession of a rental unit as a result of the addition to the unit of a

25

tenant's child, parent, grandchild, grandparent, brother or sister, or the spouse or domestic

. I Supervisor Chiu
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1

partner (as defined in Administrative Code Sections 62.1 through 62.8) of such relatives, or as

2

a result of the addition of the spouse or domestic partner of a tenant so long as the maximum

3

number of occupants stated in Section 37.9(a)(2)(B)(i) and (ii) is not exceeded, if the landlord

4

has unreasonably refused a written request by the tenant to add such occupant(s) to the unit.

5

If the landlord.fails to respond to the tenant in writing within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the

6

tenant's written request, the tenant's request shall be deemed approved by the landlord. A

7

landlord's reasonable refusal of the tenant's written request may not be based on the

8

proposed additional occupant's lack of creditworthiness, if that person will not be legally

9

obligated to pay some or all of the rent to the landlord. A landlord's reasonable refusal of the ·

1O

tenant's written request may be based on, but is not limited to, the ground that the total

11

number of occupants in a unit exceeds (or with the proposed additional occupant(s) would

12

exceed) tlie lesser of (i) or (ii):

(i)

13

Two persons in a studio unit, three persons in

aone- /

14

bedroom unit, four persons in a two-bedroom unit, six persons in a three-bedroom unit, or

15

eight persons in a four-bedroom unit; or

(i.i)

16

The maximum number permitted in the unit under

state law and/or other local codes such as the Building, Fire, Housing and Planning Codes; or

17

(3)

18

The tenant is committing or permitting to exist a nuisance in, or is causing
interferen~e

19 ·

substantial damage to, the rental unit, or is creating a substantial

20

comfort, safety or enjoyment of the landlord or tenants in the building, and the nature of such

21
22
23
24

I

with the

nuis~nce, damage or interference is specifically stated by the landlord in writing as required

by Section 37.9(c); or
(4)

The tenant is using or permitting a rental unit to be used for a·ny illegal.

purpose. provided however that a landlord shall not endeav.or to recover possession o(a r~ntal unit

25
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1

I solely as a result ofa first violation of Chapter 4JA that has been cured within 30 days written notice to
the tenant; or

2

(5)

3

The tenant, who had an oral or written agreement with the landlord which

4

has terminated, has refused after written request or demand by the landlord to execute a

5

written extension or renewal thereof for a further term of like duration· and under such terms

6

which are materially the same as in the previous agreement; provided, that such terms do not

7

conflict with any of the provisions of this Chapter; or
(6)

8
9

The tenant has, after written notice to cease, refused the landlord ac;:cess

to the rental unit as required by State or local law; or
(7)

10
11

The tenant holding at the end of the term of the oral or written agreement

is a subtenant not approved by the landlord; or
The landlord seeks to recover possession in good faith, without ulterior

12

(8)

13

reasons and with honest intent:
(i)

14
15

For the landlord's use or occupancy as his or her principal .

residence for a period of at least 36 continuous months;

(ii)

16

For the use or occupancy of the landlord's grandparents,

17

grandchildren, parents, children, brother or sister, or the landlo.rd's spouse, or the spouses of

18

such relations, as their principal place of residency for a period of at least 36 months, in the

19

same building in which the landlord resides as his or her principal place of residency, or in a

20 ·

building in which the landlord is simultaneously seeking possession of a rental unit under

21

Section 37.9(a)(8)(i). For purposes of this Section 37.9(a)(8)(ii), the term spouse shall include

22

domestic partners as defined in San Francisco Administrative Code Sections 62.1 through

23

62.8.
(iii)

24

For purposes of this Section 37.9(a)(8) only, as to landlords who

become owners of record of the rental unit on or before February 21, 1991; the term "landlord"

25
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I.

1

shall be defined as an owner of record of afleast 10 percent interest in. the property or, for

2

Section 37.9(a)(8)(i) only, two individuals registered as domestic partners as defined in San

3

Francisco Administrative Code Sections 62.1 through 62.8 whose combined ownership of

4

record is at least 10 percent. For purposes of this Section 37.9(a)(8) only, as to landlords who

5

become owners _of record of the rental unit after February 21, 1991, the term "landlord" shall

6

be .defined as an owner of record of at least 25 percent interest in the property or, for Section

7

37.9(a)(8)(i) only, two individuals registered as domestic partners as defined in San

8

Administrative Code Sections 62.1 through 62.8 whose combined ownership of record is at

9

least 25 percent.
(iv)

10

Fran~isco

A landlord may not recover possession under this Section

11

37.9(a)(8) if a comparable unit owned by the landlord is already vacant and is available, or if

12

such a unit becomes vacant and available before the recovery of posses?ion of the unit. If a

13

cqmparable unit does become vacant and available before the recovery of possession, the

14

landlord shall resdnd the notice to vacate and dismiss any. action filed

15

of the premises. Provided further, if a noncom parable unit becomes available before the

16

recovery of possession, the landlord shall offer that t.mit to the tenant at a rent based on the

17

· rent thafthe tenant is paying, with upward or downward adjustments allowed based upon the

a

~ize,

Disput~s

1

condition;

19

rent for the replacement unit shall be determined by the Rent Board. It shall be evidence of a

20

and other amenities of the replacement unit.

to recover possession

concerning the initi.al

· lack of good faith if a landlord times the service of the notice, or the filing of an action to

'21 ·

recover possession, so as to avoid moving into a comparable unit, or to avoid offering a

22

tenant a replacement unit.

23
24

(v)

It shall be rebuttably presumed that the landlord has not acted in

good faith if the landlord or relative for whom the tenant was evicted.does not move into the

25
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1

rental unit within three months and occupy said unit as that person's principal residence for a

2

minimum of 36 continuous months.
(vi)

3

Once a landlord has successfully recovered possession of a rental

4

unit pursuant to Section 37.9(a)(8)(i), then no other current or future landlords may recover

5

possession of any other rental unit in the building under Section 37.9(a)(8j(i). It is the int~ntion

6

of this Section that only one specific unit per building may be used for such occupancy urider

.7

Sedion 37 ..9(a)(8)(i) and that once a unit is used for such occupancy, all future occupancies

8

under Section 37.9(a)(8)(i) must be of that same unit,

9

petition with the Rent Board, or at the landlord's option, commence eviction pro"ceedings,

10

claiming that disability or other similar hardship prevents him or herfrom occupying a.unit

11

which was previously occupied by the landlord.

12

(vii) . If any provision or clause of this amendment to Section 37.9(a)(8)
.
.
or the app.lication thereof to any person or circumstance is held to be unconstitutional or to be

provid~d

that a landlord may file a

.

/ 13
14

otherwise invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity shall not affect other

15

chapter provisions, and clauses of this Chapter are held to be severable; or

16

(9) .

The land!ord seeks to recover possession in good faith in order to sell the .

17

unit in accordance with a condominium conversion approved under the San Francisco

18

subdivision ordinance and does so without ulterior reasons and with honest intent; or

19.

(10)

The landlord seeks to recover possession in good faith in order to

20

demolish or to otherwise permanently remove the rental unit from housing use and has

21

obtained all the necessary permits on or before the date upon which notice to vacate is given,

22

and does so without ulterior reasons and with honest intent; provided that a landlord who

23·

seeks to recover possession under this Section 37.9(a)(10) shall pay relocation expenses as

24

provided in Section 37.9C except that a landlord who seeks to demolish an unreinforced

25

masonry building pursuant to Building Code Chapters 16B and 16C must provide the tenant
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.1
2

3

with the relocation assistance specified in Section 37.9A(f) below prior to the tenant's vacating
the premises; or ·
(11)

The landlord seeks in good faith to remove temporarily the unit from

4

housing use in order to be able to carry out capital improvements or rehabilitation work and

5

has obtained all the necessary permits on or before the date upon which notice to vacate is

6

given, and does so without ulterior reasons and with honest intent. Any tenant who vacates

7

the unit under such circumstances shall have the right to reoccupy the unit at the prior rent

8

adjusted in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. The tenant will vacate the unit only
.

9

.

· for the minimum time required to do the work. On or before the date upon which notice to

1O

vacate is given, the landlord shall advise the tenant in writing that the rehabilitation or capital

11

improvement plans are on file with the Central Permit Bureau of the Department of B1:Jilding

12

Inspection and that arrangements for reviewing such plans can be made with the Central

13

P~rmit Bureau. In addition to the above, no' landlord shall endeavor to recover possession of

14

an.Y unit subject to a RAP loan as set forth in Section 37.2(m) of this Chapter except as

15

provided in Section 32.69 of the San Francisco Administrative Code. The tenant shall not be

16 ·

required to vacate pursuant to this Section 37.9(a)(11 ), for a period in excess of three months;

17

provided, however, that such time period may be extended by the Board or its Administrative

18

Law Judges upon application by the landlord. The Board shall adopt rules and regulations to

19

implement the application procedure. Any landlord who seeks to recover possession under

20

this Section 37.9(a)(11) shall pay relocation expenses as provided in Section 37.9C or

. 21
22

(12)

The landlord.seeks to recover possession in good faith in order to carry

·out substantial rehabilitation, as defined in Section 37.2(s), and has obtained all the necessary

23

permits on or before the date upon which notice to vacate is given, and does so without

24

ulterior reasons and with honest intent. Notwithstanding the above, no landlord shall endeavor

25

to recover possession of any unit subject to a RAP loan as set forth in Section 37.2(m) of this
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/

1

Chapter except as provided in Section 32.69 of the San Francisco Administrative Code; Any

2

landlord who seeks to recover possession under this Section 37.9(a)(12) shall pay relocation

3

expenses as provided in Section 37.9C; or

4

I

(13)

The landlord wishes to withdraw from rent or lease all rental units within

5

I

6

Istructure containing three or fewer rental units, any other rental units on the same Io( and

7

I complies in full with Section 37.9A with respect to each such unit; provided, howev~r, that

any detached physical structure and, in addition, in the case of any detached physical

guestrooms or efficiency units within a residential hotel, as defined in Section 50519 of the

8
9

1

Health and Safety Code,· may not _be withdrawn from rent or lease if the residential hotel has a

10

permit of occupancy issued prior to January 1, 1990, and if the residential hotel did not send a

11

notice of intent to withdraw the units from rent or lease (Administrative Code Section 37.9A(f),

12 .

Government Code Section 7060.4(a)) that was delivered to the Rent Board prior to January 1,

13

2004; or

14

(14)

The landlord seeks in good faith to temporarily recover possession of the

15

unit solely for the purpose of effecting lead remediation or abatement work, as required by

16

San Francisco Health Code Articles 11 or 26. The tenant will vacate the unit only for the

17

minimum time required to do the work. The relocation rights and remedies, established by

18

San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 72, including but not limited to, the payment of

19

financial relocation assistance, shall apply to evictions under this Section 37.9(a)(14).

20

(15)

The landlord seeks to recover possession in good faith in order to

21

demolish_ or to otherwise permanently remove the rental unit from housing use in accordance

22

with the terms of a development agreement entered into by the City under Chapter 56 of the

23

San Francisco Administrative Code.

24
25

(16)

The tenant's Good Samaritan Status (Section 37.2(a)(1 )(D)) has expired,

and the landlord exercises the right to recover possession by serving a notice of termination of ·
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II

'

1

tenancy under this Section 37.9(a)(16) within 60 days after expiration of the Original and any

2

Extended Good Samaritari Status Period.
*** *

3
4

5

SEC. 41A.4. DEFIN.ITIONS.

6

Whenever used in this Chapter 41A. the following words and phrases shall have the definitions

7
8
9
10

I provided in this Section:

I

Business Entitv. A corporation. partnership, or other legal entity that is not a natural
person that owns or leases one or more residential units.
Complaint. A complaint submitted to the Department by an interested party alleging

11

a violation ofthis Chapter 41A .and that includes the fResidential ti-Unit's address. including unit

12

number, date(s) and nature ofalleged violation(s). and any available contact information for the

13

eOwner and/or resident o(the fResidential ti-Unit at issue.

14
15

Conversion or Convert. A change of use from fResidential ti-Use to tT ourist or

tTransient ti-Use, including, but not limited to, renting a rResidential -!;!Unit as a tT ourist or tTransient

16
17

Department. The Planning Department.

18

Director. The Director ofthe Planning Department.

19

Hosting Platform. A person or entity that provides.a means through which an eOwner

20

may offer a FResidential ti-Unit for tT ourist or ff ransient ti-1!se. This service is usually, though not

21

necessarily. provided through an online platform and generally allows an eOwner to advertise the

22

fResidential ti-Unit through a website provided by the fl.Hosting f3'flatform and provides a means for

23

potential tourist or transient users to arrange tTourist or tTransient ti-Use and payment, whether the

24

tourist or transient pays rent directly to the eOwner or to the fl.Hosting ~platform.·

25
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1

Interested Party. A f),Permanent fB,esident ofthe building in which the ffourist or

2

ffransient H!lse is alleged to occur. a homeowne·r association of the building in which the Tourist

3

or Transient Use is alleged to occur. the City and County o(San Francisco. or any non-profit

4

·organization exemptf!om taxation pursuanito Title 26. Section 501 ofthe United States Code. which

5

has the preservation or improvement ofhousing as a stated purpose in its articles ofincorporation or

6

bylaws.

7
·8
9

Owner. Owner includes any person who is the owner ofrecord ofthe real property. As
used in this Chapter 41A. the term "Owner" includes a lessee where the lessee is offering a
fB.esidential H!lnit for :t,!ourist or ffransient use.

10

Permanent Resident. A person who occupies a·fResidential H!lnit for at least 60

11

consecutive days with intent to establish that unit as his or her primary residence. A f),Permanent

12

fResident may be an owner or a lessee.
Primary Residence. The f),Permanent fB,esident's usual place ofreturn for housing as·

13

14

documented by at least two of the following: motor vehicle registration.,~ driver's license,~ voter

15

registration,~ tax

16

residence for the pumoses of a home owner's tax exemption,;. or other _such evidence a utility bill.

17

A person may have only one Primarv Residence.

18

(s)

documents showing the Residential Unit as the Permanent Resident's

Residential Unit. Room or rooms, including a condominium or a room or.

19

dwelling unit that forms part of a tenancy-in"'common arrangement, in any building, or portion

20

thereof, which is designed, built, rented, leased, let or hired out to be occupiedJ'm:_fResidential

21

H!J,se. er whieh is eee'tlpied 6lS the heme er residenee offe'tlr er mere he'lisehohis lhing independently

22

·o.feaeh ether in dwelling units as defined in the San Francisco Housing Code, provided that tlw

23

residential unit was eee'blpied hy a permanent resident on er efler Fehrbttir)' 8, 1981. !t ispresbtmed that

24
25

· a residential unit was· oee'tlpied by spermanent resident en er after .72ehr1iary
.
8, 1981, and the e-wner
has the burden o.fpreo.fm show th6t a r_esidenticzl 'linit is net subjeet te this ChGlpter.
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(h)

1

-13:Permanent fResident.

2

Short-Term Residential Rental. A tT ourist or tTransientHUse where all ofthe

3

4

5
6

Residential Use. Any use for occupancy of a dwelling fResidential HU nit by a

following conditions are met:
(a)

I

the fResidential HU nit is offered for tT ourist or tTransient HUse by the

-13:Permanent fResident ofthe fResidential HUnit;

7

"""'{b'""")_~th~e~J3:.PermanentfResident is

8

"""'(c'"'""")-----'"th~e~J3:Permanentff3.esident has registered the Residential UHnit and maintains

9

a natural person;

good standing on the Department's Short-Term Residential Rental Registry: and
~(d_...)_~th~e~fResidential HUnit~

10

is not subject to the lnclusionaryAffordable Housing

11

Program set forth in Planning Code Section 415 et seq.,; is not a residential hotel unit as defined in

12

subject to the provisions of Chapter 41. unless such unit has been issued a Permit to Convert

13

under Section 41. 12: is not otherwise a designated as a below market rate or income-

14

restricted Residential Unit under City. state. or federal law: and no other requirement of.federal or

15

state law. this Municipal Code. or any other application applicable law or regUlation prohibits the

16

permanent resident from subleasing, renting. or otherwise allowing Short-Term Residential Rental of

17

the fResidential HUnit.

18

Short-Term Residential Rental Registry or Registry. A database of.information

19

maintained by the Department that includes information regarding "13:P ermanent fResidents who are

20

permitted to offer fResidential tfLinits for Short-Term Residential Rental. Only one Permanent

21

Resident per Residential Unit may be included on the Registry at any given time. The fRegistry

22

shall be available for public review to the extent required by law. except that. to the extent permitted bv

23

law. the Department shall redact any i3;Permanent fResident names fi'om the records available for

24

public review.

25
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(c)

1

Tourist or Transie~t Use. Anv Yy_se of a fResidential ti-Unit for occupancy for

2

less than a 30-day term of tenancy, or occupancy for less than 30 days of a FResidential HU nit

3

leased or owned by a bBus.iness eEntity, whether on a short-term or long::term basis,

4

including any occupancy by employees or gu.ests of a &Business eEntity for less than 30 days

5

where payment for the fResidential HU nit is contracted for or paid by the &Business eEntity.

6

(d)

consec'blti-ve days with intent to establish that 'blnit as his or herprincipalplace o.fresidence.

7

(c)

8

(/)

10

12

13

Conversion or Con-vert. The change o.fthe use or to rent a residential 'blnitfrom

residential use to tourist or transient use.

9

11

Permanent Resident. A person v,;ho. occupies a residential unit for at !Cast 60

Owner. Owner includes any person who is the owner o.frecord ofthe real property.

I Owner includes a lessee ·where an interestedparty alkges that a lessee· is (}jfering a residential unit for
I tourist or traiwient use.
.

I

(g)

t

.

.

.

Interested Party. A permanent resident o.fthe building in which the tourist or transient

14

use is alleged to occur, the City and County o.fSan Francisco, or any non profit organization exempt

15

from taxationpurn'btant to Title 26, Section 501 o.fthe United States Code, vithich has thepresenation

16

01· imp1;ovewwnt qflwusing as a stated purpose in its articles of ineorporatior~ or bylaws.
(h)

17

Director. ·The Director of the Department o:fBuikling Inspection.

18
19

SEC. 41A.5. UNLAWFUL CONVERSION; REMEDIES.

20

(a)

21
22
23
24
25

Unlawful Actions. Except as set forth in subsection 41A.5(g), iJt shall be unlawful

for
(1)

any Oowner to offer an apartment ,R.residential Uunit for rent for I-tourist or

£-transient Uuse,;_
(2)

any Oewner to offer a Rresidential Uunit for rent to a Bbusiness Ee-ntity

that will allow the use of a B.residential Uunit for Itourist or I-transient Uuse,;_ or
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(3)

1
2

3

any Bbusiness &entity to allow the use of a Rresidential U?tnit for Irourist

or I-transient U?tse.

. (b)

Records Required. The Oewner and ,llbusiness Eentity. ifanv. shall retain and

4

make available to the Department or Building !nspeetion oee'lip-cmey records to demonstrate

5

compliance with this Chapter 41A upon written request as provided herein. Any Permanent Resident

6

offering his or her Primary Residence as a Shorf.;,-Term Residential Rental shall retain and make

7

available to the Department records to demonstrate compliance with this Chapter 41A. including but

8

not limited to records demonstrating Primary Residency,J, aR€J. the number ofdays per calendar year he

9

or she has occupied the Residential Unit. and the number of days per calendar year. with dates ·

1O

and the duration of each stay. the Residential Unit has been rented for Short-Term Residential

11

Rental Use.

12

(c)

Determination of Violation. Upon the filing of a written Ceomplaint that an

13

alleged unlawful eConversion has occurred or that a Hosting Platform is not complying with the /

14

requirements·ofsubsection (g)(5), the Director shall take reasonable.steps necessary to

15

determine the validity of the Ceomplaint. The Director may independently determine whether

16

an Oawner or Bbusiness Eentity may be renting a Rresidential U?tnit for I-tourist or I-transient

17

Uuse &s defined in violation ofthis Chapter 41A or whether a Hosting Platform has failed to

18

comply with the requirements of subsection (g)(5). To determine if there is

19

Chapter 41A; the Director may initiate an investigation of the subject property or Hosting

20

Platform's allegedly unlawful activities. This investigation may include, but is not limited to, an

21

inspection of the subject property and a request for any pertinent information from the

22

Oewner*'""ef-Business Entity, or Hosting Platform. such as leases or other documents. The

23

.Director shall have discretion to determine whether there is a pot~ntial violation of this

24

Chapter 41A and whether to conduct an administrative review hearing as set forth below.

a violation

of this

25.
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(d)

1

Civil Action. Following the filing of a Qeomplaint and the determination of a

2

violation by the Director through an administrative review hearing as set forth in this Chapter

3

41A, the City and County of San Francisco may institute civil proceedings for injunctive and

4

monetarv relief against a Hosting Platform or the Citv or any other +!nterested ?Party may

5

institute civil proceedings for injunctive and monetary relief against an Owner or Business Entity.

6

In addition, the Oewner"' er-~business &entity. or Hosting Platform may be liable for civil

7

penalties of not more than $1,000 per day for the period of the unlawful ~activity. If the

8

City or the +!nterested ~Party is the prevailing party, the City or the +!nterested ?Party shall be

.9

entitled to the costs of enforcing this Chapter 41A, including reasonable attorneys' fees~

1O

the amount o.fthe monetary «wtwd, pursuant to an order of the Court. Any monetary award

. 11

obtained by the City and County of San Francisco in such a civil action shall be deposited in

12

the Mayor's Office of Housing, Housing Affordability Fund less the reasonable costs incurred

13

by the City and County of San Francisco in pursuing the civil action Department to be used for

14.

enforcement of Chapter 41 A. The Department. through the use of these funds. shall

15

reimburs·e Citv departments and agencies. including the City Attorney's Office. for all costs

· 16

17

1

and fees incurred in the enforcement of this Chapter41A.
(e)

Criminal Penalties. Any Oowner or ~business &entity who rents a ,Rr<esidential

18

U-unit for Itourist or Itransient Uuse as ckfined in violation ofthis Chapter 41A without correctinrt

19

or remedying the violation as provided for in subsection 41A. 6(k)(7) shall be guilty of a

20

misdemeanor. Any person convicted of a misdemeanor hereunder shall be punishable by a

21

fine of not more than. $1,000 or by imprisonment in the County Jail for a period of not more

22

than six months, or by both. Each RFesidential U-unit rented for Itourist or I-transient Uuse

23

shall constitute a separate offense.

24
25
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1

(f)

Method of Enforcement, Director. The Director shall have the authority to

2

enforce this Chapter against violations thereof by any or all of the means provided for in this

3

Chapter 41 A.

4

(g)

OJ

5
6

Exception for Short-Term Residential Rental.
Nornlithstanding the restrictions set forth in this Section 4JA.5. a P_ermanent

Resident may offer his or her Primary Residence as a Short-Term Residential Rental if he or she,:
{A)

7

occupies tThe Residential Unit is occupied by the Permanent .

8

Resident occupies the Residential Unit tOr no less than 275 days out of the preceding_~ out of

9

any given the calendar year in which the Residential Unit is rented as a Short-Term Residential

1O

Rental or. proportional share thereof if he or she if the Permanent Resident has not rented or

11

owned the Residential Unit for the full preceding calendar year. for no less than 75% of the

12

days he or she ·has owned or rented the Residential Unit;

13

(B)

The Permanent Resident maintains records for two years demonstrating compliance

14

with this Chapter. including but not limited to information demonstrating Primary Residency, the

15

number ofdays per calendar year he or she has occupied the Residential Unit. the number of days

16

per calendar year the Residentiar Unit has been rented as a Short-Term Residential Rental.

17

and compliance with the insurance requirement in Subsection {D). These records shall be made

18

available 'to the Department upon request.~

19

(C)

The Permanent Resident complies with any and all ap_plicable

20

provisions ofstate and federal law and the San Francisco Municipal Code, including but not limited to

21

the requirements of the Business and Tax Regulations Code bv. among anv other applicable

22

requirements. collecting and remitting all required transient occupancy taxes. and the occupancy

23

requirements ofthe Housing Code:

24
25

(D) · The Permanent Resident maintains homeowner's or renter's ·

property or casualtyliability insurance appropriate to cover the Short-Term Residential Rental
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1

Use in the aggregate ofnot less than $150,000500.000 or conducts each Short..:.Term Residential

2

Rental transaction through a Hosting Plat{Orm that provides a guarantee program relating .to

3

property damage in an amount not less than $150,000 to ovmers per ineidentequal or greater

4

, coverage. Such coverage shall defend and indemnitv the Owner(sl. as named additional

5

insured. and any tenant<sl in the building for their bodily injurv and property damage arising

6

from the Short-Term Residential Use:

7

{E)

registers, and maintains registry of, the The Residential Unit is

8

registered on the Short-Term Residential Rental Registry prior to offering the Residential Unit for

9

use as a Short Term Residential Rental:. Offering a Residential Unit for Short Term

1O

Residential Rental '•'t'hile not maintaining good standing on the registry shall eenstitute a

11

violation of this Chapter 41A..:...aREf.

12
·. 13

14
15
. 16
17

18

{F)

ineludes tihe Permanent Resident includes the Department-issued

registration.number is ineluded=on any -h-t!,osting:13-f,lat{Orm listing or other listing offering the
Residential Unit tor use as a Short-Term Residential Rental.·
CG)

fFor units subject to the rent control provisions ofSection 37.3. the

Permanent Resident complies with the initial rent limitation for subtenants and charges no more rent

than the rent the primary Permanent fB,esident is paying to any landlord per month: and
(H)

The Permanent Resident can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the

19·

Department that the Residential Unit and the property on which it is located is not subject to any

20

outstanding Building. Electrical. Plumbing. Mechanical. Fire. Health. Housing. Police. or Planning

21

Code enforcement. including any notices ofviolation. notices to cure. orders· ofabatement. cease and

22

desist orders. or correction notices. The Department shall not include a property that is subject to aey

23

such outstanding violations in the Registry. If su.ch a violation occurs once a Residential Unit has

24

been included ·in the Registrv. the Department shall suspend the Residential Unit's registration

25

and registration number until the violation has been cured.
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(2)

1

Additional Requirements.

<A>

2

·

Offering a Residential Unit for Short-Term Residential Rental.

3

including but not limited to advertising the Residential Unit's availabilit\i. while not maintaining

4

good standing on the Registrv shall constitute an unlawful conversion in violation of this

5

Chapter 41A and shall subject the person or entity offering the unit in such a manner to the

6

administrative penalties and enforcement procedures. including civil penalties. of this Chapter.

7

.

(8)

·

Only one Permanent Resident may be :associated with a

8

Residential Unit on the Registrv. and it shall be unlawful for any other person. even if that

9

person meets·the qualifications ofa "Permanent Resident". to offer a Residential Unit for

1O

Short-Term Residential Rental.
(C)

11
12

A Permanent Resident offering a Residential Unit for Short-Term

Residential Rental shall maintain a valid business registration certificate.
(0)

13

A Permanent Resident offering a Residential Unit for Short-Term

14

Residential Rental shall· post a clearly printed sign inside his or her Residential Unit on the

15

inside of the front door that provides information regarding the location of all fire extinguishers

16

in the unit and building. gas shut off valves. fire exits. and pull fire alarms.
~~)

17
18

19

·Short-Term Residential Rental Registry Applications~ a-AG Fee. -and Reporting

Requirement
{A)

Application. Registration shall be for a two-year term. which may be

20

renewed bv the Permanent Resident by filing a completed renewal application. Initial and renewal

21

applications shall be in a form prescribed by the Department. The Department shall determine, in its

22

sole discretion. the completeness ofan application. Upon receipt of a complete initial application.

23

the Department shall send mailed notice to the owner of record of the Residential Unit.

24

informing the owner that an application to the Reqistrv for the unit has been received.

25
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I

'

1

Both the initial arzf2.lication and any renewal a'l2,'{2.lication shall contain infgrmation sufllcz·ent to

2

show that the Residential Unit is the Primary_ Residence o[_the aQ'{2_licant,r, a-00 that the aQplicant is the

3

unit's Permanent Resident, and that the agglicant has the reguired insurance coverage an d

4

business registration certificate. In addition to the infgtmation set fgrth here, the Department maJ!.

5

require anJ!. other additional in{grmation necessary_ to show the Permanent Resident's compliance with

6

1

this Cha2ter 41A: Primary_ Residency may shall be established by showing the Residential Unit is

7

listed as the applicant's residence on at least two of the following: aRY motor vehicle registration.,~

8

driver's license.,~er-voter registration~eftax documents showing the Residential Unit as the

9

I Permanent Resident's Primary Residence for home owner's tax exemption purposes.,ar:tGl-~o

10

I

11

! sufficient infgrmation to show that the applicant is the Permanent Resident and has occupied th e unit

II

.fiJr at least 275 days o[_each o[_the two [!_receding calendar years. U2on the Department's

12
~3

14
15

other information as required by the Department utilitv bill. A renewal aQplication shall con tain

I

determination that an a'l2,plication is com2lete. the unit shall be entered into the Short-Term Residential
Rental Registry and assigned an individual registration number.
{B)

Fee. The fee for the initial application and for each renewal shall be

16

$50, payable to the Director. The application fee shall be due at the time o[_application. Beginningwith

17

.fiscal year 2014-2015, fees set forth in this Section may be adiusted each year. without [_urther action

18

by the Board o{_Supervisors. as set fgrth in this Section. Not later than April 1Within six months of

19

the effective date of this ordinance and after holding a duly noticed informational hearin g at

20

the Planning Commission. the Director shall report to the Controller the revenues generated by the ·

21

.[§es fgr the prior 'fl.seal )!.ear and the erior uscal year's costs o[_establishing and maintaining the
.

22

registry and enforcing the reguirements of this Chagter 41A. -as well as any other infgrmation that

23

the Controller determines a'l2,pro[!_riate to the perfgrmance o[_the duties set f]Jrth in this Chal2_ter. Not

24

. later than May 15. the Controller shall determine whether the current &es have produced or are

25

wotected to woduce revenues sufficient to su[!_port the costs ofestablishing and maintaining'the
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1

registry. enforcing the requirements of this Chapter 41A and any other services set forth in this

2

Chapter and that the fees will not produce revenue that is significantly more than the costs ofproviding

3

4

such services. The Controller shall. ifnecessarv. adjust the fees upward or downward for the upcoming
.
'
.
l fiscal year as appropriate to ensure that the program recovers the costs of operation without producing

5

revenue that is significantly more than such costs. The adjusted rates shall becdme operative on July 1.

I

(C)

6

Reporting Requirement. To maintain good standing on the ·

7

Registrv. the Permanent Resident shall submit a report to the Department on January 1 of ·

8

each year regarding the number of days the Residential Unit or any portion thereof has been

9

rented as a Short-Term Residential Rental since either initial registration or the last report. ·

1O
11

whichever is more recent. and any additional information the Department may require to
· 11 demonstrate compliance with this Chapter 41A.

.

1

12

13
14

{4.§)

1

I

1

J

·

Requirements (or Hosting Platforms.

·

(iW

Notice to Users o(HostingPlatfrmn All Hasting Platforms shall provide

the (allowing information in a notice to any user listing a Residential Unit located within the City and

15

County o[San Francisco through the Hosting Platform's service. The notice shall be provided prior to ·

16

the user listing the Residential Unit and shall include the (allowing information: that Administrative

17

Code Chapters 37 and 41A regulate Short-Term Rental o[Residential Units; the requirements (or

18

Permanent Residency and registration ofihe unit wiih the Department; and the transient occupancy tax

19

obligations to the City.

20

(B)

A Hosting Platform shall comply with the requirements o(the Business

21

and Tax Regulations·Code bv. among any other applicable requirements. collecting and remitting all

22

required Transient Occupancy Taxes. and this provision shall not relieve a Hosting Platform of!iability

23

related to an occupant's. resident's, Business Entity's, or Owner's failure to comply with the

24

requirements o(the Business and Tax Regulations Code. A Hosting Platform shall maintain a record

25

demonstrating that the taxes have been remitted to the Tax Collector and shall make this
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1

record available to .the· Department Tax Collector upon request. Additionally, a Hosting

2

Platform's failure to provide the required .notice to users under subsection 41A.5(g)(4)(/\) shall

3

be a violation of this Chapter.
(C)

4

Any sH6R violation of a Hosting Platform's responsibilities under this

5

subsection (g)(5) shall subject the H_ostingPlatform to the administrative penalties and

6

enforcement provisions of this Chapter. including but not limited to payment of civil penalties-a

7

.fine payable to the Department ofup to $1 +000 per day for the period ofthe failure to .

8

complyprovide notice or the failure to proiv'ide the. required information to the Department. with

9

the exception that any violation related .to failure to comply with the requirements of the

.

.

1O

Business and Tax Regulations Code shall be enforced by the Treasurer/Tax Collector under

11

that Code.

12

__(9§) The exception set forth in this subsection {g) provides cin exception only to the

13

requirements of this Chapter 41A. It does not confer a right to lease. sublease. or otherwise offer a

14

residential unit for Short-Term Residential Use where such use is not otherwise allowed by law. a

15

homeowners association agreement or requirements. any applicable covenant. condition. and

16

restriction. a rental agreement. or any other restriction. requirement. or enforceable agreement. All

17

Owners and residents are required to comply with the requirements ofAdministrative Code Chapter

18

37. the Residential Rent Stabilization and Arbitration Ordinance. including but not limited to the

19

requirements o(Section 37.3(c).

20

ffeZ)

Department Contact Person. The Department shall designate a contact person

21

(or members o(the public who wish to file Complaints under this Chapter or who otherwise seek

22

information regarding this Chapter or Short-Term Residential Rentals. This contact person shall also

23

provide information to the public upon request regarding quality ofli(e issues. including for example

24

noise violations. vandalism. or illegal dumping. and shall direct the member ofthe public and/or

25

forward anv such Complaints to the appropriate City department.
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.1

{7~)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Chapter. nothing in this Chapte_r

2

shall relieve an individual. Business Entity, or Hosting Platform of the obligations imposed by any and .

3

all applicable provisions ofstate law and the San Francisco Municipal Code including but not limited

4

to those obligations imposed by the Business and Tax Regulations Code. Further, nothing in this

5

Chapter shall be construed to limit anv remedies available under any and all applicable provisions of

6

state law and the San Francisco Municipal Code including but not limited to the Business and Tax

7

Regulations Code.

8

(9)

9

Annual Department Reporting Requirement. Within one year of the

effective date of this ordinance ·and annually thereafter. the Department shall provide a report

1O

to the Board of Supervisors regarding the Department's administration and enforcement of the ·

11

Short-Term Residential Rental program. The study shall make re.commendations regarding.

12

proposed amendments to this Chapter 41A necessapi to reduce any adverse effects of the

13

Short-Term Residential Rental program.

14

.SEC. 41A.6. PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.

15

(a)

Notice of ~om plaint._ Within 4530 days of the filing of a Ceomplaint and upon

16

the Director's independent fin~ing that there may be. a violation of this Chapter, the Director

17

shall notify the Oewner by certified mail that the Oewner's .l{Fesidential Uitnit is the subject of

18

an investigation for an unlawful use and provide the date, time, and place of an administrative

19

review hearing in which the aOwner can respond to the Ceomplaint. If the Complaint concerns

20

the failure of a Hosting Platform to comply with the ,requirements of subsection (g)(5). within

21 ·

4530 days of the filing of the Complaint and upon the Director's independent finding that there

22

may be a violation of this Chapter; the Director shall notify .the Hosting Platform by certified

23

mail that the Hosting Platform is the subject of an investigation for failure to comply with the

24

requirements of this Chapter and provide the date. time. and place of an administrative review

25

hearing in which the Hosting Platform can respond to the Complaint.
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1

(b)

Administrative Review Hearings. In the event the Director determines that an

2

administrative review hearing ·shall be conducted, the Director's appointed hearing officer will

3

hold an administrative review heari.ng within @945 days of the filing of the Gcomplaint

4

Director's finding that there may be a violation of this Chapter 41A to review all information

5

provided by the Interested Party, !11embers of the public, City staff= and the Owner or Hosting

6

Platform for the investigation and the hearing officer shall thereafter make a determination

7

whether the Oewner or Hosting Platform has violated this Chapter.

8
9
10
11
12

(1)

Notice of the hearing shall be conspicuously posted on the building that is

the subject of the hearing. The Oovmer shall state under oatti at the hearing that the notice

Iremained posted for at least seven calendar days prior the hearing. The Director shall appoint
a hearing officer to conduct the hearing.
(2)

Pre-hearing Submission. No less than ten 1Norking days prior to the

13

administrative review hearing, pafties to the hearing shall submit written information to the

14

Director including, but not limited to, the issues to be determined by the hearing officer and

15

the evidence to be offered at the hearing.· Such information shall be forwarded tO the hearing

16

officer prior to the hearing along with any information compiled by the Director.

17

(3)

Hearing Procedure. If more than one hearing is requested for B.Fesldential

18

Uunits located in the same building at or about the same time, the Director shall consolidate

19

all of the hearings into one hearing. The hearing shall be taf3e recorded. Any party to the

20

hearing may at his or her own expense cause the hearing to be recorded by a certified court

21

reporter. Parties may be represented by counsel and shall have the right to cross-examine

22

witnesses. All testimony shall be given under oath. Written decisions and findings shall be

23

rendered by the hearing officer within ~30 working days of the hearing. Copies of the findings

24

and decision shall be served upon the parties by certified mail.-A notice that a copy of the

25

findings and decision is available for inspection betweeh the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
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1

Monday through Friday shall be posted by the Oewner or the Director in the building in the

2

same location in which the notice of the administrative review hearing was posted.
(4)

3

Failure to Appear.

In the event the Oewner. authorized Hosting Platform

4

representative. or an interested party fails to appear at the hearing, the hearing officer may

5

nevertheless make a determination based on the evidence in the record and files at the time . ·

6

of the hearing, and issue a written decision and findings.

(5)

7

Finality of the Hearing Officer's Decision and Judicial Review. The

8

decision of the hearing officer shall be final. Within 20 days after service of the hearing

9

officer's decision, any party may seek judicial review of the hearing officer's decision.
(6) .

10

Hearing Officer Decision and Collection of Penalties. If any imposed

11

administrative penalties and costs have not been deposited at the time of the Hearing

12

Officer's decisionUpon the Hearing Officer's decision, the Director may proceed to collect the

13

penalties and costs pursuant to the lien procedures set forth in Subsection 41A.6(e),

14

1·consistent

with the Hearing Officer's decision.
(7)

15
16

occurred, the Hearing Officer's Decision shouldshall:

(4:i)

17
18

Remedy of Violation. If the Hearing Officer determines that a violation has.

Specify a reasonable period of time during which the Oewner or

Hosting Platform must correct or otherwise remedy the violation; tmd

C!l..#)

19

State that if the violation is not oorrected or otherwise remedied

20·

1

21

Platform shall be may be required to pay the administrative penaltiesas set forth in Subsection

22

41A.6(c); and

23

.vithin this period,Detail the amount of any administrative penalties the Oewner or Hosting

(C)

State that i[the violation is not corrected or otherwise remedied within

24

this period, the Department shall remove or prohibit the registration of the Residential Unit from

25

the Short-Term Residential Registrv for one year even if the Residential Unit otherwise meets
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1

the requirements for Short-Term Residential Rental and may prohibit the offending 0 1mer

2

from including such Residential Unit on any Hosting Platform for a period of one year.

1

(8)

3
4

5
6
7

If the Hearing Officer determines that no violation has occurred, the

determination is final.
(c)

Imposition of AdministrTJtbe Penalties for Unabated Violations and

Enforcement Costs.
(1)

Administrative Penalties. If the violation has continued unabated beyond

8

the time specified in the notice required by the Hea_ring Officer determines that a violation has

9

occurred, an administrative penalty ef shall be assessed as follows:

10

(A)

for the initial violation. not more than four times the standard hourly

11

administrative rate of $104. 00121. 00 shall be charged for each unlawfully converted unit. or for

12

each identified failure bf a Hosting Platform to comply with the requirements of subsection

13

(g)(5). per day from the day the unlawful use activity commeneed notice of Complaint until

14

such time as the unlawful -Hse activity terminates,:.

15

@)

for the second violation within six months of any hearing lield

16

pursuant to this Chapter by the same Owner(s), Business Entitv. or Hosting Platform. not more

17

than eight times the standard hourly administrative rate of$121. 00 for each unlawfully converted unitL

18

or for each identified failure of a Hosting Platform to comply with the requirements of

19

subsection (g)(5). per.day (ram the day the unlawful -useactivity commenced until such time as the

20

unlawful -Hse activity terminates; and

21

(C)

for the third and any subsequent violation within 12 months of any

22

heating held pursuant to this Chapter by the same Owner(s). Business Entity. or Hosting

23

Platform. not more than twelve times the standard hourly administrative rate of$121. 00 for each

24

unlawfully converted unit or for each identified failure of a Hosting Platform to comply with the

25
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I requirements of subsection

1
2

(g)(5) per day '{tom the day the unlawful tJSe activity commenced until

such time as the unlawful tlSe activity terminates.
(2)

3

Enforcement Costs. The Oovmer or Hosting Platform shall reimburse the

4

City for the costs of enforcement of this Chapter, which shall include, but not be limited to,

5

reasonable attorneys' fees.

6

I

7

I/ violation has continued unabated beyond the time

8

I

(3)

Prohibition on Registration and Listing Unit(s) on Any Hosting Platform.

#-#ta

s~eoified in the notice required by tl"!e

Hearing Officerln the event of multiple violations. the Department shall remove the Residential
Unites) from the Registrv for one year and include the Residential Uizit(s) on a list maintained by

9
10

the Department ofResidential Units that mav not be listed by any Permanent Resident on any

11

Hosting Platform until compliance. Any Owner or Business Entity who continues to list a Residential

12

Unit in violation of this section shall be liable for additional administrative penalties and civil

13

I penalties of up to $1. 000 per day ofunlawful inclusion.

14

11

15

I notify the Oewner or Hosting Platform by certified mail #lat of the violation has continued

(d)

Notice of Continuing Violatii>n and Imposition of Penalties. The Director shall

I

16

unabated and that administrative penalties shall be imposed pursuant to this Chapter 41A.

17

The notice shall state the time of the continued existence of the violation and the resulting

18

imposition of penalties. Payment of the administrative penalties and enforcement costs shall

. 19

be made within 30 days of the certified mailed notice to the Oewner or Hosting Platform. If the

20

administrative penalties and enforcement costs are not paid, the Director shall refer the matter

21

to the Treasurer/Tax Collector and/or initiate lien procedures to secure the amount of the

22

penalties and costs against the real property that is subject to this Chapter, under Article XX

23

of Chapter 10 of the San Francisco Administrative Code to make the penalty, plus accrued

24

interest, a lien against the real property regulated under this Chapter. Except for the release of

25

the lien recording fee authorized by Administrative Code Section 10.237, all sums collected by
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1

the Tax Collector pursuant to this ordinance shall be held in trust.by the Treasurer and

2

distributed as provided in Seetion 411\.5(d) of this Chapter deposited as set forth in subsection

3

(e) below.
(e)

Deposit of Penalties. Administrative penalties paid pursuant to this Chapter

5

shall be deposited in the Mayor's Office .of Housing, Housing Affordability Fund less the ·

6

reasonable costs incurred by the City and County of San Francisco in pursuing enforcement

.7

under this Chapter 41/\. If enforcement costs were imposed, such funds shall be distributed

8

according to the purpose for which they were colleeted. Any fees and penalties collected

9

pursuant to this Chapter 41A shall be deposited in the Department. which shall reimburse City

1O

departments and agencies. including the City Attorney's Office. for all costs and fees incurred

11

in the enforcement of this Chapter 41A. ·

12
1

3

Section 3. The Planning Code is hereby amended by revising Sections 102.7, 102.13,

!

14

.790.88 and 890.88, to read as follows:·

15

16

SEC. 102.7. DWELLING UNIT.

17

A room or suite of two or more rooms that is designed for, or is occupied by, one family

18

doing its own cooking therein and having only one kitchen. A housekeeping room.as defined

19

in the Housing Code shall be a dwelling unit for purposes of this Code. For the purposes of

20

this Code, a live/work unit, as defined in Section 102.13· of this Code, shall not be considered

21

a dwelling unit. Notwithstanding the foregoing. use ofa dwelling unit as a Short-Term Residential

22

Rental in compliance with Administrative Code Section 41A.5 shal~ not alter the use type as a

23

residential use.·

24

****

·25
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1

SEC.102.13. LIVE/WORK UNIT..
A live/work unit is a structure or portion of a structure combining a residential living

2

3

space for a group of persons including not more than four adults in the same unit with an

4

integrated work space principally used by one or more of the residents of that unit; provided,

5

however, that no

6

occupancy under the San Francisco Building Code shall be considered a live/work unit.

7

Notwithstanding the foregoing. use ofa live/work unit as a Short-Term Residential Rental in

8

compliance with Administrative Code Section 4JA.5 shall not alter the use type as a live/work unit.

9

othe~ise

qualifying portion of a structure which contains a Group A

****

10

11

SEC. 790.88. RESIDENTIAL USE.

12

A use which provides housing for San Francisco residents, rather than visitors,

13

including a dwelling unit or group housing, as defined in Subsections (a)"and (b) below, or a

14

residential hotel, as defined in Section 790A 7 of this Code and in Chapter 41 of the San

15

Frandsco Administrative Code. Notwithstanding the toregoing. use ofa dwelling unit as a Short-

16

Term Residential Rental in compliance with Administrative Code Section 4 JA. 5 shall not alter_ the use

17

type as a residential use.

18
19

20

(a)

Dwelling Unit. A residential use which consists of a suite of two or more rooms

and includes sleeping, bathing, cooking, and eating facilities, but has only one kitchen.

(b)

Group Housing. A residential use which provides lodging 'or both meals ~nd ·

21

lodging without individual cooking facilities for a week or more af a time in a space not defined

22

as a dwelling unit. Group housing includes, but is not limited to, a rooming house; boarding

23

house, gues~ house, lodging house, residence club, commune, fraternity and sorority house,

24

mon~stery,

25

medical or educational institution when not located on the same lot as such institution.

nunnery, convent, and ashram. It also includes group housing operated by a
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1

****

2

3

SEC. 890.88. RESIDENTIAL USE.

4

A use which provides housing for San Francisco residents, rather than visitors,

5

including a dwelling unit or group housing, as defined in Subsections (a) and (b) below, or a

6

· residential hotel, as defined in Section 890.47 of this Code and in Chapter 41 of the San

7

Francisco Administrative Code. Notwithstanding the foregoing. use ofa dwelling unit as a Short-

8

Term Residential Rental in compliance with Administrative Code Section 41A.5 shall not alter the use

9

type as a residential use.

10
11 ·
12

(a)

Dwelling Unit. A_ residential use which consists of a suite of two or more rooms

and includes sleeping, bathing, cooking, and eating facilities, a·nd has only one kitchen.

(b)

Group Housing. A residential use which provides lodging or both meals and

13

lodging without individual cooking facilities for a week or more at a time in a space not defined

14

as a dwelling unit. Group housing includes, but is not limited to, a roominghouse, boarding

15

house, guest house, lodging house, residence club, commune, fraternity and sorority house,

16

monastery, nunnery, convent, and ashram. It also includes group housing operated by a

17

medical or educatio'nal institution when not located on the same lot as such institution.

18

(c)

Single Room Occupancy (SRO) Unit. A dwelling unit or group housing room

19

consisting of no more than one occupied room with a maximum gross floor area of 350 square

20

feet and meeting the Housing Code's minimum floor area standards. The unit may have a

21

bathroom in addition to the occupied room. As a dwelling unit, it would have a cooking facility

22

and bathroom. As a group housing room, it would share a kitchen with one or more other

23

single room occupancy unit/s in the same building and may also share a bathroom. A single

24

room occupancy building (or "SRO" building) is one that contains only SRO units and non

. 25

nonaccessory living space.
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1

2

Section 4. Other Uncodified Provisions.

3

(a)

Effective Date. This ordinance shall become effective 30 days after enactment.

4·

Enactment occurs when the Mayor signs the ordinance, the Mayor returns the ordinance

5

unsigned or does not sign the ordinance within ten days of receiving it, or the Board of

6

Supervisors overrides the Mayor's veto of the ordinance.

7

(b)

Operative Date. This ordinance shall become operative on February 1. 2015.

8

(c)

Undertaking for the General Welfare. In enacting and impleme.nting this

9

ordinance, the City is assuming an undertaking only to promote the .general welfare. It is not

1O

assuming, nor is it imposing on its officers and employees, an obligation for breach of which it

11

!I would be liable in money damages to any person w.ho claims that such breach proximately

12

/ caused injury.
(eg)

13

No Conflict with State or Federal law. Nothing in this ordinance shall be

14

interpreted or applied so as to create any requirement, pow~r, or duty in conflict with any

15

State or federal law.

I

16

(a~)

Severability. If any of section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or word of

I

17 ·

I

this ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of any

18

1

court of competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining

1

portions of the ordinance. The Board of Supervisors hereby declares that it would have

19
20

passed. this ordinance and each and every section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, and

21

word not declared invalid or unconstitutional without regard to whether any other portion of

22

this ordinance would be subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutional.

23

(ef)

Scope of Ordinance. In enacting this ordinance, the Board of Supervisors

24

intends to amend only those words, phrases, paragraphs, subsections, sections, articles,

25

numbers, punctuation marks, charts, diagrams, qr any other constituent parts of the Municipal
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1

Code that are explicitly shown in this ordinance as additions, deletions, Board amendment

2

additions, and Board amendment deletions in accordance with the "Note" that appears under

3

the official title of the ordinance.

4
5

6
7
8
9

I

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
/ DENNIS J. HERRERA, City Attorney.

By:~~

MARLltt'.JA G. BYRNE
Deput~ity Attorney

n:\legana\as2014\1200498\00960878.doc
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FILE NO. 140381

LEGISLATIVE DIGEST
(9/29/14 -Amended in Committee)
[Administrative, Planning Codes-Amending Regulation of Short-Term Residential Rentals·
and Establishing Fee]

Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for permanent
residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under certain conditions;
to create procedures, including a registry administered by the Planning Department, for
tracking short-term residential rentals and compliance; to establish an application fee
for the registry; amending the Planning Code to Clarify that short-term residential
rentals shall not change a unit's type as residential; and making environmental
findings and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority
policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.
Existing Law
Under Chapter 41A of the San Francisco Administrative Code, renting a residential unit for
less than a 30-day term is prohibited. Similar prohibitions are found in the Planning Code.
These restrictions are designed to prohibit owners, b·usinesses, and residents from converting
rental units from residential use to tourist use (also referred to as transient or hotel us~).
The.Department of Building Inspection (DBI) enforces the provisions of Chapter 41A, and the
Planning Department enforces the provisions of the Planning Code. Additionally, other tenants
in the building where the tourist or transient Lise is alleged or housing non·-profits may file a
complaint with DBI. After a complaint has been filed and after a the City has determined
through an administrative hearing process that a violation of Chapter 41A has occurred, the
City,· any permanent resident in the building, or the non-profit may also file a civil action in
court to enforce the provisions of Chapter 41Aand recover civil penalties. Any administrative
or civil penalties recovered by the City go to the Mayor's Office of Housing's Housing
Affordability Fund, after the City's reasonable costs for enforcement are covered.
Amendments to Current Law
The proposed amendments to Administrative Code Chapter 41A (as well as some additional
amendments to Chapter 37 and the Planning Code) would allow permanent residents to rent
all or portions of their unit for tourist or transient use under certain conditions. This "ShortTerm Residential Rental" use is allowed .if it complies with all of the requirements of the
proposed legislation. A permanent resident is an owner or lessee who has lived in the unit for
at least 60 consecutive days and intends to make the unit his or her primary residence. The
proposed legislation would apply to all residential units in the City.
The legislation would remove enforcement of the requirements of Chapter 41A from DB l's
jurisdiction and place it with the Planning Department. It would also require the Planning
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Department to create and maintain a registry of all the permanent residents who·may offer
their units for Short-Term Residential Rental and to issue each person and their unit a unique
registration number, which would have to be included in any listing for the unit for short-term
rental. Once the Planning Departm~nt has received a complete initial application to join the
registry, the Department will send mailed notice to the owner of record of the residential unit.
The legislation creates an application and renewal fee for the registry, which is initially set at
$50, but may be changed after a report by the Planning Director and a determination by the
City Controller that the. fee should be adjusted to appropriately cover the costs of
administering and enforcing the program.
·
·
.

.

The legislation also includes requirements for "hosting platforms." Hosting platforms are
people or businesses that provide a way for individuals to offer a residential unit for tourist or
transient use. This service is usually, though not necessarUy, provided onlihe and includes
advertising the residential unit through a website provided by the hosting platform and
sometimes also conducting or facilitating the transaction.' Under the legislation, hosting
platforms are required to provide notice to anyone using their services regarding the City's
restrictions regarding Short-Term Residential Rentals and must collect and remit all required
transient occupancy taxes to the City. Examples of hosting platforms currently providing these
types of services include Airbnb and VRBO, among others.
The proposed legislation would allow tourist or transient use ofa residential unit as a ShortTerm Residential Rental if:
1. The residential unit is:
.
a.) offered for tourist or transient use by the permanent resident of the residential unit;
b.) not subject to the City's affordable housing program (also referred to as the
lnclusionary Affordable Housing Program, found in Planning Code Section 415 et seq.);
c.) not a residential hotel unit as defined in Administrative Code Chapter 41 (also
referred to as a single room occupancy (SRO) unit);
·
d.) not otherwise a below-market or income-restricted unit under federal, state, or local
law;
e.) not restricted by any other federal, state, or local law or regulation from being
sublet, rented, or otherwise used as a· short-term residential rental;
·f.) not subject to any outstanding Building, Electrical, Plumbing, Mechanical, Fire,
Health, Housing, Police, or Planning Code violations; and
2. The permanent resident:
a.) ·is a natural person;
b.) has registered the unit and maintains good standing on the registry;
c.) lives in the residential unit at least 275 days a year (or proportion of a year if he or
she has·not rented or owned the residential unit for the full preceding calendar year);
d.) .maintains records for two years demonstrating compliance with these
· ·
requirements;
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. e.) complies with all applicable laws, including collecting and remitting all required
.
transient occupancy taxes; ·
f.) maintains liability insurance of not less than $500,000 or conducts each transaction
through a hosting platform that provides equal or greater coverage;
g.) includes the Planning Department issued registration number on any listing for the
unit;
h.) for units subject to the rent control provisions of Section 37.3, ·complies with the
initial rent limitation for subtenants and charges no more rent than the rent the primary
resident is paying to any landlord per month; ·
· i.) maintains a valid business registration certificate;
j.) posts a notice inside the door of the unit with information regarding the location of
fire extinguishers, gas shut off valves, fire exits, and fire pull alarms; and.
·
k.) submits a·yearly report to the Plann.ing Department on January 1 with the number
·of days the residential unit has been rented as a Short-Term Residential Rental in the
previous year.

a

Only one permanent reside:nt may be associated with a residential unit. Offering residential
unit that is not listed on the registry for tourist or transient use is a violation of the ordinance.
The proposed legislation does not change or alter any obligations or restrictions that might be.
·found in a individual lease, homeowners association agreement, or any covenants, conditions,
or restrictions on the property. Thus; if a person's lease or homeowners association
· requirements prohibit this type of short-term rental, this legislation expressly does not change
that. It also does not allow this use if such a use is not allowed under some other federal,
·state, or local law.
The proposed legislation generally does not change Chapter 41A's existing enforcement
procedures, with a few exceptions. The proposed·legislation would add a provision that a
vioJation is not corrected within the timeframe established by an administrative hearing officer,
Planning shall remove the listing from the registry and prohibit the owner or lessee from listing
the residential unit on any hosting platform for one year. The proposed legislation also
expands the definition of "Interested Party"-i.e. those persons or.entities that are permitted to
file a lawsuit against someone the Planning Department has found to be in violation of
Chapter 41A after an administrative hearing-to include a homeowner association within the
building in which the unlawful activity has occurred, as well as another permanent resident of
the building, the City, or a housing non-profit. The proposed legislation also provides for three
tiers of a~ministrative penalties, increasing the penalties for subsequent vioiations. The
· proposed legislation also provides that any administrative or civil penalties colle~ted by the
City through enforcement of this Chapter would go to the Planning Department for
enforcement of this Chapter, after reimbursing other City Department's for the cost of
enforcement.
The proposed legislation also amends Chapter 37.9' of the Administrative Code. Under the
current provisions of Chapter 37.9, a landlord may evict a tenant for just cause if the tenant is
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using or permitting a rental unit to be used for any "illegal purpose." The proposed legislation
provides that a first-time violation of Chapter 41A that has been cured within 30 days of
written notice to the tenant is not considered an "illegal purpose" for which the tenant can be
evicted for just cause. ·
The proposed legislation would also make amendments to the Planning Code so that renting
a residential unit as a short-term residential rental in compliance with Chapter 41A would not ·
change the unit's status as residential use.
·
The proposed legislation would notbecome operative until February 1, 2015.
n:\legana\as2014\1200498\00960959.doc
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNINQ DEPARTMENT.
1650 Mission St.
Suile400

AuguSt 11, 2014

San Francisco,

Ms. Angela Calvillo, Oerk
Supervisor David Orlu
Board of Supervisors
· City and County of San Francisco
City Hall, Room 244
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA94102

CA 94103·2479
Reception:

415.551.6378
Fax:

415.558.6409
Planning
lnfannation:

Re:

Transmittal ofBoard File No. 140381, Plannirig Case No. 2014.07071'
Amendments Relating to Short-Term Rentals
·Planning CommiSsion :ii~commendation: Appro'Dal with modificatUms

415.551.6377

Dear Ms. Calvillo and Supervisor Clliu;
On August 7, 2014, the San Francisco Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission'') conducted a
duly noticed public hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting to consider the proposed Ordinance,
introduced by Supervisor Chiu.
The proposed Or~ce would amend the Administrative Code tci provide an exception £or permanent
residents to the prohibition on shorMerm residential rentals uh\ier certain conditions; to create
procedures, including a regisb.y ad.ministered by the Department of Building Inspection, for tracking
short-term residential rentals and compliance; to establish an application ~ee for the registry; and amend
the Planning Code to clarify ·that short-term residential rental~ shall not change a unit's type as
residential.
The proposed Ordinance would result in no physical impact ·on the en.~onment The proposed
am.en~t is exempt from· environmental ·review under Section 15060(c) and 15378 of the CEQA
Guideline5..
At the August 7, 2014 hearing, the Commission adopted Resolution NUmber . 19213. with a
recommendation of approval with modifications to the Board of Supervisors for t;he p~oposed ordinUice. The
proposed recommended amendments are as follows:

1. Place short-term rental controls in the Planning Code so that the Planning Department is the
2.

. agency responSible for.enforcing on short-term rentals.
Modify the Ordinance so that the proposed city-run registry tracks the number of nights a· unit
has ·been rented.
·

3. Require any short-term rental platform or company doing business in San Francisco to provide
. information on the number of nights a property was rented. Information should be reported ·
back to the city on a quarterly basis at a minimum.
·
4. Identify units that ar~ on the proposed short-term registry in the Department's Property
Information Map.

www.sfolanmng.org

Am.end the Ordinance so that a posting on a short-term rental site without first registering with
the City constitutes a violation that can be assessed a penalty, even if the unit was not rented.
6. Require the registration number- from the City-run registry to accompany all short-term rental
postings.·
.
7. Grant citation authority to the Planning Department if it is chosen to be the enforcement agency
for short-term" rentals, and provide for increased penalties for repeat violators.
8. Limit hosted rentals by nig!i.ts renteq, similar to the restrictions" placed on non-hosted rentals, or
by limiting the runil.ber of rooms that can be rented at any one time. .
9. Limit single-family homes_ to the S!!ffie restrictions as multi-unit buildings.
10. Require the property owner's consent in tenant occupied units and/or a 30-day notification by
the Dep,artment to the owner prior to ijsting a unit on the short-term rental registry.
· 11. Prohibit SROs from being used as short-term rentals.·
12. If the Planning Department is chosen as the enforcement agency, provide in~easeci funding to
the Planrung Departnient for more enforcement staff to monitor short-term rentals.
13. Consider placing ~Units on allowing BMR (Below Market Rate) units to be ~ed as short-term
rentals.
· 14. Reqµire the Planning Department to maintain a list -~f registered hosting platforms.
15. _Prohibit w::tits with outstanding Planning or Building Code violations fro~ being listed 0n the
short-term rental registry until those violations have been abated.
16. Conduct further in~stigation into the insu~ce requirements for short-term rental hosts.
5.

The Department recommends 'that the· legislative sponsors advise the City Attorney at your earliest
convenience if you wi~ to incorporate any changes recommended by the Commission. This electronic
copy is our transmittal to the Board of Supervisors. Per instructions by the Oerk of the Board, no bard
. copies will be provided; however hardcopies will be provided upon request. Attached are documents
relating to the Co~ission's action. ff you have any questions or -~equire furtherinfonnation please do
not hesitate .to contact me.

Sincerely,

Aaron D: Starr
Acting M~ager of Legislative: Affairs·
cc:

Andrea Ausberry, Assis~t Clerk
Amy Chan, Aide to Supervisor Chiu
Marlena G. Byrne, Deputy City Attorney

Attacbments [one copy of each of the following]
Planriing Commission Resolution Number 19213
Plaruung Commission Executive Summary
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SAN FRANCISCO
PLANNING DEPARTMENT·
1650 Mission St.
Suite400

san Francisco,
CA 9411)3-2479

Planning Commission
Resolution No. 19213

Reception:

41 S.558.6378

HEARING DATE AUGUGST 7, 2014

Fax:

415.558.6409

Project Name:.
Case Number:
Initiated m1:
Staff Contact:
Reviewed by:
Recommendation:

Amendments Relating to Short-Term Rentals
2014.0707r [Board File No. 140381]
Supervisor David Chiu/ Introduced April 15, 2014
Aaron Starr, Acting Manager Legislative Affairs
aaron.starr@sfgov.org, 415-558-6362
AnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Advisor
anmarie.rodgers@sfgov.org, 415-558-6395
Recommend Approval With Modifications

Planning
lnfollnalion:

415.558.6377

RECOMMENDING TIIAT THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ADOPT WTIH MODIFICATIONS A
PROPOSED ORDINANCE THAT WOULD AMEND TIIE ADMINISTRATIVE CODE TO PROVIDE
AN EXCEPTION FOR PERMANENT RESIDENTS TO THE PROIIlBITION ON SHORT-TERM
RESIDENTIAL RENTALS UNDER CERTAIN CONDITTONS; TO CREATE PROCEDURES,
INCLUDING A REGISTRY ADMINISTERED BY TIIE DEPARTMENT OF BUILDJNG JNSPECTION,
FOR TRACKING SHORT-TERM RESIDENTIAL RENTALS AND COMPLIANCE; TO ESTABLISH
AN APPLICATION FEE FOR TIIE REGISTRY; AMENDJNG THE PLANNJNG CODE TO CLARIFY
THAT SHORT-TERM RESIDENTIAL RENTALS SHALL NOT CHANGE A UNIT'S TYPE AS
RESIDENTIAL; AND MAKING ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS, AND FiNDINGS OF
CONSISTENCY WITH THE GENERAL PLAN, AND THE EIGHT PRIORITY POLICIES. OF
PLANNING CODE, SECTION 101.1.
.WHEREAS, on_ April 15, 2014, Supervisor Oiiu. introduced a proposed· Or~ce under Board of
Supervisors (hereinafter ''Board") File Number 140381, which would amend the Administrative Code to
provide an exception for permanent residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under
certain conditions; to create procedmes, includirig a registry admin,istered by the Department of Building
fuspection, for tracking short-term residential rentals and compliance; to establish an application fee for
the registry; and amend the Planning Code to. clarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a
unit's type as residential
WHEREAS, The Planning Commission (hereinafter "Commission") conducted a duly noticed public
hearing at a regularly scheduled meeting to consider the proposed Ordinance on August 7, 2014; and,
WHEREAS, the proposed Ordillance has been determined not to be .a project under the California ·
Environmental Quality Act Section 15060(c) and 15378; and
.
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Resolution 19213
August 7, 2014

Short-Term Rentals
.

.

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has heard and considered the tesfuri.ony ·presented to it at the
public hearing and has further considered written materials and oral testimony presented on behalf of'
Department staff and other interested parties; and
WHEREAS, all pertinent documents may be found in the files of the Department, as the custodian of
records, at 1650 lvfission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Co~ssion has reviewed the proposed Ordinance.
MOVED, that the Planning. Commission hereby recommends that the Board of Supervisors approve with
modifications the proposed ordinance.
The proposed modifications recommended by the Planning Commission include:
.

.

1. Place short-term rental controls in the Planning Code so that the Planning Department is the
agency responsible for eflforcing on short-term rentals.
.
.
2. Modify the ordinance so that the proposed city-run registry tracks the number of nights a unit
has been rented.
3. Require any short-term rental platform or company doing bllsiness in San Francisco to provide
information on the number of nights a prop.erty was rented. .Information should be reported back
to the city on a quarterly basis at a minimum.
4. Identify units that are on the proposed short-term registry in the Departmenfs Property
Information Map.
· .
5. .t?-merid the Ordinance so that a posting on a short-term rental site without first registering with
the G.ty constitutes a violation that can be assessed a penalty, even if the unit was not rented.
6. · Require the registration number from the G.ty-run registry to accompany all short-term rental.
J?OStings.
7. Grant citation authority to the Planning Department if it is chosen to be the enforcement agency
for short-term rentals, and.provide for increased penalties for repeat violators.
. . 8. Limit hosted rentals by nights rented, similar to the restrictions placed on non-hosted rentals, or
by limiting the number of rooms that can be rented at any one time.
9. Limit single-family homes to the same restrictions as multi-unit buildings.
10. Require the property owner's consent in tenant occupied units and/or a 30-day notification by the
Department to the owner prior to listing a unit on the short-term rental registry.
11. Prohibit SROs from being used as short-term rentals.·
12. If the Planning Department is chosen as the e.riforcement agency, provide increased funding to
the Planning Department for more enforcement staff to monitor short-term rentals.
13. Consider platjng limits on allowing BMR (Below Market Rate) units to "be used as short-term
rentals.
14. Require the Planning Department to maintain a list of registered hosting platforms.
15. Prohibit units with outstanding Planning or Building Code violations from being listed on the
short-term rental registry until those violations have been abated.
16. Conduct further investigation into the :inSurance requirements for short-term rental hosts.
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FINDINGS
Hawg reviewed the materials identified in the preamble above, and having heard all testimony and
argunients, this Commission finds, concludes, and determines as follows:
·
1.

The Commission believes that short-term rentals need to be regulated in order to preserve the
City's housing stock, reduce negative effects on affordable housing, and to protect the livability
of residential neighborhoods. The City's current regulations are no longer sufficient to address
this new technology and its associated effects, and if this industry remains unregulated, the
Commission believes that the City will continue to lose peimanent housing.

2.

The Commission finds that the Planning Department should be the agency in charge of
monitoring and enforcing on short-term rentals because this is essentially a land use issue and the
Planiring Department is the City agency responsible for regulating land use.

3.

As drafted, the Commission ~ds that the proposed Ordinance does not have a meaningful
enforc~ent mechanism. Currently to participate in the short-term rental program, permanent
residents would be required to maintain records for at least two years to demonstrate compliance
· with City law. However, the ordinance provides no way for the enforcement agency to verify
that these records are correct and accurate. To address this issue, the Commission recommends
that the City start a centralized registry for all short-term rentals that tracks the properties that are
being used as short-term rentals and the number of nights each property is rented. A cent;ral
registry that tracks the number of days each property is rented is essential for any Department to
effectively enforce the proposed short-term .rental restriction, without it the new ~egulations are
essentially ineffective. Without making these amendments to. the proposed ordinance, the
Departmenfs enforcement difficulties would increase greatly. Creating a· reasonable path to
legalize some short-term usage is.a laudable goal, but it must be paired with enforceable limits to
preverit excessive conversion of the housing·stock to transient use.

4.

The Commission finds that the Ordinance should be_ amended so that a posting on a short-term
rental "site constitutes a yiolation. This w;ill allow for quick and effective enforcement, and help
· act <l$ a deterrent for would be scofflaws. .
·

5.

The Commission finds that requiring the registration number from the City-run registry to ·
accompany .all short-term rental postings will make it easier for the Planning Department's.
enforcement team to monitor shot-term rental sites by providing a quick way to verify that a· .
property was properly registered with the City.

6.

The Commission finds that the. Planning Department's enforcement process does not allow the
Department to effectively respond to complaints and does not help deter would be violators.
.Granting citation authority to the Pliinning Department if the Department is chosen to be the
enforcement agency for short-term ·rentals would allow the Department to issue a citation
immediately.

7.

The Commission finds that including all dwelling units in the ~hort-term rental controls will help
protect housing affordability, and it will also protect the character .of our lowest intensity
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residential _districts, as. most of the City's single-family homes are located in RH-1 (Residential,
House, Single-Family)and RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Unit) zoning districts.
8.

The Commission finds that hosted rentals should have some limitations, either on the number of
nights that a permanent resident can conduct a hosted rental, or the number of rooms that can be
. rented in any one unit at one time.

9.

The Commission finds that more investigation needs to done into the types of insurance available
for short-term renters, and the ~ppropriate amount of such insurance.

10. The Comnlission finds that SRO unitS should not be allowed to be rented as short-term rentals
· under this program, and that further investigation should be made mto whether or not BMR
units should be allowed to be rented as short-term rentals.
11. The Commission finds that the Planning Department does nothave adequate enforcement staff to
monitor short-term rentals, and if the Planning D~partment is chosen as the enforcement agency
for short-term rentals, additional resources for staffing should be added to the Department's·
budget
i2. The Commission finds that property owners should be made awar:e that _their tenant is using bis
·or her unit as a short-term rental prior to having that unit listed on the proposed short-term
rental registry.
13. The Commission finds that buildings with Planning or Building Code violations should not b~
listed on the short-term rental registry unit such violations are abated.
14. General Plan Compliance. The proposed amendments to the Planning Code are consistent with
the following Objectives and Policie.s of the ·General Pla:i:t.
HOUSING ELEMENT

OBJECTIVE2
RETAIN ExrsTING HOUSING UNITS, AND PROMOTE .SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE
.STANDARDS, WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING AFFOR.pABILITY..

With the Commission's proposed amendments, the Ordinance wo.uld be consistent with Object two of the
Housing Element because it would limit the number of tlm;s that a unit could be utz1ized as a short-term
rental reducing the likelihood that permeant housing would b~ converted into tra'nsient housing.
· OBJECTIVE 3
PROTECT THE AFFORDABILITY OF TIIE EXISTING HOUSJNG STOCK, ESPECIALLY
RENTAL UNITS.

4
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POLICY3.1
Preserve rental units; especi,ally rent controlled units, to meet the Oty' s affordp.ble housing needs.

With the Commission's proposed amendments the Ordinance would help preserve rental units blj ensure.
that theij are not converted into full time short-term rentals.
OBJECTIVE 11

SUPPORT AND . RESPECT THE DIVERSE AND DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN
FRANCISCO'S NEIGHBORHOODS.
POLICY li.8.
Consider a neighborhood's character when integrating new uses, and miniinize disruption
caused hy expansion of institutions into r_esidential areas.

Whz1e not an entirely new use, short-term rentals are proliferating within the City like nroer before and
having a new and distinct effect on the City's residenHal neighborhoods. With the Commission's proposed
amendments, the proposed Ordinance would help preserve the distinct residpztial character of the City's
residential neighborhoods by limiting the number of nights ·a _residential unit can be rented out as a shortterm rental.
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY ELEMENT
OBJECTIVE2

MAJNTAJN AND ENHANCE A SOUND
51RUCTURE FOR THE CITY.

AND

DIVERsE ECONO:MJC ~ASE AND FISCAL .

POLICY21
Seek to retain existing commercial and industricil activity and to attract new such activity to the
city.

Short-term rentals.are commercial activity and this_ Ordinance seeks to retain that commercial activity in
the Citr.j while providing sufficient regulatory controls to ensure that amJ negative effects are addressed.
OBJECTIVE3

EXPANDED EMPLOYMENT OPPORTIJNITIES FOR CITY RESIDENTS,
PARTICULARLY TilE uNEMPLOYEP AND ECONOMICALLY DISADVANTAGED
PROVIDE

Policy3.4
Assist newly emerging economic activities. .

Short-term rentals and short-term rental hosting platforms are an emerging economic activitlj; the
proposed Ordinance woulj legalize this activity within San Francisco.
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15. Planning Code Section 101 Findings. The proposed amendments to the ~g Code are
consistent with the eight Priority Policies set forth in Section 101.l(b} of the Planning Code in

that

i. That

existing neighborhood-Serving .retill uses be preserved and enhanced and ·future
opportunities for resident employment in and ownership of such businesses enhanc~d;

The proposed Ordinance would not have a negative effect on neighborhood-serving retail uses.

2. That existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and protected in order to
pre8erve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods;

With the Commission's praposed aTnendments, the Ordinance would minimize a:m; effects that short·

term rentals would have on existing housing and neighborhood character.
3~

That the City's supply o~ affordable housing be preserved and enhanced;

With the Commission's praposed amendmentf>, the Ordinance would help preserve the City's supply of
affordable housing, by ensuring that long term housing for permanent residents is ma.intained as longterm housing. .Further, the Commissian recommends that SRO units not be allowed to be rented as
short-term rentals under this program; and recommends further study "into whether or not BMRs.
should be allowed to be rented as short-term rentals under this praposal.

. 4. That commuter traffic not impede MUNI transit service or .overburden oµr streets or
neighborhood parking; .

The praposed Ordinanc~ would not result "in commuter traffic impeding MUNI transit service or
overburdening the streets or neighborhood parki.ng.
5.

That a diver5e economic base ~ maintained by protecting our fudustrial and service sectors

frcim displacement due to commercial office development, and that future opporbmities for.
resident empioyment and ownership. in these sectors be enhanced;
.

.

The proposed Ordinance would not cause displacement of the industrial or service sectors due to office
develapment, and future appo~nities for resident emplayment or ownership "in these sectors would
not be impaired.
6.

Tliat the City achieve the greatest possible preparedness to protect against iajucy and Joss of life in an
earthquake; ·
.

.

The praposed Ordinance would not have an effect on City's preparedness against injury and loss of life
"in an earthquake. .
7.

That the landmarks and historic buildings be pr~served; ·

The praposed Ordinanee would not have an effect on the City's Landmarks and historic bu#dings.
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8. 'That our parks and open space and their access to sunlight and vistas be protected from
development;

The proposed Ordinance would not have an effect on the City's parks and open space access to sunlight
and vistas:.
·
' 8. Planning Code Section 302 Findings.- The Plamring Commission finds from the facts presented
that the public necessity, convenience and general welfare require the proposed amendments to
l;he Planning Code as set forth in Section 302.

NOW 'IHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Commission hereby recommends that the Board ADOPT
the proposed Ordinari.ce as described in this Resolutiofi:.

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Commission at its meeting on August 7,
2014.
.

Jonas P. Ionin
Commission Secretary

AYES:
'NOES:

Commissioners Antonini, Fong, Hillis, and Johnson
Commissioners Moore and Sugaya

ABSENT;

·Commissioner Wu

ADOPTED:

August 7, 2014
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PLANNING CODE AND ADMINISTRATIVE CODE AMENDMENT
..

The proposed Ordinance would amend the Administrative Code to provide an exception for p~anent
residents to .the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under certain conditions; to create
procedures, including a registry administered by the Department of Bu:q_ding Inspection, for tra~g:
short-terrri. residential rentals and compliance; .to establish an application fee for the registry; amending.
the Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential rentals shall n~t change a unit's type as
residential; and maldng eJ;lvironmeri.tal findings, and findings of c~ency with the General Plan, and
the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.

The Way It Is Now: .
1.

The Administrative Code prohibits residential units in buildings with fou:r or more units from
. being rented out for less than 30 days.

2.

The term Short-Term Residential Rental and Hosting Platform are not defined in the Plamring-or
Administrative Code.

3.

The Planning Code requires conditional u5e authorization to convert a residential unit to a hotel
use (AKA bed and breakfast). Renting out a residential unit for less than 30 days is ncit ~tted
per the Planning Code. · . .

4.

Hotels are not .Perrriitted in RH-l(D), ~-1,·and RH-l(S) zoning districts and are limited to 5
rooms or less in RH-2, RH-3, RM,. and RTO Districts. Hotels are permitted to have more than 5
rooms in RC districts, and regardless of the number. of rooms require Conditional Use approval.

5. .Under the direction of the Zoning Administrator, the Planning Department's enforcement
division enforces violatioris of the Planning Code, including the prolU'bition on renting residential
units out as short-term rentals.

www.sfplanning.org
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The Way It Wo.uld Be:
Administrative Code Changes:
1.

The Administrative Code would be amended to permit permanent residents of residential units
in builclings with two or more.units to.rent their unit as a Short-Term rental for up to 90-days a.
year. Single-family homes would not be subject .to Chapter 41A and thus woul~ be able to be
used as short-term rentals for an unlimited number of days, and hosted rentals 1 would also be
. unlimited.

2.

The Administrative Code would be· amended to add the term Short-Term Residential Rentals,
which would be defined as follows:
Short-Term Residential Rental. A tourist or transient use where all. of the following
conditions are met
(a) the residential unit is offer¢ for tourist or transient use by the permanent resident2 of
the residential unit;
(b) the permanent resident is a natural person; and,
(c) the permanent resident has registered the unit and maintairis good standing on the
Department' s 3 short-term residential rental registry
·

3.

The Administrative Code wouid be amended to add the term Hosting Platform, which would be
.defined as follows:
Hosting Platform. A person or entity that provides a means through which an owner
may offer a residential unit for tourist or transient use. Tiris service is tisually, though not
necessarily, provided through· an online platform .and generally allows an oWller to
advertise the residential unit through a website provided by .the hosting platform and
provides a means for potential tourist or transient users to arrange tourist or transient use
and payment, whether the tourist or transient pays rent directly to the owner or to the
·
hosting platform.

4.

In order to-participate in the short-term rental program, the Ordinance requires the permanent
resident to: ·

1) Register their property with the City,
2) Maintain residency in the unit for at least 275 days a year,
3) . Co~ply with ~ applicable laws, including remitting all required traruiient
occuP.ancy taxes;

For the purposes of this report, a "hosted rental" is one where the permanent resident is present during the guest's
stay; a "non-hosted rental" is when the permanent resident is not there during the gueSts stay.

1

"Permanent Resident" is defined in the Administrative Code as "A person who occupies a residential Unit for at
least 60 consecutive days with intent to establish that urrit as his or her primary residence." 1he proposed Ordinance
would clarify that "a permanent resident may be either an owner or a lessee."

2

the Ordinance places the Department of Building Inspection in charge of short-term rentals; however
the Planning Department's recommeridation is to have Planning in charge of short-term rentals.

3

2
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4) Maintain records for at least two years that demonstrate complian_ce with City
law~

.5) Maintain a minimUIIJ. of $150,000 worth of property or casualty insurance, either
personany or through the hosting platform, and
6} Comply with prorated rent limitations for subtenants for units subject to rent
control provisions of Section 37.3.
5. · ~ Ordinance requires short-term rental piatforms to collect and remit required City Transit
Occupancy Tax.

6~

The Department of Building Inspection ~~ "DBI") would be charged with enforcing the
rules for short-term rentals.

7.

Enforcement for any violation is tQ:ro1:1gh an administrative review h~aring, coitsistent ~th the
exiSting enforcement procedures of C1tapter 41A4• • The proposed Ordinance would add a new
enforcement provision that for a violation nol corrected within the timeframe established by an ·
administrative hearing officer, DBI may prolnbit the an owner or lessee from listing the
residential unit on any hosting platform for one year.
al~o amends O:tapter 37.9 of the Administrative Code; Under the
current provisions of C1tapter 37.9, a landlord may evict a tenant if the tenant is using or
permitting a rental unit to °!:Je used for any illegal purpose. The proposed legislation would carve
out an exception to this where the "illegal purpose" does not include a first violation of Ola.pier
41A that has been cured within 30 days written notice to the tenant.

8. The proposed legislation

9.

The Orclinance requires hosting platforms to notify any host in San Francisco th.at:
1) The San Francisco Admini~trative Code regulates short-term rentals.
2) The Code includes requirements for permanent residency and registration of the unit,
and

3) They may be liable transient occupancy tax..

Planning Code Changes:
·The only changes t-0 the Plamrlng Code add the following language to Sections 102.7 ''Dwelling Unit",
102.13 "Live Work Unit", 790.88 "Residential Use", 890.88 "Residential Use".

Notwithstanding the foregoing, use of a dwelling unit as a Short-Term Residential Rental in cam.pliance
with Adminis.trative Code Section 41A.5 shall not alter the use type as a resid.ential use.·
This change·would allow any residential unit iI). the City to be rented out as a Short-Term Residential
Rental provided the rental i,s· in compliance with Administrative Code Section 41A.5. Single-family
homes would not be limited to· 90-days. Currently using a residential unit as a short-term rentals is
prolubited by the Planning Code, unless the property owner applies for a co:Dditional use application to
operate a ~all inn or bed and breakfast.

Under existing Ota.pier 41A procedures, DBI first sends a notice of complaint within. 15. days of the
complaint, and then if a hearing is determined to be required, DBI sets the hearing ~ate within 60 days of
the complaint Based on the outcome of the hearing, a decision is made as to whether or not. the property
owner is in .violation.
4
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ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS
Hosting Platforms.
A short-term rental hosting platform is generally a web site that allows individuais to list their home or a
room in their home for rent on a short-term basis. Th.ere are five maln. hosting platforms accounting for
approximately 80% of the total ~tings_ in San Francisco, these include VR~O, .Ail'bnb, Hc:im.eAway,
Craigslist, and FlipKey. In most cases, the property owner either manages the listing, or has employed an
agent to manage their property as.a short-term rental These sites take a certain percentage of the "rental
cost from the host, and some.have recently started collecting the city's hotel tax from renters. Some of
these platforms assert that the vast majority of its hosts are simply small-tinle "home sharers" who eam a
few dollars h"ere and there: by occasionally renting out a spare room. 5 However,. as the San Francisco
Otronide recently reports, close to ,5,000 San Francisco homes, apartments, and private or shared rooms
were for rent via. Airbnb, and two-thirds were entire houses or apartments, "showing how far .Ail'bnb has
come from its couch-surfer origins, a.ru:l contradicting its portrayal ~-a service for people who rent out a
spare room. .. 6" Further, ·the Department's enforcement staff has ·seen instances where real estate investors
are buying new properties with short-tePn renting exclusively in mind.
Housing Affordability
1he Planning Department's paramount concern is the impact that short-term rentals have on the.
availability and affordability of the City's housing stoc;k. ~concern is derived from .Objectives Two
and Three in the City's Housing Element,"wbich seek to "retain existing housing units'' and "protect the
affordability of the existing housing stock," respectively. Based on surveys that the Department
conducted., staff's conservative ~te is that at any one ti:i:ne, anywhere from 4,000-5,000 7 entire units
have been removed from San Francisco hoUsing stock and are being advertised online as short-term
.rentals. This number accounts for neatly 1.3% of all housing units in the City. For comparison sake, there
has been much public concem about the conversion of rental _hmising to condominiums. From io09 to .
2013, 2,669 units were converted into coodominiums-about half the number of units that may currently
. be lost to tourist ilse8. To address that loss of rent controlled housing, the Board passed an Ordinan~9
that allowed condominium conversions currently in the queue to move _forward, but halted .all future
condominium conversion for 10 years.
··- ·
San Francisco is in a housing affordability crisis and is frequently described as among the wo~st m the
nation. 10 . 11 12 13 Any decrease in residential space available for ·the City's permanent resident puts an
.

~

"Can we stop pretending the sharing ecoilom.yis all~tsharing?'' Oune30, 2014) Retrieved from
www.time.com/moneyonJuly 1, 2014.

5

.

.

''Window into Airbnb's hidden :impact on S.F." Oune 16, 2014) Retrieved from www.SFOtranicl.e.com on July lt
2014.

6

7'This number represents the Department's best estimate of how~ entire dwelling units are being listed on all
five major short-term rental platforms mSan Francisco. It d~ nOt include hosted ren.U$, where a room or a shared
room is being offered while the permanent resident is present

.

.
8

San Francisco Housing Inventory (2013). Retrieved. from www .s~ov.org on July 1, 2014;

9 Board

File Number 120069, Enactment Number 117-13, passed 6/28/13

10 Fortune Magazine. July 10, 2014. "Americas Housmg .Affurdability Crisis is Getting WorsE' Matthews, Chris.
Retrieved at http://fortune.com/2014/07/10/us-housing-affordability/
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-upward pressure on price, exacerbating an already untenable situation. Further, based on J.he trends that
the Department has seen over the past .three years, residential units being rented out as short-temi rentals
will continue to grow for the foreseeable future (see discussion below).

Taking a unit or even a bedroom out of the long-term rental market and putting it into the shcirt-ter;m
rental market also iii.creases the Villue of the unit. This commercializati,on of ~dential units may inflate
the market and keep rents artificially higher than the market ~ould otherwise support. For instance,
based .on research the Department· conducted in Jarmary of this year, a typical studios apartment in the
Oty's. Lower Haight neighborhood rents for about $1,900 per month 14- • A short-term rental in the Lower
Haight for a similar. studio apartment rents for about $180.00 per night for a total of $5,400 per month15•
In another example, the Department found a six-bedroom, five-bath home in the City' Marina District that
rents ~or about $11,000 16 per month. A similar six-bedroom, five-bath home in the same neighborhood
rents for $1,300 per night for a total of $39,000 per month17• The income that can be generated from shortterm rentals could encourage speculators to pay more for a unit knowirig that they could reap a larger
return on their investment; could encourage landlords to seek legal mearui for eviction ·of rent control
protected units so that the unit may. be offered at.higher prices; and it could also encourage permanent
residents to offer to pay higher rents becaU.se they coiµd supplement their income with short~term rentals.
Neighborhood Character
The Dei)artment is also concerned about how short-term rentals ~ impacting neighborhood character
and. the quality of life for San Francisco ~dents. A neighborhood made up of permanent residents has a
. very different character than a neighborhood ·where everyone is .a transient visitor. While ~ourists are
important·for this City's economy and its cultural identity, it's primarily the residents of San Francisco
that make it a unique and interesting place to visit. Permanent residents have a vested interest in
maintaining the unique quality of life iri. San Francisco. They build community by developing
longstanding relationships; help ensure that trash doesn't · accumuiate ·on the sidewalks, and are
inherently·motivated to be respectful of their neighbors. Many of the complaints that the Department
receives aoout short-term rentals have to do with the hours of acti.Vity tourists keep compared to longterm residents with regular nine to five work schedules. Further, having short-term rentals unregulated

n A June 21, 2014 article in the NextCity, a city planning nonprofit wrote: :"Mayor Lee has cillled the lack of
affordable housing a "crisis'' that :"threatens to choke off{the city's) economic growth and prosperity for the future".
Retrieved from: http://nextcity.orgtdaily/entry/san-francisco-apartm.ent-cost-affordable-housing
12 New.York Times. April 14-, 2014. "Jn Many Cities, Rent Is Rising Out of Reach of Middle Oass". Dewan, Shalla.
Retrieved ·
from:
http://www.nyti.mes.com/2014/04/15/business/m.ore-renters-find-30-affordability-ratiounattainable.html
13 . The Economist April 16, 2014. "The Spectre Haunting San Francisco"'. London, R.A. Retrieved from:
http://www.ec:pnomistcom/blogs/freeexchange/2014/04,ihousing-markets
14

Craigslistorg listing, retrieved January, 2014

is Airbnb.com listing, retrieved January, 2014
16

Craigslistorg ·listing, retrieved January, 2014

11 Home2sanfrancsico.com listing,

retrieved January 2014.
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in residentiaI districts is akin to allowing an .unregulated number of hotels in a residential district,
sqmething which is either prohibited or at a minimum requires conditional use authorization.
A Grpwing Issue
Short-term ren~s have probably been happening in San Francisco for some time, and internet based·
short-term rental platforms, such as VRBO (V~cation Rentals By OW!ler), have been around since the mid
1990's. However, it wasn't until the last few years that hosting platforms started to become more
prevalent. 1his issue first came to the Department's attention in a significant way in 2011, when staff
started to see an increase in the nnmber of complaints from neighbors regarding short-term rentals. Since
then, Department records show a dramatic increase in the number of listings pdsted online in San
Francisco. In 2011, the Department counted 1,595 rental listings on one short-term rental site. In 2012,
. fuat number increased to 2,533 and in January of this year that number increased to 6~960. Approximately
70% of listings from one site were for an entire unit. Other research has found 5,000 listings on one shortterm rental platform alone, including both hosted and non-hosted rentals18• fu 2012, the Department's
enforcement team started to track short-term rentals with· a separate tracking code. That year the
Department received 25 complaints related to short-term rental use. fu 2013 the nwnber of complaints
increased to 40, and as of June 27th of this year we have received approximately 95 complaints.

Planning Department's Enforcement Efforts
The Department's Zoning and Compliance Division has worked diligently to bring short-term rental
violations into compliance with the Planning Code using ·current enforcement tools. Despite. limited
resources (currently, the Department has seven full-time planners for enforcement of all Planning Code.
provisions citywide). For this reason, the Department's enforcement program is generally complaint
based and does not involve active monitoring or patrols for violations. While staff prioritizes short-term
rental cases because they represent a loss of housing, the Department does not currently have the
resources to actively monitor short-term rental sites nor do these sites necessarily include all the
information necessary to open an enforcement cas~ for a specific property. The current enforcement
process typically takes 11 weeks before penalties am be a,ssessed. Prior to fiscal penalties, staff must send
required notices· to the property owner and tenant; giving alleged violators due process and the
ppportunity to ·comply with the law. Additionally, fuese cases can be difficul~ to prove as ongoing
· violations, which are required to assess a penalty, due to the transient nature of the use. Profits from
, short-term rentals ·are also so lucrative that even after a vioJation hosts may attempt to re-list their unit on
a different website.
·
·
·
Hotels, Inns and Bed & Breakfast Uses in Residential Districts
The Planning Code currently allows short-term rentals in Residential Districts, but they have historically
been known as bed .and breakfast inns or small hotels19• To add a small hotel use in a residential
neighborhood, the law requires conditional use authorization by the PlaTining Commission. Further, such
uses are typically limited to 5 roorris, and even then
not permitted in all residential districts.
Conditional Use requires a notice to property owners within 300' of the property, a posted notice on the
property, and a public hearing before the Planning Commission. Principally permitting short-term
rentals across the City without· sUmcient restrictions would allow hotel-like uses in a residential
.. neighborhood without any public process or oversight. The Department recognizes the difference

are

18 "Window into Airbnb's hidden impact on S.F." ·aune 16, 2014) Retrieved from www.SFChronicle.com cin July l,
2014.
.
.
.

19

Large hotels are generally prohibited.
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between renting out a home while on vacation verses a fulltime bed and breakfast; however, as the
Department's enforcement team has found, and as the SF Chronicle's own inveStigation affirmed20, a
significant number of people are using short-term rental sites to circumvent traditional oversight
processes and are effectively adding a hotel-like use in a residential neighborhood.
Overview of Other Jurisdictions
.
Various cities across the nation are searching for the best regulatory tools to regulate and accommodate
short-term rentals in a manner consistent with community values: In general, cities that have adopted
overly prescribed operating conditions and a highly·regulated permitting process for short-term rentals,
such as Chicago, have seen low participation rates.
Other cities, including Austin, seemingly have
successfully implemented streamlined regulations ·that are more effective at maintaining livable and
vibrant neighborhoods, while also allowing an eJp.erging business sector to flourish Oricago and Austin
represent two ends of the spectrum and will be expiore in detail below. In addition, New York City's
dense housing stock and struggles with affordability make for an interesting comparison with San
Francisco. Further, New York State's Attorney General succeeded in getting Critical information for
enforcement For these reasons, this report takes a closer look at these three responses to address this
emerging issue21 :
·•

· Chicago. Chicago defines "vacation rental" as a dwelling unit with up to six sleeping rooms that are
available for rent to transients. Tiris definition applies to properties that are either tenant occupied or
owner occupied .as long as the unit will not be occupied by the tenant or owner during the time of the
stay. Offering just a room whil~ the tenant or owner is present is allowed by right Vacation rentals,
however, require a license at a cost of $500, renewable every two years. The license requires the oWn.er to
obtain liability insurance policy, sets a maxi:i:nfil!l number of guests allowed by square footage, requires
hosts to keep a registry to be maintained for three years, and requires the license number to be posted on
all advertis~ents. Further, vacation rental operators are required to provide all guests with soap, clean
individual bath towels and linens, clean the unit between guests, and provide the guests with the number
of a local con~ct person and post the license number and evacuation diagram within the unit Operating
without a license is a violation punishable by anywhere from $500-$1,000 for every day in operation, and
all vacation rentals are required to remit the full hotel tax. 1bis law does not apply to owner occupied
units. This use is limited to specific zoning districts and sets a cap on the number of permits that will be
issued at any given time.
This ordinance has been criticized for its onerous operating requirements and although it was enacted in
2011, it has experienced extremely low registration numbers likely because of those high standards; The
main difference between Chicago's regUlations and the proposed Ordnance is that Chicago only regulates
rentals where the owner is Iiof present, while the proposed Ordinance seeks to address both hosted and
non-hosted short-tem rentals. Chicago's regulations also sets strict operating procedures, such as
supplying fresh linens and soap, and has no limit on the number of days the. unit can be rented. The
proposed Ordinance does not set strict ·Operation procedures and limits the number of days a unit can be
rented to 90 days.
·

20 "Window into Airbnb's hidden impact on S.F.'' Uune 16, 2014) Retrieved from www.SFChronicle.com on July 1,
2014.

For a more comprehensive cnmpariscm between what other cities are .doing and what the proposed Ordinance is
proposing, please see the matrix in Exhibit C

21
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Austin. Austin passed an orclinance in 2012 regulating short-term ~tals iind requiring a license for
every unit being offered for stays of less than 30 days.. The license is obtained by submitting an
appliqi.tion and paying a $285 registration fee. The license is good . for one year and ~quires
neighborhood notification at initial·establishment. Short-term r~tals are also required to remit the full
9% hotel tax. EligUile properties are categorized into three types: those that are owner occupied and are
renting either a portion or the entire unit, those that are not owner occupied and are a single or two- ·
family property,· and those that are a dwelling unit within a multi-family unit Certain types are restricted
by geographic or census tract caps and all properties are subject to buililing insp~cti.ons at the initial
period of application. These licenses are issued ·and monitored. through the Code Compliance
Department by two full-tiine inspectors and one full-time administrative personnel who solely handle
short-term rental registrations, respond to complaints and violations, and proactively seeking out
violators through_online advertisements. The program is funded through a fee on Austin utility bills.

In romparison to the proposed Ordinance, Austin limits the number of permits it issues for short-term
rentals, requires neighborhood notification.to establish a short-term rental and limits which districts and
what types of housing are eligible for short-term rentals. The proposed Ordinance, i;ndusive of Staff's
recommendatiol1S does none of these. Also, Austin does not limit the number of days a unit can l;>e
rented, while the proposed Orclinance limits the number of days a unit can be rented to 90 days..
New York State. New York State pa5sed a law in 2010 making it illegal to rent out .apartments in
residential
for less than 30 days. Owners of an apartment or. a town house may only rent out
one or
rooms and mllst: be present in the home durhtg the time of guests' stays. Additionally, each
guest must have access to common areas of the home. In New York City enforcement is both reactive arid
·proactive and handled by the Mayor's Offi.ce' of Special Enforcement. Enforcement officers conduct
random inspections of properties they believe to be ·operatiri.g as illegal hotels, gathering this information
from monitoring online hosting platforms. Penalties range but c:cm· cost up to· $2,500 per ·day (The
proposed Ordinance includes a $1000.00 a day fine). New York'~ cw;rent regulations are. similar to. the
existing ban on short-term rentals in San Francisco; however New York allows residents to rent out rooms
in their homes on a short-term basis with no limit on the number of days. San Francisco does not
E.ecently, New York State's Attomey General caine to an.agreement with one specific host platform,
Airbnb; in which the company has agreed to provide anonymiz.ed data about hosts in New York. No· Su.ch·
arrangement has b!!en made with California's State Attomey General, or the San Francisco City Attomey,
·This data Will not :in.elude names,· address.es. o:i: other personally-identifiable information. The Atto~y
General's Office Will have one year to review the anonymized data and then request info~_ation about
individual hosts who may be subject to further :investigation. Both the Attomey General aitd the Mayor's
Office of Special Enforcexnent have stated their aim is to bring down hosts rurining illegal hotels out of
many llilits or entire buildings, rather than individuals who
their single apartment while occasionally
out of town.

two

builrungs

rent

REQUIRED COMMISSION ACTION
The proposed Ordinilnce is before the Commission so that it may reeommend adqption, rejection, or
·adoption with mod,ifications to the Board of Supervisors

RECOMMENDATION
The Department recommends that the Commission recommend approval with modifications of the
proposed Ordinance and ad.opt the atta'.ched Draft Resolution to that effect
Recommend that the Ordinance is amended as follows:
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Place short-tenit rental controls in the Planning Code so that the Planning Department is the
agency responsible for enforcing 0n short-term rentals.
2. Modify t1ie Orrurnnce so that the proposed city-run regiStr}r tracks the number or nights a unit
has been "rentec:t..
.
short-term rental platform or company doing business in San Francisco to provide
.3. Require
information on the number of days a property .was rented Information should be reported back
to the city on a quarterly basis at a minimum.
4. Identify units that· are .on the Short-Term Registry in the Department's Property Information
1.

any

Map22.
5. · Amend the Ordlnance so that a posting on a short-term rental site without first registering with
the Qty const:ltutes a violation that can be assessed a penalty, even if the unit was not rented
6. _Require the registration number from the City-run registry to acco~pany all shoit-term rental
postings:
.
7. Grant citation authority23 ·to the Planning Department if we are chosen to be the enforcemen~
agency for short-term rentals and pro'vi~e for increased penalties for repeat violators.
8. Subject hosted rentals to the same 90-night limit as non-hosted rentals.
9. Limit single-family homes to the same restrictions as inulti-~t buildings.

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
The Department believes that short-term rentals need to be regulated in order to preserve the City's
housing stock, reduce impacts on · affordable housing, and to ·protect the livability of residential
neighborhoods. The City's current regulations aie no longer sufficient to address this new techno~ogy and
its associated impacts, and if this industry remains unregulated, the Department believes that the City
. will continue to lose peimari.ent· housing. In crafting its recommendation, the Department sought to .
create a legal avenue for hosts who want to occasionally rent their prixllary residence on a short-term .
basis, while balancing concerns over housing affordability and neighborhood character. The
recommendations below maWy focus on improving the enforcement and monitoring of. short-term
rentals; however the Department believe~ that the Ordinance also needs to be expanded to include both
hosted and non,-hosted rentals and that all of the Citys dwelling units should ~ treated the same 1,tnder
the new reStriction5.
·
'
·
.

.

.

)

. Recommendafi:ons 1: Place short-term rental controls in the Planning Code so that the Planning
Department is the agency responsible for enforcing on short-term rentals.
As the City agency responsible for regulating land use, the Department should be the agency ln charge of
for monitoring and enforcing on short-term rentals because this is essentially a land use issue. While the
Department of Building Inspection has a more robust enforcement division, the P~g Department

22 Follow this link to view the Department's Property Information Map, http:Uec2-50-17-237-182.compute- ·
"1.amazonaws.com/PIMI
Citation authority allows an agency to issue a citation and fines immediately when they see a violation, in contrast
to our current enforcement efforts, which requires the Department to provide the offender the opportunity to correct
the violation before any fines are levied.
23
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if

believes that the enforcement measures outlined in our recommendations
have the tools to effectively enforce the proposed sh,ort-terni rental restrictions. ·

are adopted,

we will

Recommendation 2-3:
2. Modify the Ordinance- so that the proposed city-run registry tracks the number of nights a unit
has been rented.
· 3. Require any short-term rental· platform or company doing business in San Francisco. to
provide information on the number of days a property was rented. Information should be·
reported back to the city on a quarterly basis at a minimum.
The Department believes that these recommendations are imperative to enstll'e that housing affordability
is ·m.aintaineO. and that the ordinan~ can be effectively enforced. As drafted, the Ordinance does not
provide a meaningful enforcement mechartism.. U11der the legislation as currently ·proposed, to
participate in the short-term rental program., the permanent resident is required to register their property
. with the City and maintain records for at least two years to demonstrate compliance with City law.
However, the ordinance provides no way for the enforcement agency to verify that these records are
correct and accurate. To address this issue, the Department proposes a centralized city-run registry that
tracks the number of nights a unit has been rented. Anyone that wants to rent out their units on a shortterm. basis would need to register their property with the City, and any hosting platform doing business
in the City would be required to submit data about how many nights each property was rented on at least
·
a quarterly basis.
Some short-term. rental sites, such as Craig's List, only act as bulletin boards and aren't involved with
booking the room. or the financial transaction between the ·perm.anent resident and the renter. These
services are not currently collecting data on how often a unit is rented; however, the Department strongly
· believes that it is the hosting platforms responsibility to provide this infor:i;nation to the City so that we
can effectively enforce these new regulations. That being said; if the City cannot require all short-term
rental sites to report this information, an alternative would be to require the perm.anent resident to report
the dates a unit is to be rented to the City prior to the rental While this would still rely on the permanent
resident to self-report how many nights their unit is rented, it would provide the Gty a running tally,
·which is more difficult to forge than personal records kept in the possession of the permanent resident
Further, if a complaint is made and the permanent resident has not reported to the Gty that their unit. iS
being tented this would qualify as proof of a violation. If this option is chosen, the Department believes
there needs to be strong penalties for noncompliance, such as stiff fines and the revocation of the shortterm. rental perm.it for a period of five years or more. FUrther, the Department believes that only one of
these repoiting mechanisms should be used. Having a two tiered system. in unfair to the hosting
platforms and complicates the Department's record keeping and enforcement efforts.

A central registry that tracks the number of days each property is rented is essential for any
Departmenf to effectively enforce the proposed short-term rental restriction, without it the new ·
regulations are essentially ineffective. Without making these amendments to the proposed or~ce,
om enforcement difficulties would increase greatly. Creating a reasonable path to legalize some shortterm usage is a laudable gcial, but it must be paired with ~orceable limits to prevent excessive
conversion of the housing stock to transient upe.
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Recominendation 4: Identify units that are on the Short-Term Registry in the Department's Property
Information Map.
The Department believes it is important for neighbors to _know which properties in their neighborhood
are registered as short term rental, and placing this information on the Department's Property
Information map will make that information accessible to them. In addition, this will also allow
neighbors to see if a property is properly registered with the City prior to making a complaint, possibly
r.educing the number of false complaints filed with the Department The Deparbnent originally
considered having a separate web site tlui.t listed all short term rentals in the citj; however, in the end we
felt that it was more practical to use an existing data base to make this information available to the public.
. Rec<;>mmendatioils 5: Amend the Ordinance so that a posting on a short-term rental site without first
registering with the City cqnstitutes a violation that can b~ assessed a penalty, even if the unit was not
rented.
·The Department recommends amending the legislation so that listing a unit on a short-term rental site
when the property has not been registered on the City's short-term rental registry would stand as proof of
a violation.. This will allow for quick and effective enforcement, and help act as a deterrent for would be
scofflaws. Proving that someone has rented the property as a short-term rental is a major impediment to
the Department's enforcement efforts. Currently, to prove a violation the Department's enforcement
team has to do a site visit and actually see the short-term renter occupying the unit Listing your
property on a short term rental site without registering it shows that you are not in compliance with the
city law that requires the property to be registered, and it also shows intent to rent the apartment as a
short-term rental.
Recommend,ation 6: Require the registration number from the City-run registry to accompany all
short-term rental postings.
This recommendation is similar to the· Department's existing requirement that all general advertising
signs mu5t display their building permit number on the sign. This requirement wouid make it easier for
the Department's enforcement team to monitor short-term rental sites by providing a quick way to verify
that a property was properly registered with the City. If this provision is not added to the Ordinance,
Departmerit enforcement staff would have to: spend time determining if a prqperty is registered ·on the
site before any enforcement action could occur.· Further, if the property is registered.Deparbnent staff
would have diverted time and resources away from other enforcement activities just to find out that the
property was in compliance.
. Recommendation 7: Grant citation authority to the Planning Department if we are cho~en to be the
enforcement agency for short-term rentals and provide for increased penalties for repeat violators.
In order foi:" the Planning Department to be able to effectively and quickly enforce these new regulations
we would need to have citation .authority. Our current enforcement process does not allow us to
effectively respond to complaints and does not help deter would be violators. Currently our enforcement
team seil.ds out a letter of abatement to initiate an enforcement action This process involves several
letters and notices to the property owner · and takes about u · weeks before we ~ start assessing
penalties. Granting citation authority would allow the Department to issue a citation immediately, upon
verification of a violation. These citations could be abated, but fines and penalties could be assessed
immediately helping to act as a deterrent for would be violators. Without this provision potential
violators may be encouraged to flout the law knowing that they could ignore the first 2-3 letters without
fis~al impact
·
·
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Recomm~ndation 8: Subject hosted rentals to the same 90-day. limit as non-hosted rentals.
As drafted, the proposed Ordinance does not limit the number of nights someone can rent out a room in
their Unit, creating a loophole that will allow someone to operate a bed and breakfast type use. in their
home without Conditional Use authorization. The Ordinance should be amended to also limit the
number of days that someone can rent out a room in thr;tlr unit (host':!d rental) in the same way nonhostedrentals are limited.
Recommendation 9: Limit single-family homes to the same restrictions as multi-unit buildings.
As currently drafted, the Ordinance exempts single-family homes from the short-term rental controls,
allowing entire homes to be converted into a hotel use without any public process or noticing. Including
all dwelling units in the short-term rental controls will help protect housing affordability, and it will also
protect the character of our lowest intensity residential districts, as most of the City's single-family homes
are located in RH-1 (Residential, House, Single-Family)and RH-2 (Residential House, Two-Unit) zoning
districts.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The proposed Ordinance would result in no direct or indirect physical impact on the environment. The
proposed amendmerit is exempt from environmental review under Section 15060(c) and 15378 of the
CEQA Guidelines.

PUBLIC COMMENT
- As of the date -of this report, the Planning Department llaS received_ several inquiries about the proposed
Ordinance. The Department also received several letters-both in support and opposition to the proposed
Ordinance, which are included as Exhibit D in this report. In general those that are in support of the
proposed Ordinance are people who use short-term rental sites and want to be able to keep using these
services to supplement their income or rent out additional units in their b~ding. Those opposed to thi$
Ordinance are concerned about the impacts short-term rentals have on neighborhood livability and
housing affordability.

RECOMMENDATION:

Attachments:
Exhibit A:
ExhibitB:
ExhibitC:
ExhibitD:

Recommendation of Approval with Modifications

Draft Planning Commission Resolution
Board of Supervisors File No. 140381
O:ia:rt Comparing Other Qty' s Short-Term Rental Regulations
Letters of Opposition and Support _
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City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD!fTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

September 11, 2014
File No. 140381

Sarah Jones
Environmental Review Officer
Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Dear Ms. Jones:
On September 2, 2014, Supervisor Chiu introduced the following legislation:
File No. 140381

Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for
permanent residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals
under certain conditions; to create procedures, including a registry
administered by the Planning Department, for tracking short-term
residential rentals and compliance; to establish an application fee for the
registry; amending the Planning.Code to clarify that short-term residential
rentals shall not change a unit's type as residential; and making
environmental findings and findings of consistency with the General Plan,
and the eight pr~ority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.
This legislation is being transmitted to you for environmental review.

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

r4~
By: Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk
Land Use & Economic Development Committee
Attachment
c:

Joy Navarrete, Environmental Planning
Jeanie Poling, Environmental Planning
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Not defined as a project under CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15378 and 15080(c) (2) because it does
-not result in a physical change in the
environment.

Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Guzman, Monica ·
Thursday, September 11, 2014 4:53 PM
Rodgers, AnMarie (CPQ)
Ausberry, Andrea
RE: BOS File No. 140381 - Planning Commission

Thank you for the prompt response AnMarie.

From: Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC)

Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2014 4:52 PM
To: Guzman, Monica
Cc: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)

Subject: RE: BOS File No. 140381 - Planning Commission
Thanks, Monica. This version responds to the earlier Planning Commission hearing, so unless the CAO feels it must be
. re-heard by the PC, I believe this item is ready to be scheduled without further response from our Commission.
Than~

you,

AnMarie Rodgers

Senior Policy Advisor
Planning Departme·nq City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415.558.6395 j Fqx: 415.558.6409
Email: anmarie@stgov.org
Web: http://www.sf-planning.org/Leqislative.Affairs
Property Info Map: htto: l/propertymap.sfplanninq.org/
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From: Guzman, Monica

. Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2014 4:02 PM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)

Cc: Rahaim, John (CPC); Starr, Aaron (CPC); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Sanch~z, Scott (CPC); Jones, Sarah (CPC); Poling,
Jeanie (CPC); Navarrete, Joy (CPC); Ausberry, Andrea
·
Subject: BOS File No. 140381 - Planning Commission
Good Afternoon,
Attached is a referral for BOS File No'. 140381, which is being referred to the Planning Commission for public hearing and
recommendation. Please forward the Commission's response as soon as it is available. Thank you.
Sent on behalf of Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and _Economic Development Committe_e.
Regards,

Monica L Guzman
Assistant Committee Clerk
Board of Supervisors
1
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San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7718 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
monica.guznian@sfgov.org I board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org
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TO:

Tom Hui, Director, Department of Building Inspection
Sonya Harris, Secretary, Building Inspection Commission

FROM:

Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development
·
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

September 11, 2014

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED

The Board ·of Supervisors' Land Use and Economic Development Committee has received
the following legislation, introduced by Supervisor Chiu on September 2, 2014:
·
. File No. 140381
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for
permanent residents to the prohibition oh short-term residential rentals under
certain conditions; to create pro.cedures, including a registry administered by ·
the Planning Department, for tracking short-term residential rentals and
compliance; to establish an application fee for the registry; amending the
Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a
unit's type as residential; and making environmental findings and findings of
consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning
·
Code, Section 101.1.
The proposed ordinance is being transmitted pursuant to Charter. Section D3.750-5 for
pubiic hearing and recommendation. It is pending before the Land Use & Economic
Development Committee and will be scheduled for hearing upon receipt of your response.

Please forward me the Commission's recommendation and reports at the Board . of
Supervisors, City Hall, Roon:i 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San' Francisco, CA
94102.
.
c:

William Strawn, Department of Building Inspection
Carolyn Jayin, Department of Building Inspection
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City Han·
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No•.554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Olson Lee, Acting Director, Mayor's Office of Housing
Bevan Dufty, Director, Housing Opportunity, Partnership and Engagement
{HOPE)
.
Delene Wolf, Executive Director, Rent Board
.Jose Cisneros, Treasurer, Office of the.Treasurer/Tax Collector

FROM:

Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

September 11, 2014

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED
.

.

The Board of Supervisors' Land Use and Economic Development Committee has received the
following proposed legislation, introduced by Supervisor Chiu on September 2, 2014:

File No. 140381
Ordinance amen.ding the Administrative Code to provide an exception for
permanent residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under
certain conditions; to create procedures, including a registry administered by the.
Planning Department, for tracking ·short-term residential rentals and compliance;
to establish an application fee for the registry; amending the Planning Code to
clarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a unif s fype as
residential; and making environmental findings and findings of consistency with
the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1.
If you have any additional comments or reports to be included with the file, please forward them
to me at the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San
Francisco, CA 94102.
c:

Eugene Flannery, Mayor's Office of Housing
Sophie Hayward, Mayor's Office of Housing
Amanda Fried, HOPE
Dee Schexnayder, HOPE·
· Christine Keener, HOPE
Greg Kato, Policy and Leg.islative Manager
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City Hall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDDffTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

May 1, 2014

File No. 140381
Sarah Jones
Environmental Review Officer
Planning Department
1650 Mission Street.4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
·
Dear Ms. Jones:
On April 15, 2014, Supervisor Chiu introduced the following legislation:
File No. 140381
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for
permanent residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals under
certain conditions; to create procedures, including a registry administered by the
Department of Building Inspection, for tracking short-term residential rentals and
compliance; to establish an application fee for the registry; amending the
Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a
unifs type as residential; and making environmental findings, and findings of
consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning
Code, Section 101.1.

This legislation is being transmitted to you for environmental review.

Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

<-A~

c

By: Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk
Land Use & Economic Development Committee
Attachment
c:

Nannie Turrell, Environmental Planning
Jeanie Poling, Environmental Planning
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS ·

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Tom Hui, Director, Department of Building Inspection

FROM:

Andrea Ausberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development
Committee, Board of Supervisors

DATE:

May 1, 2014

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED
.

.

The Board of Supervisors' Land Use and Economic Development Committee has received
·
the .following legislation, introduced by Supervisor Chiu on _April 15, ~014:

File No. 140381
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code ~o provide an exception for
permanent residents to the prohibition on short-term r:esidential rentals under
certain conditions; to -create· procedures, including a registry administered by
the Department of Building Inspection, for tracking short-term residential
rentals and compliance; to establish an application fee for the registry;
amending the Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential rentals shall.
not change a. unifs type as residential; and making environmental findings,
· and findings of consistency with the -~eneral- Plan~ and the eigbt priority
policies of Planning Codllt~ Section 101.1.
-The proposed ordinance is being transmitted pursuant to Charter Section D3. 750~5 for··
public hearing and recommendation. It is pending before the Land Use and ·Economic
Development qommittee and will be scheduled for hearin.g upon receipt ·of your response.
Please forward me the Commission's recommendation and · reports at ·the Board of
Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton 8. Goodlett Place,. San Francisco, CA
94102.
.
. •
c:

William Strawn, Department of Building Inspection
Carolyn Jayin, Department of Bui_ldirig Inspection
Sonya Harris, Secretary, Building Inspection Commission
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· CityHall
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDDfITY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

ME MORA.ND UM
TO:

Olson Lee, Acting Director, Mayor's Office of Housing
Bevan Dufty, Director, Housing Opportunity, Partnership and Engagement (HOPE)
Delena Wolf, Executive Director, Rent Board
Jose Cisneros, Treasurer, Office of ~he Treasurer/Tax Collector

FROM:

Andrea A.usberry, Assistant Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development Committee
B~ard of Supervisors

DATE:

May 1, 2014

SUBJECT:

LEGISLATION INTRODUCED

'

The Board of Supervisors' Land Use and Economic Development Committee has received the following
proposed legislation, introduced by.Supervisor Chiu on April 15, 2014:

File No. 140381
Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for permanent
residents to the prohibition on short-term residential rentals .under certain cond~tions; to
create procedures, including a registry administered by the Department of Building
Inspection, for tracking short-tenn residential rentals and compliance; to establish an
- application fee for the .registry; amending the Planning Code to clarify that· short-tern;l
residential rentals shall not change a unifs type as residential; and making environmental
findings,· and findings of consistency with the GeneralPlan,.and the eight priority policies
of Planning Code, Section 11>1.1.
If you have any additional comments or reports to be included· with ~he file, please forward .them to me at
.the Board of Supervisors, City Hall, Room 244, 1 Dr. Carlton B .. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA.
~~

c:

-

Eugene Flannery, Mayor's Office of Housing
·sophie Hayward, Mayo(s Office of Housing
Amanda Fried, HOPE
Dee Schexnayder, HOPE
Christine Keen~r. HOPE
Greg Kato, PoliC, and Legislative Manager
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City Hall
.
Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
TeL No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD/TTY No. 554-5227

BOARD of SUPERVISORS

·May 1,2014

Planning Commission
Attn: Jonas lonin
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94.103

'.

Dear Commissioners:
On April 15, 2014, Supervisor Chiu introduced the following legislation:

File No. 140381
Ordinance amending the Administrative · Code to provide an . exception for
permanent residents. to the prohibition on short:-tenn residential rentals under
certain conditions; to create procedures, including aregistry administered by the
Department of Building Inspection,· for tracking short-term residential rentals and·
compliance; to establish · an· application fee for . the registry; amending the
Planning Code to ciarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a
unifs type as residential; and making environmental. findings, and findings of
consistency with the General Plan; and. the eight priority policies of Planning
Code, Section 101.1.
The proposed ordinance is being transmitt~d pursuant to Planning Code Section 302(b) for
public hearing and recommendation. The ordinance is pentjing pefore the -Land Use and
Economic Development Committee and· will be scheduled for hearing _upon receipt of your
response.
Angel~

Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

·.r4~
By: Andrea Ausbeny, Assistant Clerk

.
Land Use and Economic Development Committee

c:

John Rahaim, Director of Planning
· Aaron Starr, Acting Manager of Legislative Affairs
AnMarie Rodgers, Senior Policy Manager
· Scott Sanchez, Zoning Administrator
Sarah Jones,· Chief, Major Environmental Analysis
Jeanie Poling, Environmental Planning
Nannie Turrell, Environmental Planning
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\And v.se Cornn\1-ttee --: cth'f
File No. lLl0~8l
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[)is.h-\d' ' - "

·

~cii10 Rec.eiveGl· 1 Pt.ease (le(Ytst ~·le.
·

Dear SupeNisors and Planning Commissioners:
Today, San Franciscans share tlieir homes for different reasons -to pay the bills and afford to stay
in the city, return to school or pursue their dreams. Some just love to get to see the world without
ever leaving home. We all believe San Franciscans should be able share this great city with
travelers from around the world.
In the past year alone, nearly 180,000 visitors stayed.with home sharers in San Francisco. On
average, home sharers in San Francisco earn $4,000 per year by welcoming these guests into their
homes - a modest, but significant amount that can make a huge difference for families. And more
than 80 percent of home sharers' listings are outside the traditional tourist areas, which means ·
travelers support local businesses in diverse neighborhoods throughout the city and bring huge
economic benefits to San Francisco, particularly neighborhoods less visited by hotel guests. The
bottom line is clear: home sharing is good for San Franciscans, it's good for travelers, and it's good
fo~ the city.
We know that some people have concerns abc;>Ut home sharing and we strongly support fair,
progressive rules for home sharers, including tax laws that are clear and easy to follow.
Unfortunately, the laws governing home sharing today are outdated. It's time for new, fair laws that
enable San Franciscans to share the home in which they live. Specifically, we need new rules that:
Enable families in both houses and apartments to share the home in which they live..

0

.

•

Include sensible enforcement measures and .don't require hosts to register their personal
information with a public government database or navigate a confusing and expensive
· bureaucratic process.

•

Are enforced fairly, without a scheme that encourages neighbors to turn each other in for
personal gain.

San Francisco is one of the greatest cities in the world, and we want to share it with travelers and
make it more affordable for everyone lucky enough to call this city home~ Please work with us.and
enact legislation that makes it fair to share in San Francisco.
Thank you.

Peter, Home Sharers of San Francisco

Please enact legislation that makes it fair to share in San Francisco.
-Name: Jonathan Ross

Neighborhood: Richmond District
Date: 4/29/2014

·
I
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Ausberry, Andrea
11=rom:

;ent:
To:

Subject:.
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors (BOS}
Tuesday, September30, 2014 9:11 AM
Ausberry, Andrea
File 140381: Airbnb responsibility for payment of back hotel taxes
tres reg 2012-1 final.pdf

From: Doug Engmann [mailto:doug.engmann@engmannoptions.com]
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2014 10:45 PM
To: Campos, David (BOS); David Chui; Mar, Eric (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS);
BreedStaff (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Wiener, Scott
.subject_: Airbnb responsibility for payment of back hotel taxes
·
Dear SupervisorsOn April 3, 2012 the City Tax Collector ruled that the "transient occupancy tax" or "TOT" is applicable to the
short-term rental of a private residence or any room in a private residence. The Treasurer also ruled that any website
company that acts as a merchant of record collecting the rent for occupancy of the private residence is required to remit
the TOT associated with that rental to the city. Attached is Tax Collector Regulation 2012-1 detailing this requirement.
Airbnb is the largest website.company that acts as a merchant of record for short-term rentals arranged
through their website. By their own testimony at the Land Use Committee, the TOT on existing Airbnb rentals is around
$11 million/year which Airbnb has stated they intend to begin collecting on October 1, 2014. Therefore it can be
estimated that Airbnb does owe approximately 30 months of past due TOT on their rentals since April 2012 or
approximately $25 million dollars.
It would be a travesty if the Chiu legislation now before you does not reiterate and require the payment of
past TOT tax due before any Airbnb host can register and do business in San Francisco. I urge each of you to live up to
your responsibility to all San Frandsco taxpayers and require this corporation which is currently valued at $10 billion
dollars to fulfill their" legal an_d moral obligation to the citizens of San Francisco. These uncollected tax dollars would be a
significant addition in funding for the city's provision of needed social, health, housing and public transportation services
to our residents.
Regards,
Doug Engmann

www.respectsf.com
https://www.facebook.com/SFNAHJ
@SFneighbors
San Franciscans for Neighborhoods, Affordable Housing, and Jobs
8 - 7th Avenue
San Francisco, California 94118
.415-733-3001

1
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Tax Collector Regulation 2012-1
TAX ON TRANSIENT OCCUPANCY -MULTIPLE PARTY TRANSACTIONS; OCCUPANCY OF
PRIVATE RESIDENCES
San Francisco Business and TaX Regulations Code ·
(a) Authority. The Tax Collector promulgates this regulation pursuant to the Tax Collector's ai1thority to
adopt rules and regulations under San Francisco Business and Tax Regulations Code§§ 6.16-1 and 504.

(b) Purpose. The transient occupancy tax ("TOT") is a tax on the occupancy of hotel guest rooms imposed
under Articles 6 and 7 of the San Francisco Business and Tax Regulations Code("Article 6" and "Article
7," respectively). This regulation interprets the definitions of "operator" as provided in§ 50l(a) of Article
7 and§ 6.2-13 of Article 6, as well as the definition of "rent" as provided in§ 50l(f) of Article 7, to
address the application of the· TOT where a person othe.r than an owner, possessor, or on-site proprietor
receives payment for rent in connection with an occupancy transaction, including when payment is made
to an Internet- or web-based company ("website company") for occupancy of a guest room in San
Francisco. This regulation also interprets the definitions of "hotel" as.provided in§ 501(d) of Article 7
and "guest room" as provided in § 501 (e) of Article 7, where occupancy is of private residences such as
houses, condominiums and apartments. This regulation provides guidance regarding the TOT to such
operators who receive payment for occupancy, as well as the owners and residents of private residences
used for occupa~cy.
(c) Definitions. For purposes of this regulation the tenns "occupant," "occupancy," "hotel," "guest room,"
and "rent" are as defined in§ 501 of Article 7. The term "person" is as defined in§ 6.2-15 of Article 6.
The term "operator" is as defined in§ 6.2-13 of Article 6 and§ 501 of Article 7.
(d) Background. The City and County of San Francisco taxes the occupancy of a hotel guest room. The
TOT is calculated as a percentage of the rent for the occupancy of a hotel guest room in San Francisco.
The occupant is required to pay the TOT when paying rent. An operator is responsible for collecting the
TOT from the occupant when it collects the rent from the occupant, and any person that collects rent is
responsible for remitting the TOT to the City. If an operator fails to collect the TOT from the occupant,
.the operator is liable for the full amount of the TOT to the City, "the same as though the tax were paid by
·
the occupant" (Art. 7, § 504.)
(e) Interpretation:
(i) A "guest room" within the meaning of the TOT"includes a private residence (whether a singlefamily residence, condominium, apartment, or any other kind of residence) or any portion thereof,
including but not limited to any room or. space or portion thereof, without regard to whether such
space is shar.ed with or accessible to others. Occupancy of such guest room is subject to the TOT.
(ii) The full amount that an occupant pays to secure or obtain the right to occupy a guest room is
"rent" subject to the TOT, regardless of whether any portion of that payment is characterized as a_
"service fee" or otherwise. The full amount received by a website company, or any other person
acting as merchant of record in connection with an occupancy transaction, is "rent" subject to the
TOT.

(iii) A website company, or any other person acting as merchant ofrecord who receives rent in
connection with an occupancy transaction, is an "operator" who is responsible for collecting the TOT
owed by the occupant and for remitting the TOT to the City. Any person receiving such rent shall
provide a receipt to the occupant. Such receipt shall include a separate line item specifically
identifying the TOT:

4/3/2012
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September 27, 2014
(.;;

:...

SF Supervisors Jane Kim, Scott Weiner, and Malia Cohen
City and County of San Francisco

City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA. 94102
..

RE: Airbnb Hearing on Monday, September 291&.

.-

.··i

...,

Dear Supervisors Kim, Weiner, and Cohen:
It is my understanding from the San Francisco Apartment Association (SFAA) that there will be the
subject hearing. I know that Supevisor David Cbiu's original proposed legislation on Airbnb rentals
have been further modified since the last meeting on the 15111 to minimize abuses; however, I am
concerned that the current version still_ doesn't go far enough. I am urging you to incorporate SFAA's
recommended amendments as follows:
The creation of a comprehensive, public registration list nlaintained by the Planning Department as
recommended by the Planning Commission

• Require tenants to obtain pel'mission from property owners prior to registering a listing
• Require commercial insurance sufficient to indemnifies bnllding residents and the
property owne:r
• Notification of all properly owners within 300 feet of Ab-bnb listing upon registration
• In a manner consistent with conunercial and conditional uses in the Planning Code
• Certification. by the-Department of Building Inspection of compliance with applicable

building codes.
·
• Life-safety issues raised by DBI Code Advisory Committees and the Building
InspeCtion Co:nimission have not been addressed
,
• A hard cap of 90 days per year for hosted and unhosted short term rentals (for apartments
without no-subletting clauses)
• Prohibition of Airbnb use in single~faro.ily hon:ies in RHl and RH1D districts
• Private Right of Action for property owners within 300 feet
.. Hotel Tax liability for both hosting platform and host
• Payment of back ta:i:es (now in excess of$50 million)
• Monthly .-eporting by host to Treasurer ofrevenues. and rented nights

• Infonnation confidentially available to Planning Department,, DBI and the Rent Board
for purposes of enforcement.
Thank you for your consideration; if you have any questions regarding this letter you may reach me· at
415-885-2225.

s~,F~
alfrCtU:an
cc:Charley Goss, SFAA

Received Time Sep. 27. 2014 7:58PM No. 2443
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Jurawa Hallen Ourawa@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 28, 2014 6:29 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Ei-ic (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);.
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381].

Hi Supervisor Scott Wiener,
I would like to voice my support for the Fair to Share home sharing legislation.

I do not personally share my home at the moment, but neighbors in my building do and I have not had any
problem with it.
I believe home sharing can be done safely and I would like to have the option to do so shall I ever want to.
Please support this legislation.
Thanks,
Jurawa

Jurawa Ballen

www.1urawa.com

I 617.610.0089

s3o

Ausberry, Andrea
From:
3ent:

To:
Cc:·

Subject:

Trent Kloppenburg [trentkloppenburg@googlemail.com]
Friday, September 26, 2014 4:14 PM
, Wiener, Scott
AusQerry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS); elizabeth.fawcett@airbedandbreakfast.com;
Amanda Murray
Please support home sharing legislation in SF!

Dear Supervisors,
My name is Trent and I have lived in Pacific Heights for the last 2 y~ars. My fiance Amanda and I have been
using Airbnb to share our home for the last 12 months.
It has been incredibly helpful for us to offset the rising cost ofliving fu the city as well as save for our
upcoming wedding next year. We only share it on average one weekend per month while we are out of town. I
am writing this letter to ask you to support the passage of reasonable legislation that will protect home sharing
here in the city.
After hosting 11 different groups of guests, I can honestly say that we haven't had one negative experience. The
way Airbnb self-regulates through reviews and verification is one reason ·that I believe the home sharing
experience has been so positive.
Our guests have been from all over the world and each time we give them a list of our must see attractions and
_:estaurants. I believe that the city would want to encourage this as it helps the small businesses and generates
more revenue for the city. They have always been very respectful of the neighborhood and I have yet to receive
a complaint.
Also, I have family that visit from Seattle regularly and it can be difficult for them to find regular hotel vacancy
so they opt to stay in an Airbnb. If they didn't have this option, they most likely would stay som~where outside
of.the city and therefore spend their money in other places.
Again, as legislation is developed, I would like you to use your authority to protect home sharing in San
Francisco. I simply d?n't see anything negative about it!
Kind Regards,
Trent and Amanda

1
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

ash bhoopathy [ash.bhoopathy@gmail.com]
Friday, September 26, 2014 12:00 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Scott and SF Board of Supervisors,
I'm writing to provide a letter of endorsement to permit home sharing in San Francisco. San Francisco is a
city of vibrant experimentation, creativity, and heterogeneity. Through gentrification and (the supposed)
migration of technology workers in the city, costs ofhousirig have skyrocketed, causing price inflation in
housing costs.
Home sharing is a great way to 1) Alleviate the housing costs for current city dwellers, and 2) allow for
travelers and tourists from outside the city to visit more frequently, since they no longer have to pay the
expensive fees that hotels charge. San Francisco is also a large enough city that has its fair share of business
. conventions, such that hotels still have (a:nd should continue to have) ample business on a recurring basis. The
hotel lobby staunchly opposes home sharing because they perceive that the economic rents they extract from
their fixed assets are now dissipating.
Change is hard temporarily, but ultimately will benefit both SF home sharers who can offset their housing costs,
and travelers who previously considered San Francisco to be out of reach economically for them to travel to.
Looking back at history, innovation is better for consumers and residents, and always has been. There's no ·
reason to assume any differently this time.
Thanks, feel free to call if you have further_questions.
Ash Bhoopathy

(4_84) 868-0246

ss2

Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
S1:1bject:

Connie Chung [seeconrun@gmail.com]
Friday, September 26, 2014 11 :32 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors,
Please support home.sharing and move the process along as fast as possible. Services like Airbnb strengthen our
community and make San Francisco the great city that we are.
Cheers,
Connie
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Ausberry, Andrea
Tony Carroll [tonycarroll92@gmail.com].
Thursday, September 25, 2014 7:15 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

To Whom It May Concern,
My partner is an owner/occupier of a two bedroom cottage in the Outer Sunset. Together 'we use one of the
bedrooms for hosting guests using the AirBnB platform. We support "home sharing" (HOSTED short-term
renting), and are against the actions of speculators and multi-property owners who are evicting tenants and/or
removing "affordable", rental, housing stock from the market.
.

.

.

We too share the concerns of our opponents regarding the SAFETY, SECURITY, CLEANLINESS AND
CHARACTER of
neighborhoods .. We TOO have a vested interest in safeguarding the aforementioned as
well as retaining and maintaining OUR (meaning all of our) homes, OUR neighborhoods, OUR public spaces
and supporting OUR local businesses.

our

How~ver,

we DISAGREE with the assertions of our opponents that responsible, fair and reasonably regulated
"home-sharing" will in any way threaten their level of comfort and security. We strongly DISAGREE with any
measures that would require more of "home-sharing", short-term renters than is required of our neighboring
landlords. In particular:
A.

Any type of public registry, as it would single us out and leave us vulnerable to unwarranted and unfair:

1. civil prosecution and associated costs of our defense, as well as those of our accusers;
· 2. in:Q.ated and unlimited monetary penalties;
3. jail terms (as the proposed legislation currently reads),
.

.

as well as threaten the sanctity of homeowner rights and destroy the very civility and character of our
neighborhoods, which our opponents and the City seek to protect.
Why not make AirBnB, and the like, responsible for assuring that its users abide by the regulations enacted by
the board? Let them collect the ANONYMOUS data for the City, and report any suspicious activity or persons
to the appointed enforcing departmen( Wouldn't it be more efficient to let these businesses shoulder the
responsibility of enforcing compliance with regulations, collection, and remittance of taxes, than to waste
precious and strained resources in scouting for infractions, enforcing compliance, and collection of taxes from
individual "home-sharers"?
Wouldn't it be more cost effective for the City to collect a revenue ·stream from which it would incur little or no
cost, than to spend considerable time; energy and money to purchase equipment, hire and train staff, as well as
find and pay for space to house a department needed to do what AirBnB and its business peers are already
equipped to do? Let business incur their own costs to operate and prosper.
As for the concerns of our opponents regarding;
1,

Neighb~rhood

Association rules:

s334

These are already in place and agreed to in writing prior to purchase qf home.
SOLUTION: Include language in the proposed legislation suppoi:ting such agreements.

2. Landlord liability:
They are already protected by their rental agreements and current legislation.
SOLUTION: As for the safety and comfort ofthefr tenants, a good landlord should regularly visit their
properties and communicate with their tenants.

3. Unfair Tenant Evictions: have been going on for quite a while. It was exacerbated by the Ellis Act and its
continuing effects are a direct result of a department lacking the resources needed to protect tenants from this
unscrupulous practice.

4. Hotel Occupancy Rates & Hotel Worker Job Security;
EVIDENCE: According to San. Francisco Travel: Between.2010 and 2012, hotels have.increased their room
rates (on average) by $36.92 per room, while enjoying an increase in occupancy rates of 3.2% over the same
period. If hotel workers are losing their jobs, WHO then, is to blame? Certainly NOT "home-sharers".

~Thank-you, Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission and Land Use Committee, for your time and
·. consideration in this matter. In closing, we merely ask, that you please, allow us "home-sharers" an
· . .)pportunity to serve our community and contribute our fair share to this City we so love.
Respectful~y

y_ours,

Tony and Martha
Outer Sunset residents

s3s

Ausberry, Andrea
Wertheim, Steve (CPC)
Thursday, September 25, 2014 4:53 PM
Malamut, John (CAT); Veneracion, April (BOS)
Ausberry, Andrea; Buckley, Jeff (MYR); Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC)
RE: Interim Moratorium PDR in Central SoMa - Legislative Digest

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

John,
The amendment we'll be asking for includes the underlined language below:
o

Section 2(b)(6): Projects that received a Planning Commission approval under Planning Code
Section 321 and 803.9 on or before September 11, 2014.
o Section 2(c): "Except as provided in Section 2Cb)(6) above. no project located within the SLI
. (Service/Light Industrial) District, as defined in Planning Code Section 817, is eligible for any of
the exemptions to the moratorium as set forth in Subsection (b)."

-Steve
STEVE WERTHEIM
Planner, Citywide Policy &Analysis
Planning Department
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission St. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103
415.558.6612
415.558.6409 [Fax]
steve.wertheim@sfgov.org

D•·~~[]
From: John.Malamut@sfgov.org [mailto:John;Malamut@sfgov.org]

Sent: Thursday, September 25, 2014 1:48 PM
To: Veneracion, April (BOS)
Cc: Ausberry, Andrea; Buckley, Jeff (MYR); Wertheim, Steve (CPC)
Subject: Re: Interim Moratorium PDR in Central SoMa - Legislative Digest
Ok. Thanks for the update. I'll stay tuned to hear from/get some language fn;>m Jim Reuben.

John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel: 415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757

From:
'Veneracion, April (BOS)" <april.veneracion@sfqov.org>
To: · "Mr:tlamut, John (CAT)" <john.malamut@sfqov.ora>,
·Cc:
"Ausberry, Andrea" <andrea.ausberrv@sfaov.org>, 'Wertheim, Steve (CPC)" <steve.wertheim@sfgov.ora>, "Buckley, Jeff (MYR)"
<jeff.buckley@sfqov.org>
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Date:
Subject:

09/25/2014 01:39 PM
Re: ·interim Moratorium POR in Central SoMa - Legislative Digest

I left a message for Jim Reuben please prepare this as an amendment of the whole for introduction at
Committee. I have talked with Steve about the need for this amendment due to the Commission action on 660
3rd St. Anmarie from Planning will be at Land Use to present this amendment.

Thank you, April
Please excuse brevity. I am on a mobile device.
On Sep 25, 2014, at 12:06 PM, John Malamut <John.Malamut@sfgov.org> wrote:
Attached is a legislative digest for .the proposed interim control.
April ~the Reuben and Junius firm keeps calling me to ask about an amendment that would exempt the 3rd Street
project that the Planning Commission approved. I tell them that I have no unilateral authority to amend the legislation and
that they need to contact you. I believe both Jim Reuben and David Silverman have done so .. While it will not take me
long to prepa·re the amendment (I already know what language I would use), I still will need an hour or so to prepare the
amendment of the whole, a new digest, sign the legislation, and make copies for the committee. If the Supervisor plans to
introduce an amendment of the whole, I would appreciate knowing no later than Monday morning, September 29.

John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel: 415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757

<00959832.DOC>
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Monday, September 29, 2014 12:32 PM
BOS-Supervisors; Ausberry, Andrea
File 140381: NO on Short tern rentals (Rbnb) ordinance

To:
Subject:
---·-~

__ ______________ - - ,.

From: Lonnie K. CHIN [mailto:lonniekchin@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, September 29, 2014 12:09 PM

------

To: Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Su~ject: NO on Short tem rentals (Rbnb) ordinance

Dear Supervisors Weiner, Kim and Cohen, ... Ms. Ausberry,
The ordinance about short term (Rbnb) rentals must stipulate that tenants MUST HAVE
PROPERTY OWNERS PERMISSION before renting out or letting people not agreed by ownera
stay in the apartment for money. A tenant, who is a owner of a computer company, has been
renting out our apartment for money. Strangers are coming and going. all the time. Other
tenants are complaining. He has more funds and resources than the owners and other
tenants. The tenant agreements DO NOT ALLOW SUBLETTING and DO NOT ALLOW
PEOPLE NOT APPROVED BY THE OWNERS to live in the units.
There has been three (3) break-ins in other apartments in the building resulting in stolen
jewelry, electronics and other valuables. The back doors of the other apartments were·torn off:
and the door frames broken. It was costly to repair and the tenants were afraid for their lives.
Most of the tenants have been living there for over 25 years and are now seniors. Other
incidents involved breaking into the laundry room and tearing out the cash box of the washing
mating. A padlock on a door was also taken off. There were strange noises and arguments
coming from the back of the building after 2:30 A.M. A stolen purse and clothing was found
in the back stairs. The front door has been left open, the door propped open so anyone can
get in~ Garbage has been left all over the place. There is junk left outside in the back patio.
THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE iii a peaceful, quiet building and neighborhood.
This ordinance allowing short term rentals can become dangerous when strangers are
allowed in anywhere. I have traveled all over the world to over 50 countries, and goin.g back to
some countries many times. Areas where tourists tend to congregate are often relatively
safe, even in countries at war or conflict, e.g., Egypt, Syria, Israel, north Africa, Latin America,
S.E. Asia and others beca1,1se the authorities/polic.e can maintain order in confined areas.
·That's where most of the hotels are, and even if private homes are rented; they are heavily
regulated on public lists with addresses and.other information. Most of those private r~ntals
are retired people who only operate small rentals as their only income. They are also usually
located in the center of town near tourist areas. San Francisco cannot afford to hire more
police to be all over town as there are now strangers living everywhere. How many ·more
police will be patrolling our neighborhood to keep it safe?
·
PLEASE STIPULATE. THAT ANY SHORT TERM RENTALS MUST HAVE PROPERTY
OWNERS PERMISSION, and that if they rent out or accept money for staying in our

s:sa

apartments, TENANTS WILL BE EVICTED.
If this ordinance 1s passed, why should
property owners rent apartments to people at all? They can make· so much more money
.renting out units on a short term basis. Isn't it the goal of having more affordable rentals for
people of San Francisco?
The rents in our building are very reasonable ... $899. - $1,000. for a 2 bedroom, 2 bath in .
Pacific Heights. We don't mind keeping· the rents that way if the tenants are Clean, quiet, safe,
responsible and respectful of the house rules, and that means no renting out to. other people.
Thanks for your attention,

Lonnie K. Chin
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

. Chris Hillyard [chris@farleyscoffee.com]
Wednesday, September 24, 2014 5:47 PM ·
Wiener, Scott; Cohen, Malia (BOS) ·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Nonnan (BOS); .Campos, David (BOS);
Avalos, John (BOS}
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)

· Dear Supervisors Wiener and Cohen,
As a small business owner iri the Potrero Hill neighborhood, I am writing· in support of home sharing. ·
Supervisor Cohen, as yot:J know, I own Farley's, a neighborhood institution of 25 years. I love .being· a
part of the· community, seeing our regular customers daily and hosting community events for the
neighborhood. However, to continue running a viable community-based coffeehouse, I need the
support of additional foot-traffic that we see through home sharing. We of course do not have hotels
in our neighborhood so home sharing has brought additional customers to our busine~s. primarily on
the weekends and made those days our most profitable .
. With this in mind, I ask you to please vote in favor of the home sharing legislation. Thank you for your
consideration~
·
·

Kind Regards,
Chris Hillyard
GWOwner

Farley's Coffee
www.farleyscoffee.com
(415) 846-2671

1
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

lnayer50@comcast.net
Wednesday, September24, 201411:49 PM
:
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu,. David (BOS); Mar,·Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS); lnayer50@comcast.net
Legislation 140381 regarding airbnbrentals
·

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Supervisor Weiner:

We are writing to you about 140381 regarding legislation about airbnb rentals. ·
.

.

.

We met you once at a small gathering in the <_:;astro and appreciated being able to share our story.
We are in favor of Chiu's legislation and especially happy that transient occupancy taxes will start to
·
be paid to San Francisco-the city where we have made our home.
We are a retired couple-Louise from teaching at City College of San Francisco and Jim from
directing senior centers in San Francisco. We both worked at our jobs for 30 years and more and feel
· very dedicated to San Fr?ncisco. Because· of neck problems, Louise left her job at almost 62 and has
been doing ·quite a bit of part-time teaching. Jim left ·his job at 66 and has spent a lot of time working
on the house and doing other projects. He also continues to volunteer once a week at the senior
.center where .he worked.
Unfortunately we still have a lot of debt-mortgage and equity line, etc. and continue to help our adult
children as they finish graduate school and try to make their way in a difficult economy. Jim was a
"contract worker" for the city all that time and never received a pension. Louise's pension and Jim's
social security do not cover the bills right now.
Airbnb has been a godsend-allowing us to.pay our bills without going further into debt. We have also
been able to help our daughters out with rent as they finish school-so they don't have to borrow
quite as much money from student loans. Though Jim has been able to do many house projects, he
is now 71-so we also need to set up a savings account for house repairs. As our children become
·completely independent; airbnb will allow us to get ahead a little in the way we need to. ·
We rent out our primary residence-first a room and lately the whole house(we have a small room
·
downstairs where we can stay or we stay with friends).·
Our guests spend a lot of money in Glen Park Village-at the restaurants and the market. They
spend a iot.of money in other parts of the city as well. Our neighbors know we have guests and if
there are any problems they know they can contact us.
We hope that any kind of registration and/or insurance will not end up costing us much money. We
carry our own insurance, of course, and airbnb has insurance as part of being a host.
We support hosts like us-who are trying to stay in San Francisco and hope that the legislation will
reflect the needs of people like us. We are not taking any unit off the market or evicting anyone. In the
end our guests bring a lot of money back to the city and the new tax Will hopefully benefit the city in a
myriad of ways.
1
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Thanks for working on this legislation for airbnb rentals.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Junan Pang [junanpang@gmail.com]
Wednesday, September 24, 2014 10:30 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark {BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane {BOS); Yee, Norman {BOS}; Campos, David (BOS};
Cohen, Malia {BOS); Avalos, John (BOS}
Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381]

Bello!
I wanted to urge you to support the home sharing legislation. 'This is a great thing for the city and I really love
that San Francisco is always on the cUttmg edge of adopting innovations and this is a great step in that
direction.

Thanks!

Junan
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Whitehead Uon@radiussf.com]
_Wednesday, September24,-2014 8:21 PM .
.
Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David {BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Avalos,· John (BOS)
RADIUS supports Home Sharing Legislation 140381
·

Dear Supervisors of San Francisco,
A$ a small business owner of RADIUS Restaurant & Cafe in the San Francisco's SoMa district, I would like to
voice my approval for the Home 'Sharing legislation currently under review. I kilow it's a complicated issue, but
one you've beg0n to address in clear tenrui and free from overly complicated regulation. I came to the hearing ·
to share my opinion last Monday,_ but ran out of time to wait in line. I heard the comments continued well into
the evening. Thank you to those on the Land Use Committee for your willingness to wait in order to hear
everyone's view. It shows a lot of class and concern for the city you help to govern.
I am sure that many of the ideas presented below were also presented during public comment I apologize for
any redundancy and will try to keep :this as short as possible.
.,,

of

First off, the argument that this measure calls for a massive rezoning San Francisco is rather misleading.
Residential property is already commercialized by leases between buildjng owners and their tenants. Rent, by
its very nature, is a commercial transaction. This simply broadens the extent of the concept by fractionalizing it
into additional segments of time.
Now, for the sake of transparency, I should mention that I have a unique perspective to Airbnb, as it was
founded a couple of blocks from my business. Over'four years ago, our very first lunch catering order was for
the original dozen or so employees working out of the founders' loft. Since then, I've had a front row seat to
their meteoric growth and their extremely positive impact on the area - including 888 Brannan - and, really, the
world. It's rather_ irOnic, though, that the place they started and which realized the most benefit early on has also
become o~e· of the places where they've received the most friction and push back. What type of signal does that
send to the rest of the world, when San Francisco is regarded as a capital of global innovation and, yet,
·
discourages the very innovation it creates?
It may be difficult to clearly measure Airbnb's ~conomic impact on small business in the area. However, once ·
we became promoted on ~e platform as one of their-Local Lounges, a neighborhood hub for guests to seek out
guidance, I was amazed at how many of our regular customers and neighbors were also hosts. Since then, I've
had the pleasure of interacting with hundreds of hosts and guests who sought me out specifically to speak with
me about Airbnb. There is a positivity from these global travelers that is contagious and skews a little ·
differently than many normal tourists. ney feel empowered by staying in an environment that is not a hotel.
It's becomes a temporary home to them, and they carry themselves not as visitors but as temporary residents.
.

.

I've also been surprised at the abundance of guests who stay in shared spaces in SoMa on business. I've met·
whole teams from companies that stayed together while they were in town for a conference. I've also met more
than a few start-up founders from the east coast and overseas that preferred to stay in an Airbnb as they
searched for office space for their new ventures. For them, it's an entirely new perspective on travel that's not
driven exclusively by money ... but by the comfort and insight that comes with liVing among other people that ·
·
- call this city home.

4
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I could share a dozen stories of :fnends, neighbors and employees whose lives have been influenced - and some
dramatically changed- by sharing their home ... but I've taken enough of your time. I'll be happy to share more ·
offline if asked. ~ the meantime, I wish you all the best of luck in moVing forward on this issue. Thank$ again .
for everything you do .
.Cheers,
Jon
Jon Whitehead
Managing Partner
e: jon@radiussf.com
m: 415.786.1512
p: 415.525.3676
RADIDS Restaurant & Cafe
1123 .Folsom Street
. San Francisco, CA 94103
www.radiussf.com
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matthew Silva [matthew.f.silva@gmail.com]
Wednesday,. September 24, 2014 7:58 AM
Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support ho~e sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Hi all,

a

I'm writing to ask you to support the home srumng legislation that's before the board now. I'm frequent user of
Airbnb, and aside from the bep.efit of having such great options for staying in places around the world, it's also
been a great way for me to meet so many great hosts in different cities and countries.
I know there are maµy concerns for how this. kind of service could impact our city's housing stock,. and its
impact on affordabilify. ·I share those concerns as well, but I hope _that we can find a way to both preserve the
ability for individuals to host their space AND continue to provide opportunities for affordable housing in our
· city. San Francisco has the chance to lead in this regard, and show cities around the country how we can both
promote the sharing economy and make our city's housing stock more affordable.
I wish you all the best of luck in your decision.

My best,
Matt Silva

1
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· Ausberry, Andrea

Subject:

P·rachi [prachir11@yahoo.com]
Monday, September 15, 2014 7:10 PM
Wiener, Scott
Chiu, !;>avid (BOS); Mar, Elie (BOS); Farrell, Mark {BOS); Tang, Katy {BOS); Breed, London
{BOS); 1(im, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, Davi~ (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS);
Avalos, John (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea
·
·
Please s~pport home sharing legislation

We hereby request you

~o

From:
Sent:
To:
:-Cc:

support home sharing legislatio_n.

We have been fortunate to experience home sharing while traveiing and have met some great
people while hosting.
We are originally from India·. Tho~gh we b~th have PhD's but visa regulations only allows my
husband to work. When our baby was born 3 years· ago I anyways decided to stay at home. Also
traveling and socializing took a back seat and of course expenses increased.
We started Horne sharing and it opened ·up new avenues for.µs. We were also able to visit our
home country and meet our family. their.. Horne sharing allowed to take· care of those travel
expenses, which otherwise we would have to postpone~
.
Raising a family in a big city like
San Francisco where cost of living is anyways high usually forces people like.us to move out.
I-£: we talk about cultural & economic diversity, then any big city ( esp major American cities
which constitutes of huge immigrants families) must provide ample opportunities for people
from vari~us class, creed and race to be included and be part of the community. Home sharing
certainly helped us experience this in it's own unique way.
·

.

.

We support home sharing and humbly request you to consider it with an open mind. o~ course
there has to a decorum and conduct. Where there should be a rules and regulations so that it
is not abused.
But home sharing needs it fair chance.
Thanks and regards
Prachi
·sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone

.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nevin, Peggy
Monday, September 15, 2014 4:55 PM.
BOS:-Supervisors; BOS-Legislative Aides; Calvillo, Angela (BOS); Caldeira, Rick (BOS);
Givner, Jon (CAT); Wong, Linda (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea
File 140874 Presidential Action Lu to B&F Comm.
File 140874 Transfer LU to BF.pdf

·President Chili has submitted a memo transferring File 140874, an ordinance ·amending the
Administrative Code to require landlords to provide tenants wi.th a disclosure of the tenant's
rights at least 45 days before the landlord commences buy-out negotiations; to require
landlords to file a summary of the disclosure, as well as buy-out agreements, with the Rent
Board; to require the Rent Board to post the summary disclosures and the buy-out
agreements on its website; to authorize administrative enforcement proceedings~ resulting in
. a fine for vio_lati"ons; to authorize te~ants tO bring civil actions for actual damages and a fine
against landlords who fail to provide the required disclosure of tenants' rights; to require the
Rent Board to provide an annual report tO the Board of Supervisors regarding .tenant buyouts; and amending the Subdivision Code to prohibit buildings from entering the
condominium ~onversion lottery if the owners of the building have entered certain tenant buyout agreements from Land Use & Economic Dev. to. Budget and Finance Committee.
Peggy Ne':'in
Operations Deputy Director
Board of Supervisors
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, City Hall, Room 244
San Franci~co, CA 94102-4689
Phone: (415) 554-7722 I Fax: (415) 554-5163
oeggy.nevin@sfgov.org I ~.sfbos.org

Please complete a Board of Sup~rvisors Customer Service Satisfaction form by clicking here.
The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to _Board of Supervisor5 legislation, and archived matters
since August 1998.
·
Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in cqmmunications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
· California Public Records Act and the San Frandsco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted."
Members of the public are not required ta provide personal identifying information-when they communicate with the Board of
Supervisors and its committees. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office regarding
pending legislation or hearings will be made available ta all members. of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does
not redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers,
addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects ta submit to the Board and its cbmmittees-may appear an the
·Board of Supervisors' website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.
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·Aus berry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Phil in West Portal [phil_west_portal@yahoo.com]
Monday, September 15, 2014 3:52 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark {BOS}; Tang, Katy{BOS); Breed, London {BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Support Homesharing

Dear Supervisors, ·
I am ~riting in support of homesharing. I've shared my home in West Portal with guests from all
walks of life. It feels good to help the family of a cancer patient stay close to UCSF, a Brooklyn
grandmother spoil her grandkids here for a couple more days.:. and most inspirational for me... to
mentor recent college grads who stay with me from all over the world: These young people can't
afford extended hotel stays. Many· are struggling to start their new lives in our creative economy.

...

They remind me of how I was when I first moved here.
Hornesharing has enriched my life in innumerable ways. Most importantly for me, homesharing has
allowed me to bootstrap new businesses here, follow my passions, and give back to this city by
creating jobs as we expand.
·
I've learned a lot from my guests.· .But one thing that continues to amaze. me is how they er.edit San
Francisco for having started this wonderful movement.' In their minds, San Francisco invented this
thing called homesharing. Homesharing is ofcourse not new, but we've invented the mechanisms so
hosts feel safe to welcome guests from all over the world . .·
What my guests will never u·nderstand is why we'd want to curb homesharing after having "invented"
it, or why our planning department has staffed up to fine residents for having visitors over. ·
The host community is well-organized in San Francisco. w_e've studied the Chiu legislation
extensively. Our membership understands the benefits of this regulation, as long as our privacy and
safety Cilre not compromised.
·
Thank you for your courage in giving homesharing a legitimate place in our communities. I hope San
Francisco will continue to inspire young people from all over the world.. I hope my guests will continue
to look up to San Francisco as a beacon of innovation & progress.
·
·
. the world. is watch.ing us.·
Phil

'\
I
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:··

Cc:
Subject:

Arjun Thakkar [arjun.thakkar@gmail.com]
Monday, September 15, 2014 3:27 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausbeny, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
{BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane {BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David {BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Let AirBn B live ·

Hello,
I understand you're all very busy - so I'll keep it brief. I'm a voter and I support home sharing in SF. I hope you
feel
same.

the

Thank you,
- Arjun Thakkar
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Ausberry, Andrea
prek [prekteacher1@gmail.com]
Monday, September 15, 201412:24 PM
Wiener, Scott..
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
.·
.
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381
·

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dear Supervisors,
My.name is Cheryl S. Karcich and I currently resiqe in the Sunset/ Parkside district of San
Francisco, which has been my home for the past 5 years.
I am citrrently a Sap. Francisco teacher for a private school chain. Airbnb was referred to me by
a fellow co-worker and teacher at our school, which helps teachers continue to live and work in
San Francisco. Airbnl! home sharing is the only way teachers like us Will be able to afford living
in San Francisco.
In addition, we participate in home sharing with our colleagues in Europe who are also educators
and tend to visit San Francisco ori a regular basis, which allows teachers the opportunity to travel
during their Summer break. Being a host also gives us the opportunity to refer guests to local
sma.1). businesses within our district from coffee shops, restaurants, grocery stores to local pubs.
·
We support these local businesses and help drive more clients to the area.

We strongly urge you to support teachers in San Francisco by passing a fair home sharing
legislation, so we may be able to continue teaching and afford high rent prices in San Franc~co.
Please move this legislation forward.
Thank you for your time and co¢deration.
Sincerely,
Cheryl S. Karcich
PreKTeacherl(@,gmail.com
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September 14, 2014
SF Supervisors Jane Kim, Scott Wein.er, and Malia Cohen
City and County of San Fnrocisco
City Hall

1 Dr. Carlton Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
RE: Airbnb Refiling on Monday, September 1511i.
Dea+ Supervisors Khn, Weiner, and Cohen: ·
It is my understanding from the San Francisco Apartment Association (SFAA) that there will be the:
subject hearing. I know that Supevisor David Chiu's original proposed legislation on Airbnb rentals .
have been greatly modified to minimize abuses; however, I am concerned that the recent version still
doesn't go far enough. I am urging you to incorporated SFAA's recommended amendments as follows:
• . Landlo:rdJProperty Owner permission as a requirement to register a short-term rental with the
City
• A publicly accessible registry, hosted on the Planning Department's Property Infonnation Map,
which tracks the address and apartment number, the number of nights the unit has been liste~
and the nightly rate being cbarged.
• Commercial General Liability Insurance of$1,000,000-$2,0.00,000, or enough to indemnify the
other tenants in the building and the building o-wner.
• Life/Safety and Building Code issues have yet to be addressed..
Also, I would like to propose something else, but first a. little background: Recently, I discovered that
one of our tenants had been using Airbnb to rent ~ut his studio apartment in: Nob Hill for $155 a night;
he has been doing this since early 2013. Also. we found that just about a block away at someone else
building he was. renting out his one bedroom for $195 a night. So, I wouldn't be surprised if there are
other people that are going around renting multiple apartments and then turning arotmd and renting
them out via.Airbnb. We hope that whatever legislation is passed it would prohibit people froro doing
this. In addition, we f~l that the above mentioned registry. should also be-able to reveal if anyone is
listing multiple .apartments. ·
Thank you for your consideration; if you have any questions regard~g this letter you may reach.me at
415-885-2225.
Sincerely,
.

M~

Bill Quan

cc:Charley Goss, SFAA

AirbnbLegislationSept15-2014BdO:fSupervisorsHearing
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Ausberry, Andrea ·
From:
Sent:
To:·

Cc:
SubjeCt:

truckee.lynCh@gmail.com on behalf of Truckee Lynch [thwarzle@gmail.com]
·
Friday, September-12, 2014 2:57 PM
.Wieber, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Ctiiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Subject: Please support home sharinll legislation [File number. 140381]

Dear Mr. Wiener,

of

Opening our home has been nothing short a magical experience. I have lived in San Francisco for just over
ten years, and never have I felt more connected to my city, and part of a community than I do now. We get to
meet new people from around the globe regularly and share the experience of living in an amazing city, and are
continually reminded by our guest of how great this city actually is. We love to share our favorite places and
things to do~- focal markets, shops and other neighborhoods, tourist would 0¢.erwise never visit I have
personally directed visitors to places like, Haight St Market, or Velo Rouge Cafe in the Inner Richmond, or the
·Botanical Gardens. They end up here instead ofplac~s like Starbucks, and Safeway.
I have too many stories to go into detail but here are a few.
We had an older couple stay with who were awaiting their first grandson, their daughter lives across the street. ·
The close proximity allowed them b~ here and ready when the 'news came' as well as stay around for a few
weeks after.
We hosted family members whose mother was getting serious surgery at the UCSF Medical Center on
Parnassus. Being here gave them an affordable option to be near by and a place to rest during a stressful time.
About a dozen times people have stayed with us who were planning a move here and wanted to stay in different
places in the city before deciding where to settle. We have become great friends with one couple whom we now
see regularly.
I hope this message finds you well and that a mutually agreeable solution is soon passed into law.
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.Ausberry, Aridrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jacob Ferrero Oacobaferrero@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 2:18 PM
Wiener, Scott
. .
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (SOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
{BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS) ·
•Please support home sha~ng legislation [File number: 140361] "·

Hi Scott!

We really need to be able to keep our homes welcoming and open. I would be happy~ sit down and walk you.
through how much fun it is to have an ambiance of German in your house, or a nice Lithuanian meal all prep'd, .
or some Russian goodness in the air - come on, the list goes on and on.
Please help work towards a social San Francisco. :)
In all sincerity,
Jacob
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Ausberry. Andrea

Jeannie Stone Ueanniestone.sf@gmail.com}
Friday, September 12, 2014 2:18 PM
Ausberry, Andrea
Please support Home Sharing
Legislation- .File No. 140381
.

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:.

Dear Ms. Aus berry,
My name is Jeannie and together with my husband I own a small home in Bernal ·Heights. I have
lived in San Francisco for 33 years, my husband and I.have· r~ised four children in this
wond~rful city. We have built a community here.
In our. four bedroom home, we have two spare bedrooms that are empty when our boys are away.
.

'

My husband is a. public school te.acher and has been teaching for 3s years. .Unfortunately the
cost of living in this wonderful city has far overtaken the wages that we earn here. There
is no way that we would be able to stay in our home if we are not allowed to share our home.
Our only chance of being able to afford.to continue to pay our mortgage and property taxes is
for us to haye the additional·income.from renting our two spare bedrooms.
The San Francisco Planriing Department ha~ now told us that we have to stop sharing the two
spare. bedrooms in our own.home. This has effectively destroyed our dream of being able to
stay in the home and city that we love.
The Planning Commission needs to understand that home sharing creates affordable housing - WE
cannot afford to stay in our home without it. We are NOT taking away any housing from San
Francisco. These rooms will be EMPTY if we cannot share them for short term rental.
I ASK YOU TO CONSIDER. - WHO ARE WE HURTING .HERE?
We bring valuable business to our Bernal Heights restaurants, coffee shops, grocery star.es.
·our guests use public transportation. They see and experience the real San Francisco and
real human connections are made.
Our friends and neighbors LOVE that we share our home. ·Many of them do not have spare
bedrooms·like we do.
Earlier this year we hosted Denise, a Buddhist Monk.· Her closest friend, a fellow monk lived
just 200 yards from our home and was dying.
For two weeks she was able to come and go in
the middle of :the night, to .sit at her friend's bedside and also have a warm place where she .
could return to rest her body and spirit.
After the memorial Denise hugged us and told us there was no way she c~uld have stayed the
two weeks she needed to, had she stayed in a downtown hotel. If it hadn•t been for us she
would have missed her friend's passing.
I ask you to PLEASE allow homeowners to· share the home in which they live, without any
restriction. We are living during very difficult times.
Home sharing· is a way for us to be
able to stretch our dollar, to stay in our bomes and for us and pur children to make true
meaningful connections with people from.all over the world.
I ask you to try it yourselves either as a host or as a guest and·to see how wonderful i1: is.
Please support home sharing legislation!
3
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Thank you!
Jeannie Stone
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Ausberry, Andrea

Frain:
Sent:
·To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sharon Hoffman [sharon@livingstories.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 ·2:13 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane·(BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Subject: Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381]

Dear Supervisor Wiener,
My dear friends have a beautiful historic Victorian house in San Francisco. They fell on ruird times when both
found themselves out ofwork. Something really vital kept them afloat during that time.. They rented out their
basement apartment on AirBnB. Because of its location and amenities, they were able to book a steady stream
of short-term guests, often from around the world. They are such friendly and wann people, they have ended up
being friends with many of their guests, sometimes bringing them to parties and events with our circle of
friends. In this way, they not only remained self-sufficient but also act as ambassadors to our wonderful city. ·
Please support home sharing legislation.
. Regards,
Sharon Hoffman
San Francisco resident and registered voter·
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Julian Keippel [keippelj@yahoo.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 2:12 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS) .
Please support home sharing legislation [F_ile number: 140381]

Hello Scott Weiner,
I wanted to give you my perspective on home sharing in San Francisco. During tough economic times, when
jobs in many sectors ~e scarce for older and disabled SF residents, we suffer and lose stability in OJlI' finances
sometimes to the point of having to choose between rent and healthcare- quality food is already an
impossibility. Home sharing gives a small chance of working out a bank
account it a rough spot. Tourist money also comes to SF since when people have cheaper places to stay, studies
show they spend what they saved in the vacation city; ·
Please consider these points when you vote on home sharing· legislation [File number: 140381]
Thanks,
· Julian Keippel
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
S~nt:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nikitas Magel [r:iikitasmagel@nie.com]
Friday, September ~2. 2014 2:06 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Enc (aOS}; Farrell, Mark {BOS}; Tang, Katy. .
· {BOS); Breed, London {BOS); Kim, Jane {BOS}; Yee, Norman {BOS}; Campos, David {BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)

HelloI'm writing to voice my strong belief in the virtues of home sharing-and the hope that you will support
legislation for it
··
·
Home sharing has changed the lives of thousands of people in San Francisco.by providing a way to make ends
.meet, by stimulating local business and by giving us the crumce to make new friends with travelers near and far.
It provides alternative aqcommodations for visitors looking to spend their time and resources in this City by the
Bay, contributing. greatly to the stimulation of our local economy.
Taking this away by failing to pass fair legalizing laws or by imposing over-burdensome restrictions will harm
the citizens and voters of San Francisco as well as small neighborhood businesses.· Please consider the
· importance and value of supporting legislation for home sharing in San. Francisco!
Thank you,
~Nikitas

Nikitas Magel
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
. Subject:

hollycarver@sbcglobal.net
Friday, September 12, 2014 2:03 PM
Wiener, Scott
· Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors,
My name is Holly Carver and I am a single family home owner and home sharer in Lower Pacific
Heights (Supervisor Farrell's district). I have lived in San Francisco for 16 years.
My husband and I are committed to raising our family in· San Francisco, despite the the high
cost of living. My husband works in the non-profit sector, I'm a consultant and we have.two
children in public school with the high school lottery process looming. We originally started
home sharing, during summers and holidays, to bridge the cost of living-·gap. We also thought
it was brilliant to share our home when we are away so precious space.is not wasted in this
amazing city!
·
We love getting to know the guests who come from a1i over the world to explore our city and
spend money in our neighborhood which is not normally frequented by tourists including the
shops and.restaurant on Divisadero between California and Geary. I get to know our guests
ahead of time by asking a lot of questions about their work, where they are from and the
purpose of their trip. In addition, Airbnb verifies their identity, collects a security
deposit and provides a review system which enables us to see how guests behaved during past
stays. I want to make sure that the people staying in my family home will take good care of
it and be respectful. My home and neighborhood are very important to me.
In turn, we use the extra income earned from home sharing to pay our considerable property
tax and it also allows us a little extra breathing room for unexpected expenses like fixing a
leaky roof, replacing th.e hot water. heater or having our trees trimmed in the front yard
which the city requires us to do. In fact, we have contended with all of these scenarios this
past year. Without home sharing, these extra expenses would be tremendously stressful and I'm
not sure.where the extra money would have come from.
I respectfully ask that you pass fair and easy home sharing.legislation quickly and without
delay! Specifically, I request that there be no cap on the number of days I can share my
home. I only rent during the summer and holidays and that could exceed 96 days. I live in my
home full time and, without home sharing, it would sit empty during these time periods. Home
owners should be able to monetize their largest investment. I would also like to request that
the registry.be private and strictly used for compliance. There is no reason for anyone
outside of the enforcement agency to have my personal information--it is unsafe and
encourages vigilantism by those disgruntled with home sharing. Any complaints' should go
through a formal process through the regulating body.
Thank for this opportunity to comment and
as possible.

.for

moving home sharing legislation forward as soon

Sincerely,
Holly Carver
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

·To::
Cc:
Subject:

Claudia Dallendoerfer [claudia@and.ch]
. Friday, September 12, 2014 2:01 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (80$); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Nonnan (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisor Scott Wiener:
Please help us to make home sharing legal in San Francisco! We are a family of four and we
depend on the income that we currently generating through Airbnb.
It helps us to -·
- spend more time with our children and only work part-time
- ·able to support our public school through volunteer work & support our school financially
{direct Appeal to McKinley Elementary school)
- pay our mortgage
- support local businesses in our neighborhood (Duboce Triangle)
- make new friends and connections
- to .stay in the city that we love
Please consider these points and learn about the fact that it benefits all of us in one way
or another weather.it's for fun, economic or environmental reasons.
Thanks for your consideration,
Claudia Dallendoerfer
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Ausberry,-Andrea
From:
·sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:.

Bonnie Coombs [coombsbe@gmail.com] ·
Friday, September 12, 2014 1:56 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David.(BOS}; Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman {BOS}; Campos, David (BOS};
Cohen, Malia {BOS}; Avalos, John (BOS}
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Hello Mr. Wiener,
.

'

.

.

Home sharing is an important way for people to connect with the worl~ and provide people the opportunity to
afford living in this city. I have used airbnb in many cities throughout the world, allowing me to meet and
connect with people and ·experience what daily life is like. San Francisco is an amazing city, and home sharing
allows more people to truly appreciate what m~es this city great -- the people who choose to live here.
. Please keep the legislation to regulate and legalize home Sharing moving forward. It's very important.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Coombs
Alamo Square
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Ausber7, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Laura Thompson [~homlSB@yahoo.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 3:57 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane {BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalosi John (BOS)
.
Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381]

Dear Supervisors .

.·

I am a 57 year old woman, live alone have owned my curre~t condo in a 2 unit Marina building
since 2009 (no prop 13 protection). Unfortunately my 17 year marriage dissolved unexpectedly .
less than two years after buymg this home. I also lost my job shortly afterward and was unable
to find work. My home has been the most stable thing in my life and I want to remain in th~ city
where I have a network of friends and support.
I started sharing the lower level of my condo two years ago to help me make ends meet. I list
both levels of my condo as separate units since they have separate entrances and I move
"between the two levels depending on which level rents first so I live there all the time and act as
a host. and resource. to my guests. The statistics are misleadirig becailse the data would suggest
I have 2 units that are rented most of the time which is erroneous as I am living in one at all
times. I use the VRBO and Airbnb sites simultaneously as do others. My place is rented
regular~y by friends and family of my neighbors who know I do this to pay the bills. My lower
level (rented most often) is a space I would never rent to someone long-term as it is still part of
my home atid therefore not suited to long-term tenants . In addition, I eventl;Lally plan to have my
84 )'.ear old mother move in when she can no longer live alone.
Dispelling other myths:
I know there have been a number .of news stories of misconduct. I believe these grossly
overstate the real problems which is demonstrat€?d by the relatively small number of complaints
the city has received compared to the number of rooms/places shared in g~neral. None of us
want to see abuses occur and the va.St majority of us are very responsible and keep our homes
up. For example, I (like many others) insist on guests signing a: contract that indicates No .·
Smoking, No Parties or Gatherings, No Pets, No :µoise after lOpm, No.parking available, etc
and I insist on a copy of a driver's license as ID. I meet guests when they arrive and give
everyone a list of my favorite restaurants/places nearby. I have.had no problems arise with
guests and can verify that many spend longer visits and spend more money at local
. establishments which is good for SF totirism (one of our biggest sectors) and good for families
who want their far-flung f;;i.mily member~ to he able to visit and stay near them. ·

To mitigate any risks, I recommend that you encourage "best practices" among the platforms
and hosts as a part of your registration process. By encouraging a "code of conduct" the· city
could minimize any future concerns on the ·part of neighbors or others. SF could show
1
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leadership in many ways by supporting this popular,. burgeoning travel sector in one of the most ·
popular cities in the world.
·
Please pass legislation allowing home sharing in SF and please do not limit the number of days,
especially for those of us who host people 1n the same building as our guests. A very large
number of us are older adults trying to affordably stay in our home city as we face an uncertain
. retirement and we want to bring b11siness to our local neighborhoods as well in a responsible,
thoughtful manner. Home sharing is not new - this has gone on for centuries and is a legitimate
travel resource - we are in an evolution of niany sectors of our economy and SF has the
opportunity to show how these things can be done positively and responsible to the benefit of
all. ·
Thank you for you consideration,
Laura
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To: .
Cc:
Subject:

Maida [maidamarin@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 5:18 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, ~ondon (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS};
Cohen, Malia {BOS); Avalos, John {BOS)
·
Airbnb and H_omesharing

Dear Supervisor Scott Wiener,
As _a property manager for hard working individuals who are
Homesharers in San Francisco it is vital that thes.e laws be
passed .
. Havi_ng been born a_nd _raised in San Francisco I understand how .
hard it ·is to pay one's mortgage..Homesharing has _made it
poss_ible for people to be.able to pay for fa~ily properties, pay
for. mortgages on properties purchased, help keep families .
together, raise children., and pay the bank at the ·same ti~e.
For me personally, I will be able to· continue to make a living. at
thi.s later stage in my life where a steady income has been.
difficult to come by.
.

.

Please, I ~rge you to regulate _and legalize Hornesharing in San
Francisco:·
Sincerely,
Maida
Property Manager
1
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachrrien~:

Skate Stone [skatestone60@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 5:00 PM
'Wiener, Scott
Ausberry,-Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]
Skate's home-sharing letter.docx

. Hello•.

My name is Skate Stone, I live in Bernal Heights and I am a life-long San Francisco resident - homeowner,
family man, public school teacher - and I am writing you today in support of home sharing in San Francisco.

Home sharing is not a new idea, and it is here to stay. People have been sharing spare rooms in their homes for
generations. Today the internet and a host of online forums have made the process easier, but the concept itself
is ancient and speaks to the openness and genero~ity of the human spirit

. . Here are some important points I have learned about home sharing in San Francisco during my time here as a
·host:
·

>For every story of abu5e of home shari:iig you hear there is a multitude of positive, untold stories of
homeowners sharing rooms in their homes in San Francisco.
> Those rooms have NOT taken rental stock from the City and they will never be turned irito rental stock
because they are just that: spare rooms in people's homes, NOT full-time rental units.
> The guests that stay in these rooms use local businesses and services most out-of-towners would not patronize
in neighborhoods all over the City~
> EVERY ho.st I have ever met or talked to or sat in a meeting with is looking for a way to ni.~e home sharing
·
. fair and b.alanced and will support legislation that helps make it so.
> Most of these hosts would be willing to pay taxes on their earnings and will welcome a mechanism· by which
that could be done, thus bringing millions of home-sharing dollars to the City revenue flow.
> My immediate neighbors arid local businesses support my home sharing because I house their loved ones·
when they come to visit and send them to local establishments.

3
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>My guests ·are w:ell screened and are notpartyers or home-abusers. They are family members of neighbors
who don't have a spare room; young couples on their honeymoons, business people here for conventions and
families of all sizes and configurations.
>Home sharing enables my wife and myself and so many like us to afford our homes in today's economy and
not have to leave the City we love.

Home sharing is not new and it is hei:e to stay, but there is much work to be done to make home-sharing
palatable for all interests involved. Those of us in support of home sharing are asking you to seriously consider
the current legislation that is attempting to bring order to home sharing in S~ Francisco. We want to make it
possible for homeowners to share rooms in their homes and to control others who· abuse the system. We are
asking that the time-honored tradition of welcoming travellers into our homes be allowed and that fair and
balanced.home sharing legislation be created in our City.

I am Skate Stone, I am a home sharer in San Francisco, and I thank you so much for taking the time to read this
·
letter.

Best,
-Skate Stone

4
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Ausber7, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To: .
Subject:.

· Caldeira, Rick (BOS)
Friday, September 12, 2014 6:55 PM
Ausberry, Andrea
Fwd: Monday's hearing: vacation rental concerns

For the file

-------

From: Ana [mailto:anatravels@hotrnail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2014 2:33 PM.
To: Wiener, Scott; Cohen, Malia (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Chiu, David (BOS); Power, Andres; Bruss, Andrea (BOS);
Veneracion, April (BOS); Chan, Amy (BOS); calvillo, Angela (BOS)
Cc: Rodgers, AnMarie (CPC); Durandet, Kimberly (CPC)
Subject: Monday's hearing: vacation rental concerns

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors Land Use Committe, et al:
I am writing
regarding my concerns of the Hotelization
of Macondray Lane, where. my husband and I live and
.
.
own a home. M~condray Lane is a historic district, with entrances on Taylor Street via 3 stories of wooden
stairs, leading to a cobblestone path and egress. onto Jones Street. This is a pedestrian street, only, with no
vehicle access. Macondray Lane, recast by Armistead Maupin as Barbary Lane in 'Tales of a City' ·is a delight to.
its residents, the city and tourists everywhere.
In March 2013, the home next to mine located at 36 Macondray Lane was purchased as an investment
p.roperty. The buyer, who lives in Australia, turned the home into a hotel that sleeps_ 12. Within weeks the
home was being advertised on multiple websites including the vacation·rental website: www.home2sf.com.
It was offered on a nightly or weekly basis, advertised as perfect for corporate retreats and parties for up to
100 guests.
When I became aware of ~he Hotelization of 36 Macondray Lane I called the office of Kimberly Durandet. In
the last 15 months Kimberly has been extremely successful in reducing both the number of guests and nights
our neighbor's home has been rented as a hotel. Kimberly also enforced changes to the website, which
included removing the language 'corporate retreats and parties for 100', as well as ensuring that the website
states the home can only be rented for a minimum of 30 nights. Regarding the last point: in practice, this has
not happened, but it has decreased. Last weekend the home was occupied on Friday and Saturday nights only
by a group celebrating a birthday, but this is infrequent.
1
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While I a·m grateful to Kimberly for her efforts and follow-through, we would like to see the Hotelization on
Macon dray Lane discontinued. In the last 15 months we've experienced the following uncomfortable and
· frightening situations with the guests staying at 36 Macondray Lane:
-We've had to call the police twice for trespassing and vandalism. In one instance, a guest climbed from the
balcony of 36 Macon dray Lane onto our balcony, outside our bedroom. window.
-

.

-A group of (8) guests climbed from the roof of 36 Macondray Lane onto our roof (which is not engineered for
ANY weight) in the middle of the night, waking us up.
·
.
·
-Several ~ests on the upper deck of 36 Macondray Lane threw fruit and o~her detritus from their deck into
. our bedroom window (5 feet away). This disgusting mess got all over our deck, our windows, our floors; and
onto our bed.
-We've complained numerous ti~es about noise after 10 pm_. My husband is an on-call surgeon for 3.hospitals
in San Francisco for up to 96 hours at a time. We share a wall with 36 Macondray Lane, and their upper deck
is 5 feet from our bedroom.
-Their guests smoke on the upper deck,' outside our bedroom window..
-Their guests use our garbage cans (located underground on Macondray Lane) .. This is always by accident, but
it's still a nuisance.
-Their guests leave overflowing garbage and-recycling outside the home, which affects everyone, on the Lane,
and most often I'm the one who cleans it up:
-The home's property manager, Pamela Kelley, who also runs the website www.home2sf.com is ineffective
and inappropriate. The last email I received from her (after I complained to her directly regarding one of her
guest's behavior) read "Ana, stop being a pain in the ass. There are far too many problems in this world, like .
starving children and poverty that sure can use your time."
Given that our house and· 36 Macondray Lane are both 3 stories high and appear to be connected, 3 different
neighbors have knocked on my door in the last year complaining to me about the guests staying at 36
Macondray Lane.
I will say that the owner of $6 Macondray Lane is always extremely apologetic whenever anything happens,
but he doesn't live here, so he's frequently not able to address the situations that come up in a timely
manner.
We pay.$35,000 a year in properr{ taxes to live on Macon dray Lane.· In addition to the disruption to _our daily
lives, we're concerned about the noise, damage and harm to the fragile ecosystem, particularly the parrots,
continued Hotelization may cause.
Regard_s,
Ana Morley
Steven Okuhn
2
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property owners: 14 Macondray Lane, SFCA 94133
cell: 415 640 5451 (ana)
·
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sarah Noyes [ms.noyes@gr:nail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 7:43 PM
. Wiener, Scott; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS);
Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Cohen; Malla (BOS)
Ausberry, Andrea; Avalos, John (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS}
My experience with Airbnb is common

Hello Scott, ·
Thank you, in advance, for taldng the time to read iny story.
.

.

Myself and many of my friends regularly use Airbnb as a way to make ends meet with an expensive city such as
San Francisco. I am a freelance technical writer alld recruiter, which means that rm either overemployed or
underemployed - and so it usually evens out Yet, I still only gross around $3500 a month. And then in July, I
received a call that my mom :was diagnosed with cancer and didn't have much longer to live. With Airbnb, I
was able to only work part-time and take care of my, mom before she passed away. I could spend as much time
as possible with her -- and be present - since I wasn't worried about how I would pay my rent I charge a ·
modest amount for the space, far below what is recommended by Airbnb. I've used the service other times,
which were just as helpful in me supporting my life in San Pancho..
I worry about all the proposed regulation of ~ving renters register with the city, required to have liability
ins:urance (shouldn't renters insurance suffice?) and then capping the amount at what may not be reasonable (esp
if we all have to purchase seemingly not existent but surely expensive liability insurance). But that could all be
moot since the whole pro~ess of registering and notifying my landlord would ruin the whole affair -- he's a ·
complete tech luddite that balked when I found a roommate off Craigslist that is clearly responsible, employed
and has good credit.
.
·
So why all the systemic overhaul when its really those that are abusing the system that should be regulated. I
admit I don't know as much as rd like about the percentage of users that.do abuse the system and how.
·
Moreover, I do not have suggestions on how· to regulate them. Again, I just speak to the 'common' San
Franciscan and how Airbnb has literally come to the rescue for :many of us. Clearly, there are imp:r:ovements to
be made- --but I think we all agree that sharing platforms such· as Airbnb are ·here to ·stay, and for good reason.
Like all systems, esp those that are burgeoning, need considerable participatory action research in order to
con8istently meet as many joint interests as possible.
I also see how Airbnb can also create a sense of security for landlords such as mine. With. additional
exploration and testing, we are surely much closer than the security provided by Craigslist, to ensuring th.e
: safety of both persons, property and agreements.
Best regards, Sarah

c: (415) 713-4155
www.noyes-works.com
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thierry Spelle [tspelle@yahoo.com}
Saturday, September 13, 2014 7:01 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors,
Please, support our ability to rent ·part of our homes on a short term basis.
As a resident of San Francisco for almost ten years, I currently own a house that is too big
for the two people who are now left in it. it would be a shame not to have this space
available to travelers, and to leave it unused. In addition to the real estate tax.that I am
paying, this could generate occupation tax for our city and help with our budg~t.
This option also allows us, as hosts, to meet people that we would have never met, and to
promote, through face to face interaction with them, our beautiful city and its tourism..
I agree.with the proposition that the legislation should control speculation on short term
rental by allowing ONLY those who actually live in the home to rent part of it, in order not·
to compete with hotels and prevent an increase of long term rental rates.
Thierry Spelle

1
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:.

To:
Cc:
. Subject:

Nick Chaffee [nchaffee@gmail.com]
Saturday, September 13, 2014 5:25 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Home shariri.g has made a big impact on my life. Please do the right thing for me and the city by enabling SF
residents to share our homes legally and safely.
·
Thanks,
Nick Chaffee ·
57 Oak.wood St.
San Francisco
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:·
Cc:
Subject:

Melanie di Car1o [bianca.bellafiore@gmail.com]
.Saturday, September 13, 201411:43 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric .(BOS); Farrell, Mar~ (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane {BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
,;Home Sharing Haiku" from Melanie di Carlo, District 1

Home Sharing Haiku

In 1983 .r was left with the responsibility of raising my only daughter. Despite working
.full time as a well-educated waitress, I could. barely afford the costs o.f living here. So, I slept
in a hammock in the living roo~ and rented my own bedroom. H~)tne Sharing is nothing new to
San Francisco.
Several years later I moved away, under duress. When I ~eturned with a Doctorate in
·Physical Therapy in 1998, this hardly ~ade a difference. I wished I had never left my rentcontrolled apartment, envious of my friends who qre beneficiaries of this golden handcuff, now
earning substantial incomes with rel~tively low housing costs.

I ·currently serve homebound patients, treating residents in every neighborhood of our
'

-

'

city.
3 years ago, I purchased my first home, a flat in the Outer RiChmond, borrowing, at a
-fossi from _my retirement account for th~ down payment. I was concerned that I ·could someday
be displaced as a tenant, but believe that landlords have rights ·also.
Soon after moving, water intrusions precipitated repairs totaling more than $72,000. I
·
might presently be a homeless "rolling stone" again.
Fortunately, I have an extra bedroom and have hosted residencies for students and
relocating prot'essionals affiliated with the VA nearby, and STEM wi_zards on extended.
internships.
Families of neighbors and tourists are also-drawn to Land's End. New, chic-cafes have
emerged on languishing Balboa St., and our classic cinema has been renovated.

3
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Home sharfng promotes sustainability,.maximizes o·ur resources, and reinforces the
nobility of mankind. Indeed, I feel ~afer with carefully screened guests in my home, for
reasons I don't have time to enumerate.
While one neighbor might be envious, my family pities "the poor relative".

What is required in order for the City, County, and residents of San Francisco to benefit
even more from home sharing? Is that the intention of "legislation"? Who can this truly
protect? Please proceed consciously.

. 4
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Debra. Eller [debraeller@aol.com]
Saturday, September 13,.201411:30 AM
Wiener, Scott ·
Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London
(BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campo~. David (BOS}; Cohen, Malia (BOS);
Avalos,.John (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea ·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381]

... a _retired couple who have organized a family reunion. One daughter and her family live
here and the other daughter lives out~ide the country.
.
... a 1965 Princeton reunion, 3 senior couples, former classmates reunited in San Francisco·
... a family of 5 from Mexico, other families from China, France, Ireland
... our neighbors parents
These are just a few examples of the Guests we have hosted. Theyall have one"thing in common,
"this holiday would never have been possible if we had to stay in a hotel". Each family independently
told us the same thing.
.

.

Each family contributed to ou.r local merchants. Buying groceries at Canyon Market, enjoying a meal
at Le Petit Laurent or buying gifts from Perch these are just a few examples of their participation in
our community. Each family visited our local tourist attractions, used our public transportation ·
systems and left large sums of tourist dollars with San .Francisco. Each ·family went home to tell
others about our great city and the amazing holiday created by being In a Home· Share
accommodation. Each family reported at least 3 other families who will also be visiting our beautiful
city. It's a chain reac~ion we can't ignore or afford to miss.
We have made new friends and. created long lasting ~elationships based on _their visits, all while
affording us the opportunity to continue to live in San Francisco. Our Homesh_are income is critical to
our retirement budget. Would we be able to live here without this· added income? Maybe, but
certainly not at the lifestyle level we enjoy now. We've managed to improve our home and in turn
improve .our neighborhood using this added-income.
·
·
One other important conimunity factor, we believe, that tends to be underestimated is the Host
Community. We are building a very important and strong connection with other Hosts in Glen Park.
As committed home owners in our community we are dedicated to building a strong environment for
our children, for our seniors, for families, for ourselves. Our network of Hosts has built and will
continue to build a secure and healthy neighborhood. As we plan our Host meetings, new community
issues are presented and addressed. We are taking a much more active role in supporting
our neighborhood and the city of San Francisco. We exchange ideas across the city as we strive "to
improve our focus on building a strong sense of community, something that is often missing in big
cities ..
Please vote in favor of Homesharing and support our community through fair,· effe~ive processes.
Than.k you for your time, Debra and Reed Eller

s
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:.
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jessica Beitch flessicabeitch@gmail.com]
Saturday, September 13, 2014 9:34 AM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Eric (BOS}; Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS}; Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisor Wiener,
.
I am on the Board of Directors at The Women's Building. Thank you for joining us Last year for our
recruiting breakfast. Your presence and support means so much to our organizatiOn.

I'm also a host for AirBnB. I'm Lucky enoug~ to Live in an-apartment owned by my girlfriend and her
parents.·-Whenever we leave San Franci.sco, we Like to hos~ out-of-town guests in our apartment.
The income we receive has helped us keep up and improve our living space. Also, every time we
travel, we Look to AirBnB first for available places to stay. We feel. that the accommodations are
more interesting, affordable, and comfortable than hotels. I Love· to cook, as well as enjoy local
dining options, so having a home with a kitchen is a huge plus. We hope that guests utilize our
kitchen and outside deck to enhance their experience too.
A huge ·benefit of AirBnB is the support to merchants and businesses surrounding each home.
While hotel guests cHne at hotel restaurants and shop in Union Square (which is fabulous too, of
course!); people who stay in our home love to vi~t our favorite eateries, home good stores,
clothing boutiques, yoga studios, gelato and coffee shops, and grocery markets. We encourage
visitors to ride MUNI, walk around the parks, and rent bikes. At the same time, when we travel, we
take advantage of the local recommendations of our hosts.
Hotels serve a great purpose and continue to reach maximum capacity in our wonderful city. For
the rest of us looking for a m_ore personal experience (and also wishing to conserve resources like
·water and electricity by using the same towels during the whole stay, having.CFLs in homes,
and utilizing recycling and compost options. in homes), AirBnB is our choice. ·
Please· support home sharing legislation!
Thank-you for your time and ongoing service to the City of San Francisco,
Jessica
San Franicsco, CA 94133

Jessica C. Beitch, MSW
.
The Women's Building is a women-led community space that advocates
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self-de~tion,

.
gc:nder equality and social justice.

A.usber7, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

E. Gil.Jones [egiljones@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 8;05 PM
Wiener, Scc;>tt
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David.(BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed; London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
· Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS); nancen@earthlink.net
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File nu~ber: 140381]

My name is E. Gil Jones; My wife and I have lived in Potrero Hill on Mississippi St. for
five years. Our family_ has benefitted from homesharihg in San Francisco, and I write to .
enlist you~ support for sensible regulatfon of this practice.
Our Potrero Hill apartment is not large enough to accommodate overnight guests and the
nearest hotels are miles away, expensive, and frequently book~d· up. Our parents live in
Kentucky and Colorado, and· when they visit, they want to be as close to our residence as they
can~ · Being within walking distance is highly desirable, since
·
typically they don't ·rent cars when they visit us. Airbnb offerings have made it possible
for them tC? stay nearby. My parents stay"' regularly with. an Airbnb host just one biock away
from us.
Not only do Airbnb offerings ·provide proximity to us, they also prov~de excellent
accommodations for our relatives. Our families have stayed in four different_Airbnb homes in
Potrero Hill, and they have found all the a~commodations to be attractive and comfortable..
Personal touches such as providing an initial breakfast and access.to a garden or hot tub are
additional benefits. Hosts have. been available to solve any problems and also to offer
information about the neighborhood and the city. My parents have developed a particular
friendship with the ·host they stay.with most frequently. They stop by to say hello even when
she can't host them.
·
·
The cost of Airbnb accommodations is another important benefit. It's possible to find very
reasonable rates, even. in a neighborhood where housing costs are high. · While I recognize the
problems associated with those renting out rent-controlled apartments, our parents have
always stayed in rooms or in-1.aw apartments that wouid not be ·on the rental market except
through· airbnb or other home-s~ar.ing services in homes owned by the hosts. ·
I am just one who has benefitted from homesharing in San FranCisco. I know you will be
hearing from many others. I hope you'll. consider my message. and that you'll support sensible
regulation of this -practice as laid out in Supervisor Chiu's legislation and informed by the
Homesharers of SF Position Paper.
Sincerely, .
E. Gil Jones

'\
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COUNCIL OF
COMMUNITY
HOUSING
ORGINIZITIONS
The voice of San Francisco's
affordable housing movement

September 12, 2014

President David Chiu .
Supervisor Scott Weiner
Supervisor Jane Kim
Supervisor"Malia Cohen
Cc: Supervisors, Angela Calvillo, Clerk
Board of Supervisors
City Hall; Room 244
1 Dr. Canton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re: Legislation to Legalize Short-term Rentals - Case No. 2014.0707T [Board File No, 140381]
Dear Supervisors:

The Council of Community Housing Organizations (CCHO) strongly urges you to delay a vote at the ,full
Boa rd of Supervisors of this complex and poorly understood Short-term Rentals legislation pending a
more thorough discussion of the many proposed y.1ays of in a king regulation of Short-term Rentals (STRS)
workable.
While we commend the Board of Supervisor~ for attempting to find a -pathway to legalize and regulate a
popular but currently illega·I activity-the ability for owner-occupants and tenants to rent their units or
extra bedrooms for a limited time during the year-CCHO does not support the proposal as currently
written. At its most basic level the proposed system lacks transparency and enforceability (as the
Planning Department staff itself has emphasized) to prevent abuses of "the rules." The biggest concern
which we expressed in our August 1st letter to the· Planning Commission (attached) is that the very ·
profitable industry of short-term rentals presents the very real risk of continl!ing to erode the City's·
housing stock for permanent residents and continuing to drive up housing prices. This is one of the most
important housing policy issues the City has faced in a decade, and the 11solution" must be done right
and not hurried.

325 Clementina Street, San Francisco, CA 94103

ccho@sfic-409.org

I

415.882.0901

The Council of Communi_ty Housing Organizaiions (CCHO) is a coanlion of 22 community-based housing developers and tenant
advocates. We fight for funding and poficies that shape urban development. and empower low-income and working-class
communiiies. The work of our member organlzafions has resulted in nearly 30,000 uniis of affordable housing, as well as
thousands of construction and permanent jobs for city residents.
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To repeat an excerpt from the.planning staffs case report in August:

'7he Planning Department's paramount concern is the. impact .that shorMerm rentals have on
the availability and affordability of the City's housing stock. This concern is derived from
Objectives Two and Three in the City's Housing Element, which seek to 'retain existing housing
units' and 'protect the affordability of the existing housing stock,;, respectively."

.

.

We are glad to see that the latest version of the legislation; as amended, has added a small piece from
CCHO's previous suggestions, including the prohibition of short-term rental.sin subsidized BMR units and
residential hotels. The amendments also move enforcement to the Planning Department, creates a
public registry number (but not public access to .registry), and prohibits rentals in units with outstanding
code violations, all important improvements, and a good sign that with further substantive amendments
this might eventually be made into a workable piece of legislation.
However, it is also very critical to poirit out that most of the Planning Commission's recommendations
were not adopted in this round of amendments, including:
·
.a. Tracking issues, such as tracking the number of nights STRs are rented, requiring hosting
platforms to report number of nights, identify units in the Property Information Map,
list of hosting platforms registered with the city
·
b. · Notification/~pproval of landlords/owners
c. Limit on hosted rentals or number of rooms per residential unit
d. Enforcement: making listing on a hosting platform without registration a violation,
provide increased funding for enforcement by Planning
At least three sets of reforms that have been suggested by the public, including by the CCHO coalition of
affordable housing advocates, by tenant advocates, and by a coalition of neighborhood advocates,
housing advocates, property owners and labor unions. This wide set of concerns reflects the fact that ·
the current proposal was not developed out of a broad participatory process, as should be expected in .
such a complicated issue which concerns all San Franciscans. In fact, it would appear that the only
supporters c;if the ordinance are· companies in the home-sharing industry such as Air BnB and their front
group, Homesharers of SF, which represent the interests of those who would presumably profit by this
legislation, but messier questions about implications for the City's housing policy are conveniently
_·ignored ..
At this point in the civic debate ~nd given the significance of this public policy matter, we believe it is
incumbent on the Board of Supervisors to reflect a problem-solving and "collaborative attituden toward
this issue. Given the number ofconstructive amendments proposed by various parties, and the fact that .
most of the.Planning Department's and Planning Commission's own formal suggestions have been left.
out of the current legislation, it is clear that this proposal needs more thorough discussion and broad
-.
involvement in crafting the details to get it right before being put to a vote before the Board of
Supervisors where, at best, amendments, if any, will be made in a rushed and last ·minute way..
In the following pages we reiterate the concerns and recommendations that we presented before the
Pla11ning Commission last month (our complete August 1st letter is attac_hed for reference as well). In
summary these are:
· 1. Enforceability. This is the crux of it all, regardles~ of how many and how precise "the rules" are,

is the question of enforceability. The Neighborhood Preservation coalition offers many specific
suggestions to increase enforceability and disincentivize cheating on allowances. We
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recommend that, in alignment with Planning Department's own recommendations, the
legislation should AT A MINIMUM, require hosting platforms to report the number of nights
STRs are rented to the enforcing agency and on the public Registry, identify on the City's
Property Information Map units registered as STRs with links to the publi~ Registry, make listing
on a hosting platform without registration a violation, and provide increased funding for
enforcement by Planning. This is a very complex issue that requires much more thorough
discussion and development to get it right.
2. City-subsidized housing. -The legislation as currently written, despite the proposed
amendments, would seem to still allow anyone receiving the benefit of subsidies for permanent
affordable housing, public housing, master-lease subsidies, or subsidized first-time homebuyer ·
loans, to potentially cash in on these benefits by using their units as short-term rentals for their
own profit. The legislation leaves the onus for protecting these units to the landlord or agency
providing the subsidy, rather than simply prohibiting it. We recommend adding a clear
prohibition to exclude any units receiving City subsidies, in whatever form, from taking
advantage of these public subsidies. Though as noted above, the lack of a strong enforcement
mechanism still makes it highly difficult to regulate this.
3.

ln~law units. Legislation recently passed by the Board of Supervisors to legalize in-laws and
promote construction of new in-laws was meant to address the critical need to provide more
housing supply for City residents, not to create small hotel units. The legislation as currently
written sets up the conditions for holding out these in-law units from the permanent rental
market to use as lucrative short-term rentals. We recommend that in-law units should be
prohibited entirely from use as STRs.

4. Planning Process. The legislation creates a sweeping change in zoning definitions by redefining
"residential use" to include short-term stays (which is traditionally considered a tourist/hotel
use"), and does not set up a process or discussion for determining where STRs are appropriate,
or not appropriate by land use or geography. It is impossible to assess the unintended
consequences of such a bla'nket change to zoning definition_s. Barring a more thorough review of
these changes by land use category or geography, we recommend either-a maximum cap on
STRs by neighborhood and/or zoning district, AND/OR limiting the length of this legislation to a·
3-year pilot, with a "hard sunset" provision, in order to test the impacts and any unintended
consequences.
5. Impact on Housing c.osts~ Presumably, the primary reason people ~se "home-sharing" hosting
platforms in the first place is to rent out an apartment or room while the permanent resident is
away on vacation - and it seems far-fetched that many people in this city can take more than
three or four weeks of vacation per year. Allowing up to 90 days of "short-term" rentals creates
a "market" temptation to profit from STRs, potentially adding another incentive to raise rents,
raise sal_es prices, and hold housemate bedroom rentals off the market. We recommend
reducing the total duration of allowance for STRs to something more reasonably aligned with
typical vacations, say a total 30 days per year.
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For these reasqns, CCHO joins a broad set of concerned stakeholders, including housing advocates,
tenant advocates, and neighborhood organizations, property owners and labor unions, in opposing the
current legislation. We look forward to the opportunity to see legislation on Short Term Rentals evolve
to address these concerns, while finding pathways for ·owner-occupants and tenants to legally let out
their rooms for limited time.

a

Thank you,
Fernando Martf and Peter Cohen
For the Council of Community Housing Organizations

ATTACHMENT
[August 1, 2014 CCHO letter to Planning Commission]
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COUN&ll Df COMMUNITY
RBUSllG OB&AlHZATHUi~
325 Clememiir.o Sfree!
CA 94103
ccho@sfic-409.org

Sor.Frcnc~i:o.

415-8~2-0901
www.sfccho~org

8-1-14

P!annirig Commission
16$0 Mission Street, Suite400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re: Short-term Rentafs legislati_on-Case No. 2014.0107T [Board HleNo".140381}
Dear Commissioners:
We commend the Board.of Supervisors and Planning Commrsslon for attempting to find a pathway to
legalize and regulate a popular but currently illegal activity: the ability for owner-occupants and tenants
to rent their units or extra bedrooms for a limited time during the year. And of course requiring all .
"frosting platfonns" to collect the Hotel Tax for short-term. rentals they list makes great sense, as weir as
paying any retroac:tivetax liabilities levied by the Controller. However, the shortcomings and unresolved
issues of the legislation you have before you make it so that the Council of Community Housing·
Organizations cannot support it as currently proposed. .
We couldn't agree more with the primary c:oncem articuFated well u.; your staff's case report:

"The Planning Department's paramount concern is thelmpact.that_short-term rentals have on
the availability and ajfardability ofthe City's housing stock. Thts concern ls derived from
Objectives Two and Three in the City's Housing Bement, which seek to 'retain existing housing
units' and 'prated the affardabiHty ofthe existing housing stnck,' respectively.
N

The widespread alfowance for short-term rentals has potentiall.y negative Impacts on San Frandsco's
rent-controlled permanent housing stock, its Um.ited SRO stock-housi.ng of last resort for many p·eoplf!'and its· City-subsidized affordable housing. As the staff report notes: "Any decrease in· residential sp aie
awUable jor the Citys permanent reside:nts puts an upward pressure on price, exacerbating an a-,ready
unteiwble situation." Reaftstic enforceability ofi:he provisions being proposed is a serious question, and
given the potential profitabH.ity of short-term rentals compared to permanent rental housing -the .
Planning staff's report indicates that rents are almost.triple.for a short-term rental-it will put
tremendous pressure on limited City capacity to prevent abusing the alfowances.
Moreover, the leg!sfation effectively bypasses a traditional land use planning process approach,
potentially undoing careful zoning work by nefghborhood and community groups meant tci stabilize
neighborhoods, and creating unint~nded market pressures to further push up rents and sales prices. As
your staff's report notes: 'the Department's enforcement staffhas seen instances w.here .real estate
investors are buy_ing new properties with short-term renting exclusfVefy in mind."
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Following 'ts a short list of housfng and planning concerns that oLJr members have raised in internal
discussions about the short-term rental issue. cCH 0 looks forward to seeing the proposal evolve to
address these concerns.
1. rmpac:t o.n. rent--controtled housing stock. ln tflis time of housing crisis, we know anecchitaffynf
many units he!d nffthe market, and some estimates calw!atethat fully a thtrd of AirBnB and
VRBO units
permansnt hotels. While the proposal creates a registrV and limits short-term
rentals use to 90 days, the serious limitations of enforcement capability realistically means there
is littleio keep property owners from withholding units permanently from the market and
keeping them as, effectively, hotel units. Accountability and real enforcement is key. Again to
cite your staffs report:
..
··~ •• the Depart;ment's enjorr:ementprogram is generaflyco.mp.'atnt based and does not

are

involve active monitoring or patroi!ifor violations. While staff prioritizes short-term rental
cases (which r.epresent a loss of housingL the Department does not currently have tht!!
resourc(!!s to ac:tivefymonitor short-term rental sites (nor do these sites necessarily rncfo•de aff
the information necessary to open an enforcement case fora spedfic property) ....
·. Addrtionally, these cases can be difficult to prove as ongoing violations (which requlred to
asse5s a penalty} due to the transient nature of the CJSe. Profits from short-term reritafs are
also so fucraUve that even after a violation hosts may attempt to re-list their unit on a
different Wl!!bsite."

is

2. Impact on SRt>Ordinance. One ofthe greatest victories for creating housing for homeless
people In San Francisco was the SRO Ordinance. The ordinance limits conversions of residential
hotels into tourist hotels, preserving this important housing of last resort for thousands poor
people, and furthermore allowing their conversion over time into permanently affordable
·
housing with wraparcmnd supportive services. There are nearly 14,00D SRO units protected
through the SRO ordinance. By redefining residentia[uses to under 30 day.s, the proposal as
written effoctively-though presumably not intentionally-does a·way with the SRO ordinance,
creating the .incentive for SRO owners to turn their buildings back Into tourist hotel uses (as
above, becausethe·enforcement mechanism is so weak).
·

of

3. Impac:ton City-subsidizi!d Housing. The City spends millions of dollars each year in substdizing
permanently affordable housing. rehabilitating public housing, providing first-time homebuyer
toam, and requir\ng the construction of "below-market-rate" incrusionary remtal and ownership
units (there are .over 1, 700 BM Rs created through the City's indusionary program). The.µrop.o:sat
as currently written would allow anyone receiving the benefitS of these City subsidies to
potentially cash in on these benefits by using their apartments, houses and extra b~drooms as
short-term rentals. rhere is nothing to prohibit this in the ordinance as currently written, and,
evE?n [fit was prohibited in puplidy-subsidized units, the rack of a strong imforcement
mechanism again makes it highly difficult to regulate this. ·
4. Impact an In-Im hcusing units. There is nothing in the proposal restricting in-raw
l:ll'l:it!V':secoridary units/accessory-dwelling-units from being used for short-term rentals. In many
re5pects these types ofsmal! "efficiency apartments~ would be the easiest and most lucrative
way for property owners to cash in on this allowance- essentially having a permanent small
hoteI unit iucked into garages, basements and rear patios. It is notable that the framing for
legaliz:lng in-raws and for promoting construction ofni=>Jtl in-laws was to expand the muchrieedecl housing stock for City residents and to "provide housing at befow market price~", not to·
create1imatl hotel units. Either
the expansion of ln-law units provides a source of income.
·,for single-family homeowners and building owners, but the temptation of holding out units from

way

- 2.
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the permanent rentar market to use as luaativeshort-term rentals does rrot adclress the.
underlying need to provide more housing supply as was thestate!f intent oftlu~ two pieces of
recent In-law units legislation.
5. Imp.lid; on the land Use Phinning P'rat:ess. Tneremould be clarity ·on a process and timeframe
for establishing what types'ofzonlng controls and authorizations are appropriate for short-term
rem:als, including potential Interim controls white process issues are being worked through.
While this legislation is meant to find a pathway to legalize and regulate an activity that already
. octurs, despite zoning regulati'ons, at least two pathways would be far more consistent with
existing Planning Code: one would be, through c:areful analysis and partic:ipa.tion of the public:,
.suggest changes in particular zoning districts to accommodate short-term rentals, and a second
option would be to more judiciously tlmlt the total duration oftime these uses are allowed and
-create real enforcement mechanisms so these limits are not disregarded.

e.

l!cono.mic lmp~ct D~ Housing Costs. Finally, by allowing up tp 9ci days hotet'uses, and little.
enfurt:.eabillty to actually limit that time, the proposal creates an incentive to raise safes prices·
based on the potentiat hotel uses ofthe un:it and thereJs also an incentive to incorporate these . ·
'costs into rental prices. In the July 301b Chronicle article, it is notable that an executive from one
afthe hosting pfatforms unapologetically acknowledged that the investment-home market (ie,
buying housing units without_ living in them) is increasingly driven by the prospect of using units
for short-term rental's:
·
·
"'The typical owner on .HomeAway and VRBO uses the property as a second home; it's a
pfed..a-tffre that they use often, not a primary home: he said [co-founder of HomeAway]. 'J't
is naive to beReve those homes would come back Into the marketplace' ijtheywere not
11r1catfon rento ls.,.
The problem of this kind -of "perverse incentive" that potentially drives up housing: prices points
·to a·potential alternative of having a more limited 'allowance for short-term rental uses during: a
year (Why not four, sbror even eightweeks? H.ow many people take 90 day vacations? And why
not limit the total number ofrental Hclfents• in any single year?), a11d dear enforceability on
those tlme limits. Considering the strong financial incentive to capfralize on the short-term
rentals "market" as demonstrated in your staff's case report, thls issue of the duration of
aBowable use again raises serfous questions about the llmlted. enforcement capacity of the City
to ensure compliance with these proposed allowances. As Planning staff have called out in tha
<:ase report, the reality is that this is essentially· a· self-enforcement industry. We believe the
question deserves co.nsideratlon: will the financial motivation to r.tke full advantage of the
'Short-term rentals market and the catch-as-catch-cao enfurcement regime of the· City result in
more housing units beingtaken ~mt of l!5e. for permanent residents?

of

For these reasons, CCHO is not prepared to support ihe proposal at this time. We look forward.to the
opportunity to see an amended version that evolves to address these concerns, while finding pathways
for owner-occupants and tenants tci legally iet outthefr rooms for a Umrted time.
·
Thankyou, .
Fern an do Marti and Peter Cohen·
_Forthe Counci.1 of Community Housing Organizatio.ns

Cc: Aaron Starr, Planning Department
Supervisor David Chiu

·
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Ausber7, Andrea
Ian Liffmann [chonilla@hotmail.com] ·
Sunday, September 14, 2014 3:02 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim,· Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Cohen, Malia.(BOS);
Avalos, John (BOS); Campos, David (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation (File# 140381)

From:
Sent:
To:·

Cc:
·Subject:

Dear Supervisor Wiener- .
.

.

My name is Jan, and I am writing in support of home sharing.in San Francisco. I live in Bernal Heights, and my
housemates and I have used home sharing to help pay the bills and meet interesting people fro.m around the
world. It has really made a difference for my friends and me to both find places to stay irJ. San Francisco and
when traveling elsewhere, but also in allowing us to make some extra money to help make ends meet. My
mother lives in Bernal Heights, and she has been renting her place on AirBnB from tirne to time in order to
help pay her property taxes.
·
Home sharin.g services are far more personal than a hotel, and I feel that many people end up having
incredible experiences when visiting San Frandsco because of this. It also ~llows for more people to come visit
during peak travel times, and injects more money into neighborhoods that don't otherwise have places for
short-term vacationers to stay {how many vi~itors would end up in Bernal Heights if it wasn't for home
· sharing?).
.

.

.

Please support legislation.to keep home sharing legal and friendly in San Francisco!
Thank you,
:-Ian Liffmann

Date: sun, 14 Sep 2014 14:45:10 -0700
Subject: Letter in Support of Home-sharing to your Supervisor
From: emery.lieberman@airbedandbreakfast.com
To: chonilla@hotmail.com

Hey Ian,
W~ted to re!!Ch out to you to let you know what you can do to help this movement because you won't be able to make it to the Land Use; Col!lmittcc Hearing to show
your support The best way to get in touch llild share your story is to send an email tq chair ofthe Land Use Committee, Supervisor Scott Wiener, and CC the other
supervisors, along with the committee cleric. Include the legislation's file number (140381) in the email's subject line so they know what you're writing about It's
important that 1hey get this email by September 14th if possible.
It's helpful ~ start by introducing yourself and what neighborhood you live in, explain why )lame-sharing is important to you. and ask them to pass fair home-sharing
legislation..
Subject Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)
To: Scott.Wiener@sfgov.ora
CC:
Andrea.Ausberrv@sfgov.ora, David.Chiu@sfgov.org, Elic.L.Mar@sfgov.ora, Mark.Farrell@sfaov.ora, Katy.Tang@sfaov.ora, London.Breed@sfaov.ora,
Jane.Kim@sfaov.ora. Norman.Yee@sfgov.ora,David.Campos@sfgov.org, Malia.Cohen@sfgov.org, John.Avalos@sfgov:ora

1
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rd love io hear BllY feedback about this proc"ess and your interaction with your supervisor. Along with emailing them, it is super helpful to show up at their office in
City Hall to hand-deliver it to them so th!!t the supcrvisoJS feel the pressure from their constituents.

Thank you again for your support. The future of home-sharing in San Francisco is likely to be decided in the next month.
All the best.
Emery
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
·.To:
Cc:

Subject:
~ear

Robert BJ Atanasio [rfi_henry@att.net]
Sunday, September 14, 2014 2:02 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
Carol Cowan; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS) ·
Home Sharing Legislation File #140381 at Land Use Commission

Supervisor Weiner,

My name is Robert Atanasfo and r·am a home-owner in District 8. I am writing to ask for your
and the Land Use Commission's support of David Chiu's home-sharing legiSlation.
I recently began hosting in order to supplement my regular income. In 2013, I changed jobs
and accepted a lower paying position. After struggling for over a year with adapting to my
decreased income, I realized that I would need to leverage my home ownership if I wanted to
remain. in San Francisco.
I understand that San Francisco has an.affordable housing crisis. However, I do not believe
that the cur~ent·trend in home-sharing created or exacerbated this crisis. I have lived in
the City for over 20 years and I am very familiar with the struggles associated with finding
an affordable rental or home on a modest income. The crisis is due to policies that were set
in place 30 or more years ago and have not been reviewed or revised to· adapt to rapidly
evolving cultural, economic, and social norms facilitated by technology. If anything, homesharing allows many lower- and middle class renters and home owners to remain in the City we
love. Many of us work in the public sector, arts, or the non-profit economy. We are the
people who make San Francisco a desirable City to live in and visit.
My hosting does not degrade the character of my neighborhood. I encourage my guests to use
the local businesses and services I depend upon. I explain to them why my neighborhood is
unique and encourage them to become a part of it during their stay.
My hosting does not.remove potential housing from the market. I do not wish to be a full-time
· landlord and if I did, my home would require extensive and expensive modifications to meet
City code and make it livable for long,-term tenants. And .even then, my home would likely
require waivers to certain codes.
My hosting does not put my guests in inordinate jeopardy to harm or injury. I discuss with
them the unique character of my house and with their input determine whether it is suitable
for their visit. I provide carbon-dioxide and smoke detectors, a fire extinguisher, a firstaid kit, and supplemental emergency earthquake kits. I provide reasonable guidance about
earthquake safety and medical emergencies. My guests are hosted throughout their stay and I
am present on the premises more than 80% of the time during my guests.' stay.
My hosting does not decrease employment opportunities for those in the hospitality industry.
current hotel occupancy figures indicate that commercial and corporate providers are not
suffering a significant decrease in business. My hosting provid~s a service that the
hospitality industry cannot substitute.
I encourage you, the Commission, and the Board of Supervisors to move forward with approving
legislation that does not place undue burdens on hosts. The final.legislation should not
include unprecedented intrusions on individual privacy or unduly limit a host's ability to
offer services and should fairly regulate this new market.while taxing derived income
appropriately.
·
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Respectfully,
Robert Atanasio
San Francisco, CA
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Ausberry. Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pamela Beach [pamela_beach@sbcglobal.net]
Sunday; September 14, 2014 12:52 PM
Wiener, Scott ·
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chia, David {BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy .
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
home sharing

. As a small retailer, I would like to offer my perspective on home sharing. I work a few days a week at
a small, independent store in Noe Valley. I have talked with dozens of tourists who have stayed at
airbnb homes in the neighborhood and all have reported a very positive experience. The most
common comments are: 1) The accommodations being wonderful; 2) The hosts being helpful,
friendly, responsibl~; 3) Being able to enjoy a very San Francisco experience -- the neighborhood, the
·shops, interactionswith locals, including small, independent shop keepers.
·
The local airbnbs and other home sharing arrangements ·also contribute to our local economy in Noe
Ve1lley. I've sold many an item to these visitor's, (including a few who bought their host a gift!). They go
to Philz Coffee or Bernie's or Martha Brothers. They shop at Whole Foods for their stay, go to our
local restaurants and wonder over to Glen Park, the Castro, the Mission and Bernal Heights.
While tourists always seem very taken with San Francisco, these guests. seern even more in love with
the city. I know the intimacy that airbnb and other home sharing arrangements·offer contributes to ·
their experience. r_·think its beneficial to all - the hosts, the guests, and our local economy.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jane Ginsburg Uane.ginsburg@gniail.com]
Sunday, September 14, 2014 12:14 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
• Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

I have been a homeowner.in Distri~t s.since 1976. r·recently began renting out my attic (
which I would never· consider renting on a FT or permanent basis since access is thru my home)
thru airbnb. I have had wonderful guests who greatly appreciate the opportunity to experience
a SF neighborhood. I have become friends with many of my guests and the income from the home
sharing has allowed me to stay in the city.
·
·
I believe that my guests should pay the occupancy tax the same.as.if they stayed at a hotel
and hope that airbnb will begin collecting it. I pay taxes on .the income I make. I· want to.
reiterate again that what I am doing is not taking a rental off the market. My attic has
never been and will never be a regular rental. I am comfo~table having people stay with me
whom I can vet and who are there for a short period of time.
Thank you
Jane Ginsburg
110 Pierce St.
Sent from my iPad.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

James Ellingson Uamesdellingson@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 14, 2014 11 :55 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London {BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David {BOS);
<;;ohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Home sharing

Home sharing is ·important in my household because it allows us to host travelers who would
otherwise have a hard time affording corrifortable accommodations in SF. This brings tourism
and money to our city that otherwise would. be spent elsewhere. It also allows my household a
small.amount of extra money that we also put back into our local economy. Without the
opportunity to home share, we would not be able to afford to support our economy. It is a win
wi~ for everyone.

Sent from my iPhone
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· Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Thomas Hawley [thawley@thawley.com]
Sunday, September 14, 2014 11 :49 AM
Wiener, Scott
.
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
{BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim,·Jane (BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (B9S)
Why we support Airbnb [File number: 140381]

Dear Mr. Wiener,
My wife and I, who live in Carmel Valley, own ·a small studio in an old Victorian on Baker-St. We have been
using Airbnb for about a year with great success since it allows us to use our unit two to three times a months in
conjunction ~ith our Airbnb guests. We provide our guests with detafled information about the restaurants and coffee
houses in our neighborhood, the museums within walking distance and the wonderful small playhouses scattered ·
throughout the city (which we adore!). Invariably we get very positive r.eviews from our guests who rave about such
neighborhood establishments as The Green Chile Kitchen, The Matching Half, Bistro Central Park, Gambini Sports Bar,
No pa, Bi-rite- Creamery, Tsunami, Falletti's, The Herbivore and Bar Crudo to name a few. (Now that the city has done
such an excellent job of beautifying Divisdero, it has become a mecca for those seeking great food!)
It occurs to us that one of the great advantages of Airbnb to our city is that it introduces many visitors to
neighborhoods and neighborhood establishments they would not otherwise get to know if they stayed at downtown
. hotels. It has also become clear to us that many of our guests are people of modest means who might have missed the
San Francisco experience altogether if it were not for the opportunity to stay in an historical, reasonably priced studio
apartment. Almost all of our guests leave San Francisco vowing to return, having had a great affordable experience in a
less trafficked part of town. Airbnb works on so many levels to generate taxes for the city, revenue for the more out of
the way businesses, and affordable lodging for tourists of modest means.
Best regards,

Thomas and ·
Ma rijke Hawley
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To.:
Cc:
Subject:

Brad· Harbin [bradaharbili@gmail.com J
Sunday, September 14, 2014 11 :47 AM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar; Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John. (BOS)
. .
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisor Weiner,

I am writing to you to you as a voting, tax payer in your district to share with you why I would like to see
you support .home sharing legislation.
I ain a home sharer•. I live in my home with my husband and we share our space with guest who have
come to San Francisco from all over the world- Russia, China, France, Brazil, Spain, Germany, Canada,
Australia and of course from all across the US. · People come to this amazing city because they visited when
they were kids, a favorite uncle, they got married here, ... honeymooned here, came out.... so many beautiful
reasons ... ·and they choose to travel by home share not only because it makes travel niore economically
accessible, but because they want to know what its like· to live here... where are the best restaurants, secret .
hidden SF treasures, they want to spend time with people who know and love this city where they are coming to
spend their hard earned money for a trip that many have saved a long time to make happen.'

We share our home becaus·e we love people... we love travel .. and we love San Francisco. WE decided in . ·
Feb of this year to give it a try and have fallen in love 'With it... and with San Francisco again as we get to see
this city through new eyes on a weekly basis. We actually live in our home that we share with guest. We go to
dinner with them in our neighborhood. We communicate 'With guest long before they arrive and have actually
canceled guest if we felt that it did not feel like a good fit for us .... them... Qr even our neighbors.
My husband and I are both students and Home sharing has made it possible for us to remain in this
amazing city with much less financial pressure. Mu husband works from and is literally here all day with
·our guest - sharing our space.

·

We are excited about the changes coming and are not opposed to regulations that will protect us all... we
just want to do our part... Stay in San Francisco, we are happy to pay our taxes and support the city and our
neighborhood small business. We are will continue to protect the interest of om neighbors through our
thorough screening and would love to mentor other hosts along they way so that the footprint that is left behind
is one of common courtesy and fiscal responsibility. '

Stand beside us Please. We need your support and we need home sharing in San Francisco.

Thank you for your consideration.
Brad Harbill
Chris Ferrer
-The Misters-
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:·
Cc:

Subject:

Eric Lopez [elopez@tricksters.net]
Sunday, September 14, 201411:15 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim_, Jane {BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors.

have been a resident of San Francisco since 1995. In 1988, I moved to Bay Area to
attend UC Berkeley- School of Engineering. In 2008, I was able to purchase my home, a 102 year
old Victorian at the time, as a TIC with plans to.renovate the duplex before the financial recession. I
have been sharing my home with guests through Airbnb for the past several years. San Francisco is
now my home as I have "tamed the fox" with my connections to friends, family and other ties to this
·
city due for the last 25 years.
My name is Eric and

Home sharing is important to me because it has helped me afford the rising cost of living, so that I can stay in this city that I love. I'm an entrepreneur in
the high tech industry and travel quite extensively for work. This space would otherwise sit unused during my travels, but now I'm earning enough money
from it to help pay my mortgage and renovation costs to improve my home.
I a.m writing to ask you to support the passage of reasonable legislation that will protect home sharing here in San Francisco. As mentioned, I travel quite
extensively across the globe. In the past year, I have had professional service engagements that have been longer than a week to the following cities:

• Muscat, Oman
• Moscow, Russia
• Austin, Texas (multiple engagements)
• Las Vegas, Nevada
• . Cork, Ireland
• Toronto, Canada ·
• Washington, DC (multiple engagements)·
• San Jose, Costa Rica - my current engagement where I'm writing from
• Tokyo, Japan - next engagement
• Paris, France - future engagement
• Bangalore, India - future engagement
end of the year, including vacation. I'll have been away from my home for m~re than 18 weeks. This is a fairly iight work schedule for my line of ·
work. There have been times in previous years that on-site customer engagements have been over 70% away from my home.

By the

Sharing my home with guests does not just benefit me, it also contributes positively to my neighborhood. My guests spend their money at the ·
restaurants, cafes, and boutiques in my neighborhood. I alviays give them recommendations on great local businesses to check out, such as Pork Store
for brunch and Willows for pub fare and Stanza for an unbeatable cup of coffee and for a unique San Francisco eating experience SoMa Streat Food·
· Park. These are just some of the businesses that would otherwise not see tourism dollars since they are not in the central hotel zone.
Also, many of my guests are visiting from out of country and are other entrepreneurs

or families that COUid not afford the
typical hotels cost. They come to experience San Francisco and/or network with other like minded
individuals. I have visited my new found friends in my travel throughout the world, as we have built a
community that shares our love for our home towns.
As you consider the legislation currently proposed, I hope you take into account how important home sharing is to the thousands of hosts in the ciiy just
like me, as well as the benefits our guests bring to our local busJnesses and neighborhoods. I look forward to the full hearing on this legislation where I
am sure the Land Use Committee will be able to hear from more San Francisco hosts who rely on home sharing and want to work together with the city
to see legislation move forward.
·
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Sincerely,

-Eiic Lopez
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:·

Mintleaves [mintleaves@yaboo.com]
. Sunday, September 14, 201411:07 PM
Wiener; Scott
r
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BO$)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381] .

Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

________ . -..-----·------·------------------:--·---.
___________...__ __________________
.--..

.

............_

z=._~----------

,

~·-·...._-i··-~-----
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. -·--..-.. ._____. ___________

Ausberry, Andrea
From:·
Sent:

· To:
Subject:

Felix Remenn.ik [felixrem@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 14, 201410:14 PM
. Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); C~mpos,
David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)

--·

-----~

_...,

--·
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:·

Cc:
Subject:

Jeff Beck Deffbeck82@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 14, 2014 8:05 PM ·
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry; Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
{BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia· (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please Support Home Snaring Legislastion [File number: 140381]

Evening;
I would like to.voice my support for home sharing, as a resident arid worker in SF, this allows me to keep my
place· affordable, as the rent is very high as I am sure you are aware, but I love my city and was born/raised
·
here. I work as hard.as I can (with.multiple jobs and sharing my space) to keep myself here.
.

.

.

As someone who works in hospitality, it is very expen.Sive to afford· a hotel room for those without a high level
of income. Our shared homes and units allow more people to see this city, the rare gem of civilization that it is.
It should be shared with the. world, with no barriers (and no sold out signs) to entry,. don't you think?
Thank you for yotir support in this matter~
Jeff Beck
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Ausberry, Andrea

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Shannon Murray [shannonsf@gmail.com]Sunday, September 14, 2014 6:03 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kif11, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John. (BOS)
··
·
· In support of home sharing

· Dear Supervisors,
I live on P~arl Street at Market and Duboce which is technically Mission Dolores. Some ~e calling this the hub
because it joins Mission Dolores, Hayes.Valley, and SOMA. I've lived here for 9 years. I'm Writiri.g in support
of home sharing.
· ·
During a recent job change, home sharing became a godsend to supplement my income. It's been a win/win/win
for my guests, the neighborhood, and me. It allows people to stay in one of the best walking neighborhoods in
San Francisco and live like a local. Guests patronize my local restaurants, which makes them and me both very
happy.
I've been told that some fed that home sh8.ring is displacing people and takip.g rentals off the market. Tei me
this could not be further from the truth. In fact it's the reverse. By making my home available when I travel for _
work or vacation, w~'re dramatically increasing the number of occupants per square feet in my neighborhood.
Guests patronize local businesses that I wouldn't when I'm away and at greater numbers. I live alone. Home ·
sharing guests almost always number two and sometimes four. My honie would go empty otherwise, but this
way it stays full, and my local business benefit which allows me to have a diverse selection to choose from
when I am home.
rm confounded as to why others don't realize this basic economic principle. We're INCR.EASING"not
DECREASING housing density with home sharing. -The basic concept is that people rent things that would
other wise· go unused. Most home sharer:S are normal hard working people who live in the homes th~y're
sharing.

I have personally met with President Chiu and think his legislation is the right step towards legalizing home
sharing. I hope you Will support this legislation by moving it forwards quickly.
·
Cheers! ·
Shannon Murray
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. Ausberry. Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Kathy Cady [kathylcady@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 20141:22 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; David.Chu@sfgov.org; Mar, Eric (BOS); Mark.Farell@sfgov.org; Tang,
Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS}; Campos, David (BOS); Cohen, Malia
(BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Being able to find accommodations through AirBnB for _my children and grandchildren within a block of my.
apa.rt:ri:i.ent for my 'major' birthday this summer made the difference between a pleasant time and the onerous one
it would haye been if I'd had to put them up in a hotel. Please know, I work for a major hotel chain and know
very well what a different experience it would have been for all of us. I probably would have celebrated my
birthday somewhere else if AirBnB hadn't been ari option so San Francisco benefited from the $ spent here.
Kathy Cady
P. S. I had a terrific birthday party at the Savoy Tivoli, even though they are only allowed to have live niusic
ONCE A MONTH - a neighbor across the street complained that music on a Saturday afternoon from 3 - 6 was
a disturbance! Only in San Francisco!!!
Kathy Cady
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

·Douglas Freelon [dn.freelon13@gmail.com]
Wednesday, September 10, 201410:17 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry; Aridrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation .[File number: 140381]
Follow up
. Flagged

Supervisor Wiener,
I am writing to ask you and your colleagues to support home sharing in San Francisco. It is a
positive service that enables more Visitors to come to and enjoy our city (and spend their
money). In every neighborhood it is a plus for the surrounding businesses and spreads tourist
dollars out over the city from the tourist "hubs". I live at Scott and Divisadero and I know
that the local business owners are appreciative of the extra customers they're getting
because of home sharing.
In addition, the number of hotel rooms in this neighborhood is very limited. I provide
accommodation in an area that people want to stay in but would not be able to without me and
other home sharers. And even in an area where there are many hotel rooms, are home sharers
doing any real damage to the hotel industry?.Home sharing has existed side by side with with
corporate and traditional hotels/motels in Europe for quite some time with no real harm done
to the latter. I also provide accommodation at a rate that allows many people to visit here
who could· not afford to stay in a traditional hotel/motel, bringing more tourist dollars into
this city.
Finally, home sharing allows me to make a few extra dollars to make life a little easier.in a
city that is becoming more and more expensive to live in every day. And those dollars aren't
going into the already overstuffed coffers of some corporate bank account, they are being
spent right here in San Francisco. I know of people who would not be able to keep their homes
if it weren't for home sharing. I re1'!lize there .are a 'few some people out there. are doing
some unscrupulous things and. that there is a problem with available rental units being
removed from the market, but I believe you can find a_ way to solve these problems without
hurting the honest, little guys like ine.
Tha.nk you for taking the time to consider my thoughts. I· will be at the meeting on Monday.
Sincerely,
Douglas Freeion

1
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Ausberry. Andrea

Subject:

Stephen Pons [sjpons@gmail.com]
Wednesday, September 10, 2014 8:38 AM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Nom:ian (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BQS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
140381 - Fair Home Sharing Legislation

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status.:

Follow up
Flagged

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

My name is Stephen Pons. I live in Pacific Heights, and I'm a San Francisco-born native.
For three years now, I've shared my home in Pacific Heights when I am away and I have used shared homes. to
accommodate family and friends visiting San Francisco. It has enabled me to afford living in and supporting
this great city, and has allowed my family and friends to experience neighborhoods and support local businesses
while they visit.
Having worked on both sides of home sharing (as a guest and as a host), I can attest to its positive impact. ·
From a guest standpoint, my family who has used home-sharing to be a guest in San Francisco have
experienced arid supported neighborhood businesses, especially restaurants. They've returned to their home·
towns and told others of the magnificence of the San Francisco experience, purpetuating the success of
businesses that aren't in the typical tourist centers of the city, thus expanding the tourism business. From a host
standpoint, I've served as a sort of concierge to the city to many visitors, enhancing their experience and then
hosting their friends and family
subsequent visits, thus expanding San Francisco's tourism. I've also, on
occasion, declined to host guests that didn't
guest that my neighbOrs and I would
. seem to fit the mold of a model
.
like to have in the neighborhood, creating an additional layer of security and screening that typical hotels would
not.
·

on

I am sharing my San Francisco home sharing experience with you, the board of supervisors, in order to provide
a perspective from a San Francisco tax-payer and voter with an interest in the futare of San Francisco. I urge
you to pass fair home-sharing legislation.
Sincerely,
· Stephen Pons
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
~ubject:

Claadia Reyes [mateitoya@yahoo.com]
Monday, September 15, 2014 6:32 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy .
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

. Dear Supervisors,.

I am Claudia Reyes, self employee, citizen of the. US who has lived in San· Francisco for 1Oyears
·now.
Home sharing has made my life. I am taking care of my disab1ed mom, who is a week chair and has
Parkinson's. I lost my job when my mom got sick and I was the only one who had to take care of her
24n. Home sharing helped me living with mom while having an Income nobody else provides me. I
am single and my mom doesn't apply for full benefits yet. Home sharing has been a bless for me and
mom and thanks to this ·income we can be economic independent while being in this unfortunate
·
situation.
I've share my place with many guests from all over the world for two years. They all have been good
people. I have never had any problem with any of them. I interviewed them and follow the verification
and rating system on Airbnb also to make sure I know whom I'm bringing into my home. I've had a
very nice, smooth experience with this job.
·
Please help me continuing taking care of mom !!

!!! Please pass fair home· sharing legislation, please don't delay. please move this legislation forward
!!!
Thank you so much.
Sincerely,
Claudia Reyes.
Richmond District
SF, CA.

1
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SF Landlady-

9/7/14
I feel so luck that I was able to buy a 2"d ho~e in the Marina, looking to retired here, I'm in my.·
sixties. I use the flat often when it's available.
Due to a downturn in the economy, I was forced to start the "short term rental business". I've feel like
I've approached this in a serious and responsible way; however, when looking into getting the required
permits from the City of SF, I hit a roadblock. The process is entirely over the top. I'm not a hotel .and
shouldn't be treated like one. I'm more like European pension. It should be an easy over the counter
process. I.even contacted an attorney and was quoted $10,000 and no guarantee. I am a frequent
VRBO guest around the world and really enjoy staying in homes, not hotels·.
I'm serni-retired and I rent out my flat in the Marina mostly to families who don't won't a hotel
experience •. Some of my clients have grown children in the neighborhood and want to stay close by.
Other clients are also retired and want to stay in a quiet neighborhood and enjoy the local restaurants
and sites. Or they have business conferences to attend down at Fort Mason. I've had other clients who
are in town for medical reasons, usually staying over a month. These visits have involved radiation and
chemo.
I've never had trouble with loud parties, or the neighbors complaining. I would like to submit the tax
due, but only if it goes towards affordable housing. I don't know why the building department has to be
· involved. That's a giant bureaucratic hot mess. I say leave us alone, make it easy, legal,

no restrictions

other than what the free economy dictates.
I also contacted the federal SBA, to complain that SF is trying to shut down over 5,000 small businesses.
Who does that? ·

I urge you to make this process easy, collect your tax for homelessness or affordable housing without
cumbersome processes.

Regards,

LandladySF
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------A Member of the

HefF•tQOll

Grobp

Dear Supervisors
We write to you as insurance professionals to express our great concern about . ·
Supervisor David Chiu's legislation regarding short-term. travel rentals (aka "STRs"
or "Airbnb Rentals").
Our concern stems from the fact that currently when an apartment building is used
as a STR, the short-term rental "host", her fellow tenants and the property owner
are completely uninsured, Rental properties cannot buy ANY insurance covering
these rentals.
We have done extensive research onthis issue: For our research we contacted five
insurance carriers (Travelers, Sequoia, Golden Eagle, CIG (California Insurance
Group}, Philadelphia Insurance), and two insurance programs (CIBA, and Specialty
Property) that are actively pursuing apartment risks (accounts) in California and
San Francisco in particular.

Our findings:
Currently STRs are completely uninsured in rental buildings
We asked cartiers and program managers how they would respond to learning of
short-term rentals at a location they already insure. AU said they would cancel
coverage mid-term due to a significant increase in hazard, and/or change in risk
classification. Even if a tenant had secured the minimum coverage req1,1ired by the
proposed legislation, carriers state they will not offer coverage if they are aware of
short-term rentals.
There is currently no insurance available to cover STRs in rental buildings.
We asked c.arriers if they would offer insurance, at any price, to an apartment
building with tenants renting units via short-term rental platforms. All are aware o~
and have underwriting policies regarding short-term rentals. All decline any risk
(building) that is known have an apartment unit on these platforms. The issues
they state are: 1) The tenant has no insurable interest in the unit and thus the
carrier has no duty to defend the tenant nor respond to losses occurring due to
tenant's commercial activities; 2) The carrier has no relationship with the tenant,
3) The inability to underwrite (evaluate) the tenant who is subleasing the unit.·

to

Airbnb insurance does not cover rental units.
We have reviewed the Airbnb "Host Guarantee" (see
https://www.airbnb.com/terms Host Guarantee tab). It is an insurance policy. The
Host Guarantee only affords coverage to a Host who owns 50% or more of the
home/condo/apartment. So a tenant of an apartment unit is not afforded coverage.
The apartment owner is not the host so the apartment owner is not afforded
Heffernan Insurance Brokers l BO Howard Street• Suite 200 •San Francisco, CA 94105 •Phone 415.778.0300 •Fax 415.778.0301 • www.helfins.co1Jl
U - tOS64249
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'

further insurance coverage ofSTRs the current proposal will ieave people·
uninsured. and severely damaged by its inadequacies.
·
Thank yqu for your attention to this issue. Please contact us if you have any
questions at all about our perspective or the research we completed.

Thank you again,
·'

--------~--·-

---..

John.Vipiana, SVP ·
Real Estate Practice Leader
Heffernan Insurance Brokers
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San Francisco_ Apartment Association

.

To:

Andrea Ausberry, Clerk of the Land Use Committee
City Hall
1 Dr.· Carlton B. Goodlett
Place, Room 244
.
.

Re:

File Number 140381, Agenda Item

zfor Land Use Meeting 9/15/2014

Hi Andrea,
·Enclosed with this cover letter please find four copies of a letter from the President of
Heffernan Insurance Brokers on the current status of building insurance in relation to Airbnb
and Short Term Rental units and the problems with insurance as it relates to File Number
140381, which goes before the Land Use Committee on 9/15/2014 and is scheduled for Agenda
Item Number 2. Please pass this along to Supervisors Kim, Wiener, and _Cohen. A fourth copy is
enclosed for President Chiu as the sole sponsor ofthe legislation.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Charley Goss

•..

-:

=Gavernment and Community Affairs

0
...i=(/)

San Francisco Apartment Association

t~

415.255.2288 ext. 14

I
j

'
I

265 Ivy Street, Sari Francisco, C4lifomi4 94102
Telephone: (415} 255-2288 F=. (415) 255-1112. .www.sfoa.org
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JAMES L. COWAN
1646 Grove Street, San Francisco, CA 94117
415-563-50891415-516-9625.
jlcowan@mindspring.com ·

Supervisor Soott Weiner
San Francisoo Board of Supervisors, District 8
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
Cify Hall, Room 244
San Francisco, CA 94102-4689
SePteJnberl0,~14

Dear Supervisor Wein~,

We are writing to request that you mpport legislation that sets fum, equitable and achievable
~ds for home sharing in San Francisco.
My husband and I have lived in the city's North Panhandle neighborhood for more than 1hirty
years. For much ofthat time, we have hosted visitors from other countries and Other parts of the
Students enrolled in local colleges, business people and scholars in town for meetings and ·

·us:

conferences, and travelers mixious to enjoy o:Q.e of America's showplace destinations. .

·

In many case&; our guests come to visit relatives who live nearby but whose apartments are too
small to accommodate therii. The opportanity to stay,in a :friendly, welcoming place just blocks
away from a son or daughter is a primary reason they prefer our hoine to a downtown hotel Over
the.years, some peoi'>le have stayed with us several times: first, to attend the wedding of their son
or danghter, and later to welcome the anival oftheir San Francisco grandchildren! .
Our local community arganiZation. the North of Panhandle Neighbm:hood AssOciatlon (NOPNA)~
has long fought to keej> "big-box" and chain stores out of the area while supporting the efforts of
small, independent merchants to survive and thrive here. As charter members ofNOPNA (we
bOth served on the ~oard, and fur sev:en. years Sm.anne edited and produced their neighborhood
newsletter), we are proud that our guests he]p support the local ecoD.9JllY. While many enjoy.
visiting the traditional tourist atfractions, nearly every one of them has patronized restaurants,
cafes and shops located within just a few bloeks of om home, thanks to the resource list we .
provide. For us, hoioe sharing is not just a way to eam extra money (although, being retired and
on a fixed income, we are tm1y grateful for tbis financial help!), but a way to.bring the world to
otir home and our community. ·
·

. For all these reasons, we strongly urge you to support a law that will allow San Francisco
residents to share their-. homes, while setting :firm limits an the kinds ofproperties that can be
rented out to temporary visitors. We are adamant]y opposed to the exploitation ofprecious
housing space by multi-unit property owners who rent to short-tenn. guests at the expense of
people who live and work in om city. Please press forward with the new legislatiOJ;i, but make
sure to allow for its :firm enforcement and establish strict penalties for those who abuse it

(Continued on the back)
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We appreciate your attention to this important issue and 1:nlst that you will proceed in the best
interests of the people of San Francisco.
Sincerely,

CC:
. ~ea Ausberry, Ass't Clerk, Land Use and Economic Development, San Francisco Board of
Supervisors
.
·
.
San Francisco Supervisors David Chiu, Eric L. Mar, Mark Farrell, Katy Tang, London Breed,
Jime Kiln, Norman Yee, David Campos, Malia Cohen, John Avalos
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
C~:

Subject:

Trudi Neiverth [trudijanen@gmail.com]
Friday, September.12, 20141:07 PM
Wiener, Scott ·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS}; Mar, Eric (BOS}; Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation (File #140381)

To Scott Wiener, et al.
I began using Airbnb's services three years ago in order to seek out temporary roommates
for my spare bedroom in my Townhouse on Potrero Hill. Airbnb was perfectly geared to
this type of situation. I have found numerous renters from all over the world. The
Airbnb service makes the process easy, safe and possible for like-minded people to get
together. They provide a much needed service for both hosts and guests - unlike .
traditional services which are inappropriate for many people. It caters to a special
minority of people who prefer a niore "European" travel experience which adds a more
personal touch. It also helps me cope with the increasingly higher living expense
in San Francisco.
·

Airbnb operates in countries all over the world an<l my guests love it because it provides a
different type of travel experience such as staying in a home and getting involved in a ~ocal
Community where lam able to provide them with personal travel tips to enhance their
stay. I have had the opport~nity to meet wonderful people from _all over the world who
have stayed at my home anywhere from 3 days to 3 months. I still remain friends with
·
some of my guests.

This type of experience is more intimate and roommate-like then a hotel stay. I got
numerous inquiries about ~y home, but declined many of them because I'm very fussy
about who I want to share my home with. Since I've been using Airbnb, I have been able
to rent out my spare bedroom occasionally with time in between allowing greater
. flexibility for me.

I have never had a negative experience with any of my guests. All of my guests have been
responsible and trustworthy individuals who show great respect .for my property and the
Community. As an intermediary, Airbnb has mad~ the process safer and organized.
Through them, I know a lot about my guests prior to their arrival as well as them knowing
1

613

about me and details about the space they are renting. Airbnb helps in any way the can to
facilitate any and all problems with the process~ They offer "conflict resolution" when
necessary that I have used to my satisfaction which is so important when using a service
such as this. Based on my guests' reviews, I know how much they enjoyed staying in a
homey atmosphere and also greatly benefited from my showing them around the City and
helping them locate the Community's popular businesses·who also benefit.

a

Potrero fill is popular "hosting"·neighborhood, with many residents renting out in-law
units or spare bedrooms to guests. who find them online. Since there are. no hotels in or
near the residential area of Potrero Bill, it's· wonderful to be able to sign onto Airbnb and
find a neighbor who may be willing to host someone's parents while visiting. This ·
convenience is also financially friendly, with rates often' a qua~ter of the price of a Union ..
Square' Hotel. I have also found it beneficial to live near San Francisc9 General Hospital,
with many doctors on call looking for a-' place within walking distance of the hospital. The
weather is also an appeal to guests. It also offers guests a very affordable place to stay. I
think it's· a tremendou~ ser\rice for anyone who uses it.

The experience is also more neighborly and brings the community together. If Airbnb
d~dn't exist, it would be real inconvenient for people on the Hill to '1.ave guests. I think
Airbnb "sets the standard for home-sharing" by finding reputable guests and hosts.

Sincerely,
Trudi Neiverth
.Potrero Hill

2
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Patricia [patti@patticakes.biz]
_Friday, September 12, 2014 1:03- PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS);, Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
. ·(BOS}; Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Avalos, John (BOS)
.
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

. Sent:·
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Dear Scott Werner,

. Home sharing has been around for many years. In many countries I have traveled I have al~ays able to stay
in people's homes. It is my ·preference and who wants to travel and stay in a hotel. It is not the same
experi~nce,

Home sharing has changed the lives of thousands of people in San Francisco by providing a way

to make .ends meet, by stimulating local business and by giving us the chance to '!lake new friends with

.

travelers near ·and far. Let the Supervisors know how taking this away by failing to pass ta.ir legalizing laws or
.

.

by imposing over-burdensome restrictions will harm the citizens and voters of San Francisco as well as small
neighborhood businesses.·

Thank you

Patti LaRue

3
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:
""'-·-·

·Pam O'Dea [pamazon@earthlink.net]
Friday, September 12, 2014 12:56 PM
Wiener, Scott
Home sharing legislation

'~"·- ....... _,...., _ _ ............................. _ _ ................... ., ............ _

•• _
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:·
·Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gina Im [deathstar.gim@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 201412:48 PM
Scott.weiner@sfgov.org
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation. [File number: 140381]

Dear Mr. Weiner,
I'm writing to· urge you to support home sharing legisiation. Home sharing has been a great benefit for me
personally. My partner and I had embarked on a 2.5 week cross-country road trip last SUIIllller, and home
sharing was an amazing way to save money, make new friends and get an insider experience to exploring the
new locale. We met some wonderful musicians who opened up their homes in the heart of New Orleans. They
·would sit on their stoop and play music in the mornings and invite us out to their favorite neighborhood bar in
the evenings. In all my experiences, those willing to share their homes have been incredibly open, warm and
welcoming. I've met some wonderful people through this ·outlet.
·
From a practical standpoint, horn~ sharing is a great way for people to travel and find affordable
accommodations. It can be cheaper than a hotel room and can serve as useful supplementary income for the
host. In San Francisco, residents who open up their homes are threatened with evictions by territorial and
entitled property owners who seem to begrudge the resourcefulness of their tenants. Despite property owners
making a large profit from egregious rent hikes, they feel entitled to the small profit their tenants· are making
and feel the need to deprive their tenants of a small opportunity for tenants to make ends meet. This is an unfair
·
upper hand that greedy property owners are talcing advantage of.·
So to sum up, I advocate home sharing because it not only allows greater mobility and accessibility of travel,
but it can also greatly help home sharers With an additional source of income to make ends meet.
Thank you,
Ginalm
San Francisco resident
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Ausberry, Andrea
·From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Therry Frey [then)'annfrey@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 12:40 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric. (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS) ·
·
re: Home sharing legislation

Dear Mr. Wiener,
I wonder if you ·know how stretched Americans have become f~nancially, I mean really know. I'm
one of the many who hope to rent their house o·ut every sq often to help ends meet. I can't,
of course, live in my own home while I rent it out which, personally, I'm not ecstatic about,
but·as·a retired person I'm on a fixed income which has recently not been enough. Health care
is one of the. major reasons._
Why is the government so concerned with the "small" people, who try to make ~ few bucks. Why
don't you go after the people who have a lot and who have stopped sharing? Start taking it
maybe a little more from the 1%. America has become a country of "Winner takes all" and the
hell with the rest of us.· In Europe children grow up to be part of a whole and to think of
the whole and that means sharing your fortune, to a degree, at le~st. In America that
upbringing is obviously missing.
Please support Home sharing legislation File No. 140381.
Thank you
Therry Frey
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Harrison Watkins [harrison.s.watkins@gmail.com]
Friday, September 12, 2014 12:03 PM
.
,
Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS);
Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Cohen,
Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

I support home sharing. I love meeting people when I travel, but as I try to make ends meet, this is a great way
for me to meet new people while they travel to my city.
Please keep it legal!
·Harrison Watkins

1
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Ausber7,- Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Liz Stinson Iliz@lizstinson.com]
Friday, September 12, 201412:03 PM
Wiener, Scott
. Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, KatY
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John {BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File numqer: 140381] ·

Hi all,

Thanks for repres~nting all ofus and doing your best to bring together the disparate constituencies that form our
great city.
.My name is Liz and rve been renting out two rooms in my condo (which I bought December 2013) for the past
5 c;ir 6 Y'7eeks. I did not know it was illegal til just recently! I am originally from Omaha, NE, and not the law·
flouting type!
. Here's the deal. When I started ming the Airbnb service in order to generate income on rooms that were vacant .
(and for which I did NOT .want a longer-term tenant), I could suddenly see how my vision of supporting a child .
on my own would be possible. See, rm 40. And single; And desperate to be a mother. The stay-at-home kind
(remember? :Midwestern roots). Let me repeat, I was not renting these out to a regular (longer-term) tenant, ·
and that option is much less attractive to me.
·
·
With Airbnb, this dream of stay-at-home motherhood becomes a reality. Without Airbnb, I would only be able
'
to earn *a fraction* of the income -- not enough to make it ~ork. .
Look, I know rm not your typical "hard luck" story, and rm not. But I do own my condo an4 invested a huge
amount to get it I would love the opportunity to earn a fair return on that investment. I hope you will hear
.my request with open ears and an open heart.
Sincerely,
. Liz Stinson

. 2
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Ausberry, Andrea·
couch sailors [couchsailors@ginail.com)
Friday, September 12, 2014 12:01 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS);· Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
(BOS}; Breed; London (BOS); Kim, Jane {BOS); Y~. Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos; John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)

From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Hello Scott,
My girlfriend and I started renting out our room on Airbnb about a year ago. By doing so, we were able to afford to purchase a home
instead of renting. And with the money we've. saved on my mortgage, and the extra we've made on top, we've managed to buy a
sailboat and now we're planning on sailing around the world! We keep a blog on couchsailors.com where we're documenting our story
and explain the social benefits we're hoping to bring.
·
·
· We're constantly following the news about the laws and regulations around Airbnb. It would be a shame that any regulations would
prohibit people like u~ from renting out a home that we own and. be able to achieve goals that we never thought were even possible to
expand our horizons. Airbnb trully allows anyone to be an entrepreneur, and should be a representation of what San Francisco is all
about!
·
Please follow our story on facebo~k and couchsailors.com
Best,

.

. l0j§jBJ

Gina and JQse I www.couchsailors.com I
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Ausberry, Andrea
. From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marin McElhany [mmcelhany@gmail.comJ
Friday, September·12, 201412:01 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS);.Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, KatY.
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BO~); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 1403811

Scott,
Home sharing is the only reason I can afford my mortgage and be a woman· entrepreneur. Please
don't take away my right to share my home with guests of my choosing~ .That seems
unconstitutional to me.
Let Airbnb BE ! ! ! ! !.
- Marin McElhany
SF Taxpayer
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·HOME SHARERS
0 F S A·N

FRANCISCO

The table below details the:

. • · 27° legal burdens and restrictions on home sharers,
and
• . 21 enforcement provisions
proposed and contained in both Supervisor Chiu' s Bill and the Recommendations of the
Planning Commission. .

Legal Burdens and Restrictions on Hosts

Sunervisor Chiu's
Bill
Sec. 41A.4
1
2

3
4
5

Host must be "Permanent Resident"
Listing must be Permanent Resident's "Residential Unit."
Permanent Resident must be a "natural person.''
Permanent Resident niust register the unit with Dept
Permanent Resident must maintain "good standing'' with Dept's
Registrv.

Sec.41A.5

6
7
8
9
. 10

11

Host cannot rent to "Business Entity" to use as short-term rental.
Host who is a "Business·Bntity" carinot engage in short-term
rental.
Host must "retain and make available" records to the Dept
regarding Primarv Residency, number of days etc.
Host must occupy Residential Unit for "no less than 275 days
out of the preceding calendar year" (i.e. non-shared hosting
limited to 90 days per year).
Host must maintain "records for two years demonstrating
compliance" with requirements including residency and
insurance.
Host must make these records "available to the Department upon
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12

13
14
15

16
17
Planning Commission
Recommendations

18

19
20
21

22
23
24
. 25

26
27

Reference
S:imervisor ~hiu' s
Bill
Sec. 41A.4
1
2
Sec. 41A.5
3

4

reauest."
Host must comply ''with any and all applicable provision of state
law and San Francisco Municipal Code" including truces.
Host must maintain "homeowner' s or renter's property or
casualty insurance ... of not less than $150,000."
Host must register and maintain registration "prior to offering''
the unit.
Rent Control Tenant Hosts cannot profit from short-term renting.
Host IJlUSt provide all information required by Dept. on
registration aoolication.
Host must pay Registration Fee.

Merely "posting on a short-term rental site without first
registering ... constitutes a violation that can be assessed a
penalty, even if the unit was not rented."
Registration number must be on all listings.
Increased penalties for repeat violating Hosts.
"Limit hosted rentals by nights rented, similar (to) ... non-hosted ·
rentals" (90 nights a year max), or "by limiting the number of
rooms that can be rented at any one time." ·
Single family home owning Hosts subject to same restrictions as
multi-unit buildings.
Tenant Hosts must get consent of property owner.
In rented listings, Dept. must notify owner 30 days before
registration.
Owner of SRO units cannot use them as short-tenn rentals .
Limitations on below market rate rentals from short-term
renting.
Hosts whose homes have any Planning or Building Code
violations cannot register.

Enforcement Provisions

Dept must maintain Registrv.
Ree:istrv must be available for public review.
Director must "talce reasonable steps necessary to determine
validity of' Complaint, investigate (inspection and request for
information), and conduct administrative review.
Director or "any interested party" can "institute civil
proceedings" ($1000 per day of unlawful rental) plus costs and
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·5
6

7
.· 8
9

I0
11
12

attome fees.
Host can be convicted of criminal misdemeanor, punishable by
u t:0.$1000 fine or 6·months in "ail, or both. ·
"Offering a Residential Unit .... while not maintaining.good
standin on the re ·
shall constitute a violation."
Dept has discretion to·"require any other additional inform.ation
necess . to sh9w'' coin Iiance.
·
Controller can "adjust the fees upwards or downward ... to
ensure that the o
recovers the costs of o eration."
Hosting platform. must ~vide Hosts with registration and tax obli ation information."
Hosting platform. must collect and remit "all required Transient
Occ anc Taxes."
·
Hosting platform. muSt provide notice to Hosts of registration
requirements, and Host's information to Dept or face $1000 per
da fine.
If Host does not correct violation within time set by Heanng
Officer, the D
can ban the Host from 1istin for one ear.

P1anning Commission
Recommendations
13
.14

15.
16

17

18
19
20
21

latfornis.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:·

To:

Cc:
Subject:

pangels@ [pacbell.net pangels@pacbell.net]
Thursday, September 11, 2014 9:30 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, !Saty .
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Greetings!
I am a resident and owner of a property at 449 Parker Ave. between Turk and Anza. I have
been a property owner in 5an Francisco for 22 years and co-own this family home with my
mother. It is my primary residence and it is the home where I have raised my 3 children. As
·sF has become harder and harder to afford, home-sharing has allowed us to stay in our home
and has helped our family to cover tuition for college for my children. It has also helped us
to afford the increasingly high property_ taxes.
We have been sharing our home with.guests from around the world for the last 3 years
through Airbnb. It has been a fan.tastic experience for our whole family as well as . for our
guests.
We have hosted visitors from 9ver li countries as well as many from different parts of the
U.S. Most of our guests express that they either dislike staying in hotels or could not
afford hotels in SF. ·
·
Many of them come with an empty suitcase or buy one to take home with all the wonderful ·
items that they have purchased while shopping here. They are able to buy things that they
cannot find in their country or home town. We also recommend and they partake of many meals
in local restaurants;
In addition it has been a wonderful cultural experience for our family as we have
gotten to know many interesting things about other cultures and have shared conversations and
meals with inany of our guests. Opening our home and our hearts to people of diverse cuitures,
religions ·and races has beeri helpful to us financially as well as being a culturally and
emotionally enriching way to live.
I believe that home-sharing is helping to create a positive culture of sharing, peace,
community and conversation between· people who would: not otherwise meet. I believe that it is
changing the pscho-energetic tapestry of living together as a human family and learning to
care, respect and share space with many types of people. I believe that it is improving the
quality of life of families and visitors to SF and showing them what a city who h~s a long
history of being committed to positive social change and creative visionary thinking, can do.
I think that many parts of the world look to SF to be light-bearers and visionaries of a new
global future that is more abundant and sustainable for all races, cultures and religions. I
believe that the position that SF government takes with regard to home sharing is critical in
creating a better world for future generations and a culturally rich and caring city.
We have been very impressed with the· way that Airbnb has set up their platform and web-site
for optimal security and screening of guests. It has allowed to me to learn a great deal
about my guests before. hosting them and we have never had any issue with guests disrespecting
our neighborhood or home. As a matter of fact, our experience has been the opposite. Many of
our guests are concerned about local issues such as recycling,_ sustainability and in fact,
some of our guests use home:--sharing as their. main means of travel because it does use less
resources a·nd creates less waste than staying in hotels .. We have found that most guests are
willing to bend over backwards to help in the household and are interested and curious to
know what local issues are and how they can support local businesses.
1
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Some of our guests 'come to -~sit family members and enjoy stay.L11g for 1 week to 10 days and
having the opportunity to visit with.children, see grandchildren grow up, attend graduations
and other family celebrations.
·
Many of these guests also dine out and enjoy the museums, cultural acitivities, concerts and
cruises on the bay. Most of our guests say they would probably not be able to make the trip
if not for the opportunity that home-sharing has provided them with.We are very grateful to
be able to offer them a lovely place to stay .and to offer many recommendations of how they
can enjoy this great city. We enjoy being "ambassadors"
of hospitality for the city that we love.
I understand that there are some new regulations on the table to help with some of the issues
that crop up with home-sharing. I appreciate the need to create regulaHons that are fair and
just and I want to add my voice to the voices of many others who support home-sharing and who
see the benefit to our families and to the culture and economy· of our great city!!
I do have concerns over· the safety and security of having hosts on public record and
whiie I am happy to register with the city I do oppose this. It would present a serious
safety threat to me and my family.
I would appreciate an alternative solution .that allows hosts to register with the city
without making it a matter of public record.
I urge you to move forward as soon as possible to pass fair home sharing legislation.
Thank you very much!
Sincerely,

Elizabeth P. Gibbons
Mary Gibbons ~andor
Property Owners
449 Parker Ave.
San Francisco, Ca. 94.118
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Adelaide Williams [addywilliams@grnail.com]
Thursday, September 11, 2014 9:26 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors,
My name is Addy Williams. I have been living in the Precita Park neighborhood ft?r the past 7 years, and have
been living in San Francisco for 15 years.
I am writing because I want to express my strong support for home sharing in San Francisco. My partner and I
have been home sharing for over 7 years in various ways. Our first foray into home sharing was to host
students from Switzerland who were visiting San Francisco for a 3 month ESL program. We then started
hosting traveling nurses who resided elsewhere, but came to San Francisco 2 - 3 times per month to work in
the San Francisco General Hospital Emergency Department.. L_ast year, we finally joined Airbnb and have been
successfully hosting for the past 1.5 years. For us as hosts and as travelers, home sharing has many significant
benefits:

• ·It provides us with much needed income to be able to stay in San Francisco. We have always made it a

•

•

•
•

point to live near to where we work, but San Francisco is definitely not cheap. Now, with a young
· family (one 2 year old and two more on their way in January), home sharing is more important than ever
for us to be able to continue to afford to live in San Francisco.
·
Because both of our parents live internationally, when they visit, the come for long periods at time.
As such, we are not able to rent out our second unit to tenants. Without home sharing, our second
unit would remain vacant, which is a loss of revenue to us and to San Francisco.
It provides our Airbnb guests and our.traveling nurses with an affordable way to visit San Francisco for
leisure and work, without which, they most likely would not be able to afford to visit our city. Let's
face it- San.Francisco is expensive to live in and visit!·
It provides our locaJ Precita businesses with tourism traffic that they. would otherwise never receive.
It has allowed us to see other cities from a 'locals' perspective that we could never get if we were to
stay at a hotel, which are generally located in the city CBD.

a

We recognize that there are many persons and groups in San Francisco that are concerned about home
sharing. While there can always be a few 'bad apples', the arguments against home sharing, in our
experience, seem largely unfounded and fear mongering:

•

•

Personal security and safety: All of our Airbnb guests go through a rigorous ID check to verify .who
they are. Additionally, we review the past guest reviews and ask them to write a personal note regarding
why_ they are visiting San Francisco. If we are slightest bit uncomfortable, we. don't accept their
reservation request. Why would we risk our own safety, not to mention the safety of our neighbors?
Home sharing has a negative impact on the neighborhood: Most of our neighbors are aware that we
home share and they have never had a complaint. Often, our guests are grandparents coming to visit
their new grandchildren, and need a place to stay as the room in their children's house is now
occupied. Because we live right underneath our home sharing unit, we have a vested interest in
renting to quiet, respectful persons. Lastly, in speaking with some of the local businesses, they are
thrilled to have home sharing in their neighborhood. When was the last time a concierge sent
1
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•

•

someone to Precita Park Lu1e for dinner? Probably never. But as hosts, we recommend the local
businesses around us all the time I
·
Hollie sharing takes rental units off the market: While this may be a real concern for some, in our
case, this is simply not true. Due to our periodic needs to make our second unit available to our
parents, we have not and will not ~ver rent out our second unit full time. To leave it vacant not only
hurts us financially, but it also hurts San Francisco. Yes, legislation needs to be written to protect
tenants, but not to the _detriment of home ~haring.
·
Home sharing hurts the hotel business: Those who choose home sharing as a guest do so because
they don't want the experience of a hotel. There will aiways be persons who will want the hotel
experience, but travelers want choices these days. This is just another choice. As a country, we have
never supported monopolies. To ba~ hom·e sharing is essentially to support hotel monopoly in San
Francisco. This seems 100% contradictory to what this city stands for ..

a

As I hope I have expressed above,. as a host and guest, home sharing is very important to me. As a resident of
San· Francisco, I look to you, the Board of Supervisors, to thoroughly evalua_te an~ provi~e sound legislation on
this issue. I hope that some of my experiences and thoughts have resonated with you and that they have
provided you with an informative firsthand account of the impact of home· sharing on your residents as you
proceed with your fair evaluation, modification, and approval of home sharing legislation. in San Francisco.
San Francisco is in the spot light on this issue and whatever is decided will serve as an example for other Cities.
As such, we must get it right! San Francisco hosts a.nd guests traveling to San Francisco are curre~tly in limbo
until this issue is resolved. We need new legislation now! I hope between these two needs that you, the
Board of Supervisors, can spend the extra effort to move the legislation forward to an expeditious and fair
resolution.
·
Sincerely,
Addy Williams
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Thursday, September 11, 2014 1:05 PM
BOS-Supervisors; Ausberry, Andrea
File 140381: The MPIC asks you not to send Supervisor Chiu's AirBnb legislation to the full .
Board
Airbnb Letter to Land Use Committee.docx

From: Miraloma Park Improvement Club [mailto:miralomapark@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 11:46 AM
To: Wiener, Scott; Kim, Jane (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Board of Supervisors (BOS)
Cc: Robert Gee; Yee, Norman (BOS)
Subject: The MPIC asks you not to send Supervisor Chiu's AirBnb legislation to the full Board

The Miraloma Park Improvement Club (MPIC), which represents 2200 homes on Mt. Davidson in an entirely
RH-1 zoned neighborhood, asks you not to refer to the full Board Supervisor Chiu' s legislation to legalize
short-term, AirBnb-type rentals across the City. The legislation would reduce available long-term housing and
degrade SF's environment, and Mr; Chiu has.refused to make changes recommended by the Planning
Commission. We understand thatconsideration of this item is on your September 15 agenda. Please refer to
details m·our attached letter.
Sincerely,
Dan Liberthson, Corresponding Secretary
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Ausberry. Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

chris bigelow [cgbigelow@gmail.com]
Thursday, September 11, 2014 2:08 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Short-Term Residential Rental Legislation, File 140381

Hello Supervisors. My name is Chris and I am writing in support of the proposed ordinance for legalization of
short-term residential rentals (STRR). The issues are complex and call for a response that is balanced, nuanced
and inclusive. However, the legislation as drafted, including recommendations from the Planning Department ·
and Commission, inequitably excludes STRR in certain situations.
I

.

For example, it is quite common for buildings of·three units or less, inciuding homes with in-law ucits or
perhaps an apartment above the garage, to be occupied by Owners and '!heir extended family for a substantial
_ duration, without ever leasing any of the linits to long-term tenants. Such secondary units are already
unavailable on the housing market, by virtue of the Owners ongoing use ofthe property, and are 9ccupied as
contiguous "shared space". The STRR legislation, in its present form, does no~ include such units.

I

My family has lived in a small two-unit building in North Beach, occupying both apartments, for over twentyeight years. This is wh~re my.children were raised and where they now return as young adults for many family
events, holiday visits and eXtended stays. The space that I now offer for short-term rental is the small (450 sq.
ft.) one bedroom apartment that used to be the "kids floor"; it has been used for that purpose for the entire time
that we have owned the building. That is, until I retired and we needed some additional income to meet our
firutncial obligations. The option of short-term rental has provided that income, allowing us the long-term
stability of keeping our family home intact, and the flexibility of keeping the space available for those important
· ·
family occasions.
The benefits of this experience are spread near and far and wide. In fact, my very first Guests came from only a
mile away, needing some respite from ongoing construction work in their building. Some of my Guests have
come here several times from Europe to visit their children and grandchildren who live in the neighborhood.
Many Guests travel with young children, so I take that as an opportunity to bring out a few of the toys and·
puzzles that my children enjoyed, and the space becomes the "kids· floor" once again. ·

In addition to these direct benefits for STRR Hosts, there are substantial economlc benefits for neighborhood
merchants and the City in general. In fact, it haS been estimated that over. 80% of STRR listings are in .
neighborhoods that are outside the six central zip codes where the majority of hotels are located. Data for
activity on Airbnb, which is but one of several STRR websites, indicates that annual local spending by STRR
Guests total~ $115.SM, and that $50.6M of that total is spent in the neighborhood in which they stay.
Accordingly: STRR of secondary units should be deemed "hosted rentals", and included in Paragraph 41A.5(g)
Exception for Short-Term Residential Rental, provided that ownership and use of such units meet. the following ·
four criteria. These are not arbitrary standards; they include durations ofownership and occupancy that are
. parallel to and can be.regulated in the same manner as the requir~!llents of the City's ~ent Code.
(1) units are on the same property as the Permanent Resident's Primfil-y Residence;

(2) have been occupied as Primary Residence by the Owner or the Owner and extended family (as defined by
the Rent Code);
1
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(3) have not been leased on a long-term basis during the present Owner's penod of ownership, or, the longterm tenant vacl:j.ted on his or her own volition; and .
-(4) have been owned by the current O~er for at least ~6 continuous months. This is the same period of time
stipulated in the Rent Ordinance regarding landlord attempts to recover possession of rental units for the
Owner or a Re~ative to move in. A longer duration might be appropriate: a period of 5 years (corresponding
to the anti-speculation terms.of Proposition G),. or .10 years (corresponding to the duration of occ~pan.cy
required in the Rent Code to establish the status of a protected tenancy).
·
In such situations a unit can. be offered to Guests as a "hosted rental" and provide housing for fazpily members

who periodically leave and return as circumstances chan.ge over time~ Neighborhoods benefit from long-term
continuity of residence by multi-generational families. In fact, the option of short-term rental supports long-term
stability for families to keep their homes intact, which is consistent with Objectives 2 and 3 in the City's
General Plan Holl$ing Elenien1;, whicb. seek to "retain existing housing unitS" an.d ''protect the affordability of
the existing housing stock," ~~spectively.
opponen,ts of STRR may state that such an. exception would constitute the removal of a unit from. the market.
However, please bear in mind that such units have already been removed from the market for man.y years and in
some cases for generations. Verification of the qualifying criteria for SUC'.h an. exception can. be addressed in the
course ofregistering the unit on the proposed Short-Term Residential Rental Registry. The validity of the .
exception would lapse at such time th.?.t Ownership and I or use of the property nci longer comply with the above
criteria The inclusion of a specified "exception" in the ordinance is preferred to a required ''Varian.ce" or· .
"conditional use" procedure, thus avoiding a public process that would be required for each and every.single
unit, resulting in less time and eost for all parties, including City staff who m~st a~ter such proceedings.
I am confident that a thoughtful investigation.of the issues will result in STRR, including secondary units, being .
beneficially incorporated in San. Francisco's regulatory system. Longterm use and occupancy of homes by
multi-generational families is deserving of protection for the same reasons that certain existing regulations
provide protections for· tenants and even for historic structures. Such regulations help to maintain and protect
our families, as well as _our cultural an.d economic landscape.
Thank you for your consideration.
Chris Bigelow

2 .
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Angus Whyte [anguswhyte@mac.com]
Wednesday, September 10, 2014 2:24 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS}; Farrell, Mark {BOS); Tang, Katy
{BOS}; Breed, L_ondon {BOS}; Kim, Jane {BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campos, David {BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Avalos, John (BOS) ·
LAND USE COMMITTEE HEARING File #140381

Dear Scott,
My partner, thorn grexa phillips and I, request th.at you and your colleagues on the
Board of Supervisors support the concept and realities of home sharing. It benefits not only
those who rent out spare rooms, it benefits the visitors who come to San Francisco wishing to
be in an environment which is both welcoming and personal. They appreciate learning about the
City from those of us who are familiar with it, and they prefer a home en.vironment to that of
an impersonal hotel room.
We·look forward to seeing you at the hearing.
With thanks and best wishes
Angus
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Ausber7, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:.

Anita Pereira [soapplant@hotmail.com]
Wednesday, September 10, 2014 9:54 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BQS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS)
PLEASE support home-sharing--File #140381

Dear Board of Supervisors,

Hello. My name is Anita. I live in the Sunset neighbprhood, and have been sharing my home through Airbnb
for 4 years. It has been absolute-Godsend to me, keeping me afloat :financially. I am writing to ask you to
PLEASE allow me to continue to do this so that I can pay my bills.
I lost my tWo steady part-time jobs in 2010. Being of an older age (age 50 at the time), I have found it difficult
to find steady.work every since. I had purchased my single-family detached house (I think it is the smallest
little shack on my block) on my own in 1996 when the economy was booming, and when my independent
contracting work wa.S at its peak. In 2010, the job losses left me with no income to pay the mortgage, insurance,
taxes, repair bills, health insurance, living expenses, etc~ etc. It was a petrifying situation.

Then I heard of Airbnb, and since I was desperate, I decided to do some~ I had never done (and was
extremely scared of doing) before-". I tried it. It turned out to to be a lifesaver! You ca.ii only imagine how
grateful I·was/am to be able to pay my bills again. Being too young to tap into my retirement savings, and
apparently too old-to be given a steady permanent job, Airbnb provides me with the life-line income with
which to survive during these "gap years".
Jn. ~dition to the income, Airbnb provides·me with a way of having someone watch my home, and make sure
it is safe when I am away from it I spend two to three days a week in Richmond where my long-term partner,
Paul, lives. There, in his sunny gardell, I am creating a Native Plant Garden for Wildlife in his and
neighboring yards. This projectwas started to help keep me from being depressed worrying about my lack of
money, and my difficulty in :finding work. It brings great joy and is something I am passionate about. It
allows me to be constructive, instead of being overwhelmed by depression brought on by financial woes.
Airbnp ellables me continue to do this passion, lessening my worry about whether my home bas been broken

into today, whether the water heater burst, whether my front sidewalk needs to be.swept, or who-knows-what
else...
I will never be putting my house up as a long-term rental because Paul and I are not (and are not plamiing to ,be
) marri~d and therefore I cannot give up the one and only secure roof I have over my head. Home sharing lets
me keep MY home.
·
·
.

.

Please also consider that I am not the only one who benefits from sharing my hcime. The small mom-and-pop
grocery store, restaurants, nail-salons, local pub, and other small businesses down the street also benefit. My
Airbnb guests purchase groceries from the mom-and-pop store, eat brunch at Squat and Gobble, and have
dinner at Roti's, and Tsing-tao's. All these small struggling establishnients get a real economic boost from the
·
·
disposable income of my Airbnb guests.
1
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And lastly, a whole range of sweet absolutely-ordinary people, in the form of my guests themselves, benefit.
from the sei:vice Airbnb provides. My guests tend to be people ranging in age from 30's to 60's and 70's. I
primarily host FAMILIBS---families with yo~g children ranging from two months old to teenagers (they find
my two bedroom house much more appropriate, and certainly much more affordable, than hotel roo:mS);
families who want to be close to a family member who is receiving treatment at UCSF, tourist families visiting
San Francisco for the very first time, families visiting their relative who lives a few blocks away but who has no
spare room to host them, families whose young son is enrolled in a course at t.Q.e SF Ballet or the local YWCA.
The list is endless, but the common t):iread is that Airbnb makes they stay more pleasant by providing badly.
needed comfortable lodging that does not cost "an arm and a leg". Also," needless to say, the :friendships that·
are formed are priceless. Any barriers that exist between people/strangers from different parts of the world, just
· keep getting broken down and i think the world just becomes better for it
·
··
And there has never been any issue to trouble my neighbors with. My neighbors on the left side of me, Chris
and Angelino have rilade friends with the. guests who come during December (to work at the Christmas at the·
Cow Palace), going to harig out with them at the. local pub down the street My neighbors across the street, Ken
and Clare,· say they enjoy meeting the people who come from a'.11 over the world. (Ken has been written up in
my guest book as being so friendly he ev.en offered the guest his hose to wash his/guest's car!). My neighbor to
the right of me, Jim, says he has no issues with me renting out my home this way. None of my guests, whom I
screen very carefully, has caused any problems in the neighborhood whatsoever--My guests are all OLDER
folks, emotionally mature, and respectful of.the neighbors and the community. I am a phone can away if any
problems arise; all my neighbors have my phone number and my email address. There has been not a single.
problem with the over 150 guests I ~ve hosted since 2010.
Another consideration please: Please be aware if you would be so kind, that a limitation of home-sharing to
allow mostly "hosted" stays/days, Will .firuµicially kil). the whole class of us older hosts. We older-generation
hosts need the income primarily to pay for our homes; we are not young youthful X-generation folk who are
renting out their landlord's space. As such we will be put at a huge economic loss if mostly all that is
permitted is the "hosted" type of sharing (roommates). Being room-mates does not appeal to most all guests ·
over the age of 35 or 40;, (nor to me/us hosts over age 50) and as I indicated previously, it is these older-age
guests that is the primary type of guests we get. Also, since these older guests typiCally have families, they are
not interested, nor would they be able to fit, in a room-mate s~tion. They are looking for an "entire place of
their own." How could I rent my second bedroom to a whole family, while I occupy the first bedroom?· How
will they fit? Limiting the number of days of "un-hosted/entire space" sharing will work for the young single
people (these young ones do not b.B.ve any desire to be room-mates with me/us old fogie-stogies). How~ver _it
will not work for the older, family-group travelers. Limiting home-sharing to primarily just "hosted homesharing" is going to be a very REAL linfair hardship for u,s older hosts, disproportionately benefiting cinly the
solo young hosts and_guests, but hurting u8 older folks. Please let us "old folks" have an equal way of earning
our income, which is just at desperately needed too.
I really hope that you will allow something that is vital to the sm:vival of working-class people to continue. I
ask that you please work to form fair legislation that benefits all--- people strugglmg to ·pay their bills, local
businesses trying to survive in hl;ll'Sh economic times, a world-full of ordinary working-class families who find
that coming to San Francisco to visit is something they may/can really afford now, and lastly, our beloved City
of San Francisco which stands to receive a windfall of additional tourist tax revenue.

Thank you so much for your consideration. I pray that you will support home sharing. I, and sQ~y others
like me will be absolutely :financially devastated withoµt it.
Sincerely,
Anita.
2
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Ausberry, Andrea

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Zachary Bell [zachmbell@gmail.coin]
Wednesday, September 10, 2014 6:39 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [Fil~ num~er: 140381]

Scott,
Home sharing and specifically airbnb, ·has truly changed my life for the better. I have been
given the freedom to work on projects in different cities without the cost and time barrier
of mQving and rent tied to one location. Th~s allows-me to still have the security of my own
home and the ability to travel for work and- personal reasons without packing everyth~ng into
storage, trying to find a sub-letter on·craigslist, or paying such high reDtS for a unit that
I'm not using when traveling.
Airbnb saved my relationship as my partner wa~ offered a role in NYC and I am able to leave
for a week at a time to visit her. If I had to pay the rent that week and wasn't able to use
airbnb I would not.have been able to afford it.
Home sharing has enriched my life and allows me to still call my home, my.home. Please keep
San Francisco the greatest city in the US by allowing home sharing to continue.
Thank you_ for you!"' time and service to the best city I know!-.
//Zach
+1.908.433.6706
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Ausberry, And.rea ·
From:·
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mira Weinstein [miralesliew@gmail.com]
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 9:07 PM
Wiener, Scott
A1,1sberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS); Marina Bennett
Support home sharing legislation

Dear Supervisors, ·
I've lived \n the Outer Richmond - the very Outer -Richmond - for about five years.
If you're tracking messages for and against the home sharing legislation, put another check in the "for" column.

If you're interested in why, keep reading.

First, home sharing contributes to the very local economy. Visitors who stay in outer neighborhoods like Ocean Beach patronize
businesses like Kawika's Ocean Beach Deli or the Beach Chalet. They would never go all the way out there if they weren't
staying in the neighborhood.

Next, visitors who stay in private homes are looking for a different experience than a traditional hotel offers. For many visitors,
it's part of what makes a visit to San Francisco special. Hosts can provide insights into off-the-beaten track sites and things to
do, local favorite restaurants and stores. What hotel staff person is going to suggest visiting the 16th Avenue steps? What
·tourist would go to see them if they weren't staying in the Sunset?

Legitimizing home sharing will improve local economies and introduce visitors to places they'd never see otherwise..

Many of the arguments against home sharing just don't ring true, ·including the argument that legitimate home sharing·
would take affordable rental space off the market· Even though I rent a two bedroom apartment, the second bedroom
won't be filled with a roommate, even if home sharing legislation falls. I moved into a two bedroom so I would have space
for visiting friends and family. A roommate would make that room unavailable when they come to town. Besides, I'm not
a very good roommate .
. Please support home sharing legislation to help support very local economies and those of us who want to show off the ·
very best of San Francisco. Besides Pier 39 and Fisherman's Wharf.

1
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Ausberry, Andrea ·
From:
Sent:

To:

Cc:
Subject:

ben shapiro [bshap123@gmail.com]
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 8:28 PM
Wiener, Scott, Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane
(BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Cohen; Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS).
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS)
File number: 140381]
·

Honorable Mr.Supervisor,
.I am writing to let you know how important for me and my faiµily to find Airbnb and become member and
participant in this venue.
·
·
I don't have to tell you how expensive life in the City is.You probably heard it time and time again and know ·
from your experience livi:rig in the City.
·
My husband is retired and on Social Security aiid I am after working for almost 40 Years making $37,000
dollars a Year working for non profit Organization.
·
.
We still have our mortgage to pay and want to be able to buy presents for our grandchildren. ·
It is almost impossible to do all that on the money my husband and I are making and I am close to retirement
myself and will get even less.Not to mention medical bills.
By renting out part of our holise hopefully will let us live normal life and not count every penny to survive.Plus
it gives· us fle:Xibility not to rent when our children and grandchildren
visiting us from out of State. Tuey have place to stay.
Airbnb's genius idea made millions of people able to afford to 1ravel and helping local businesses in
our City and around the world.
· Recently we hosted two young sisters who came to
San Francisco to attend concert in Golden Gate Park.
Tuey cannot afford to stay in expensive hotel.
Airbnb give them ability to find something cheaper and closer to the park..
Since all money transactions going through Airbnb,it makes sense to make them legal.

Thank you for your _consideration,
Maria
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sfmimsy@aol.com
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 8:24 PM
Wiener, Scott
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381}

I am writing to ask you to support home sharing in San Francisco. Sharing our home is the right of anyone in the
·community and should be encouraged, not made more complicated.
The people who are opposed to home sharing are quick to blame the residents who do share their homes for the shortage
of rental housing .and the high prices for rents in San Francisco. This tiny segment of the housing market hurts no one yet
helps bring visitors to SF who would never pay the high prices in hotels, helps small business owners who profit from
visitors to the outlying neighborhoods (rather than keeping all the tourist money downtown or in the Fisherman's Wharf
area) and brings enhanced cultura.l understanding and great public relations to the city.
Please keep in mind that the majority of the rooms being used for home sharing were never in the rental market and never
would be. They are spare rooms and extra beds and couches that home sharers offer in their own homes to mostly young
·international travelers who would not stay in the high priced hotels.
Home sharers are not responsible for the high rates for rentals in SF. Rents have been too high fort.he 47 years I have
lived here and who were the nay sayers blaming then? If the Ellis Act is being abused, go after those people, not home
sharers. If landlords are gouging tenants, go after them. If it is nearly impossible to build affordable housing in SF, change
the obstacles, like the permit process or other planning restraints and encourage more housing.
Support legislation that permits this growing phenomenon and keep in mind that home sharers are helping the economy
and the neighborhoods and enriching the quality of life for all of us.
·
Miriam Goodman
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Ausberry, Andrea
. From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:·

Subje~t:

Mick Dimas [mickdimas@gmail.com]
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 4:52 PM
· Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman'(BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen; Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
I urge y_ou to support home sharing legislation [File number. 140381]

Dear Supervisors,
I have been a resident of San Francisco for over twenty years and I live in the Castro and am a member of the Castro Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association. I
love my city and work to make it a better place.
Home sharing is an important issue for San Francisco and should be made legal and I hope you can .pass Supervisor Chiu's proposad legislation.
Home sharing is great for the citizens of San Francisco because it allows San Franciscan's to share their lives with their friends and relatives that don't live in San
Francisco. As we all know the ·City is an expensive place and hotels are even more expensive. Home sharing allows parents visiting their children or
granqchildren a place to stay and feel at home. A grandparent visiting their grandchild doesn't have a negative impact on a neighborhood.
The idea of out of control tourists the opposition likes to tout is simply not true. As a host I have had a the opportunity to help San Franciscan's have their loved
ones share in many weddings, .birthdays and graduations. The spirit of homesharing in fact echoes the values of San Francisco in keeping loved ones dose
together and experiencing the City how it truly feels for a San Franciscan. From getting coffee in the morning at the local cafe to dining at one of our many
wonderful restaurants and infusing cash into the comer store by buying bananas and bread. The spirit of homesharing not only enriches the sense of what means
to be a Sari Franciscan it also adds a significant cash flow to locally owned small businesses in San Francisco.
·
And by passing this legislation it will also let the City add to its coffers. Regulating homesharing will create new tax revenue that the City can use to help build more
parks and fund our police and fire departments.
·
Plea~e

move forward and support Supervisor Chiu's measure on home Sharing as it will help not only San Franciscans, but the City as well.

Sincerely, .
Mick Dimas
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Ausberty, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Shaily K Gupta [shailykgupta@gmail.com}
·Mon<;lay, September 08, 2014 9:54 PM
Wiener, Scott
· Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, Dayid (BOS)_; Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS);. Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Y~e. Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen,_ Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Board of Supervisors,
Home sharing is mutually beneficial for hosts, guests, and communities. It allows hosts an additional source of
income as San Francisco continues to raise its rents; it allows guests the opportunity to stay in neighborhoods
they normally would not have access to;_ it allows comm.Unities to benefit from the distribution of spending that
tourism can bring. ·
Please support home sharing legislation (140381). Your small action will make a big difference for many
people.

Thank you,
Shaily K. Gupta

1
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Ausberry 1 Andrea
.

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

.

Shaily K Gupta [shailykgupta@gmail.com]
Monday, September 08, 2014 9:54 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jahe (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David. (BOS);
Cohen; Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Board of Supervisors,

of

Home sharing is mutually beneficial for hosts, guests, and communities. It allows hosts an additional sour~
income _as San Francisco continues to raise its rents; it allows guests the opportunity to stay in neighborhoods
they normally would not have access to; it allows communities to benefit from the distribution of spending that
tourism can bring.
·
Please support home sharing legislation (1403 81 ). Your small action will make a big difference for Jl?.any
people.
Thank.you,
Shaily K. Gupta
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Ausberry. Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

SARA MCGHIE [mcghie4@corncast.net]
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 12:43 PM
Wiener, Scott
Breed, London (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, ·David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark
(BOS); Katey.Tang@sfgov.org; Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David ·
(BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing Legislation (File# 140381)

I am a home owner in the Upper Haight neighborhood and 1have been a host for airbnb since May 2014. 1have found their service to be fantastic. lhe
income I get from home sharing through them has enabled me to make property improvements fike painting. fireplace upgrades, and landscaping t~ my
home. The extra income makes a huge difference to the affordability of a place in San Francisco.
Additionally, being able to introduce travelers to my neighborhood is a benefit to the area. Not surprising. since I put my place on the airbnb site, I have
been almost completely booked .through December. So its a mutually ben~cial arrangement-travelers want to stay here ( and there aren't many hotels in
thll area) and I gain necessary income by hosting them.
.
.
So please support home stiaririg legislation -it's something your voters want!
Sincerely, ··
Sara McGhie

1
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Yigit Ucar [ucar.yigit@gmail.com}
.
Tuesday, September 09, 2014 2:27 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legipl!:!tion [File number. 1403811

De_ar Commissioners,.

My name is Vigit Ucar. I live in USA and also SF since 3 years. I moved to this beautiful country to .
have better life and better human .rights. I am originally from Turkey and applied for gay asylum and
1.5 year ago has been approved.
·
·

Since this long procedure, I spent all money, I had ·to start my new life from zero point and also I had .
to survive with high rental situations.

Thanks god, my friend. gave me an advice
to use airbnb.com, and I started to earn extra money.
.

What happened after?

1. I could start to workshops for my careers
2. I could get my EIT iicense
3. And now I am working as an engineer.

Since high rental rates in SF, I ~now lots of my friends suffer to survive. But with home sharing, they
can liv~ here and also. me. And we may have better lite conditions.

If i couldn't share my home with somebody, and earn extra money. I am sure; I wquldn't have my
professional career yet. And this solution, gave me a different life.
·

1
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Please don't ban this opportuni1y 1n SF. Otherwise SF will lose divers1.1 • And you will have to deal
only softWare engineers or google workers.

Best Regards

·~

·

.

.

.
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Ausberry, Andrea

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ian Goldstein [ianmgoldstein@gmail.com]
Saturday,· September 06, 2014 9:24 PM_.
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy .
(BOS}; Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
. Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John {~OS)
· ·
·
Please support home sharing legisfation [File number: 140381]

·Hello, _Supervisor Wiener. I am a homeowner in _the Castro, and I am writing in support of the· home sharing
legislation coming before the Land Use Cofilmittee this month.
I have been using Airbnb for two years to share an e~ bedroom in my home with visitors to the city. The

extra income rrom these short-term rentals allowed me to stay in my home B.fter my divorce two years ago,
allowing me to remain in the home i love and in the neighborhood I love.
·
My guests enjoy being in ·our neighborhood, and I can assur(( you they spend lots of their tourist dollars directly
in our neighborhood cafes, restaurants, bars and shop~.
Please note th.8.t I would NEVER consider renting out my spare bedroom full-time, since I also enjoy having my
parents and friends from across the country come visit me and stay in my _extra room. That means that my short:term rental activity has absolutely no effect on the availability ofrental housing the city.
Short terms rentals have been nothing but a positive experience for me, for my neighbors, for my community~
for our neighborhood, for the city, and for all the wonderful visitors to our amazing city who I've had the great
pleasure of meeting during_ my two ye.ars ~f home sharing.
I urge you to please Slipport the home sharing legislation.

Thank you,

Ian: Goldstein
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Ausberry, Andrea
· From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Russ Cohn [russcohn@yahoo.com]
Sunday,' September 07, 2014 9:30 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS}; Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Home sharing pays for m·y son's daycare at the Holy Family Day Home in the Mission. That extra
income allo~s our family fo remain in San Francisco .. Please support Supervisor Chiu's proposed
legislation making home sharing legal.
·
It is so difficult for families to live here. I've lived here for 15 years, my wife and I both .work in SF, we own our own home in
District 5, .and we hope to raise our son here. It is a stretch financially. Luckily our home has a spare suite with a bathroom and
a separate side entrance to the street, which we rent on airbnb. The suite has no kitchen and we don't want to build an illegal
one: Certainly we can't share our own kitcnen with strangers due to safety with a young child in the house. So there is no other
option for us to rent out these rooms. We have renovated it with full permits, at great expense. We have never evicted anyone
or even had a regular monthly tenant, due to the kitchen situation. We have.never had a complaint from a neighbor or paying
guest. If you are still reading, please note these important details:
·

1. A registry is intrusive and offensive. We are not sex offenders or terrorists! My grandparents·
in Nazi occupied Europe had to join a registry because they Were Jews, and clearly that didn't
go well. A simple permit or business license should suffice.
·
2. A limit by days per year is demeaning. I own my home. This is an important source of income
and I don't think government has a right to limit it. If renting it out is safe and legal, why.limit it
to 90 days, or any other arbitrary time? Will you cap days of operation for taxis, pot clubs,
chain stores or any other legal businesses? I can accept the hotel tax and other reasonable
regulations, but please no day limit.
3. My airbnb unit is listed as an "entire unit". Please don't confuse this with a full legal "dwelling
unit" under San Francisco laws. It has no kitchen and therefore is not a dwelling unit. It can ·
not displace a monthly protected tenant. Ou.r visitors eat out at our neighborhood restaurants
so a kitchen is not necessary and the setup is fully disclosed in our listing. Whenever I hear
· about the number of "full apartment units" on airbnb displacing monthly tenants I just get
·angry.
.
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Ausberry, Andrea

1

From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Megan [morrismegan@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 07, 2014 6:24 PM
Wiener, Scott
Megan Morris; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); ~ar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David (BOS}; Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
.
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Hi Scott,
I own a condo in Alamo square on Hayes and Steiner and am in support of hosting the friends I meet be of
airbnb through short term rentals (the avg request is 3 days).
I am CEO oflocalhero which is helping make it easy for our restaurants in San Francisco source from our local
farms. And growing.
Airbnb has changed my life. Not only do I meet incredible people making big contributions to the world but I
also get part of my mortgage paid. this allows me to spend more money on the city I love.
My guests love staying. I love making personal recommendations on where to go and see and eat, and often
they wantto stay longer because they see an insiders perspective.
Please support short term rentals (I pay property taxes too and would like to share my space with friends and
· use my one home of which I live in and own as a place to host short term renters. most of the requests I get are
less than 3 days and my guests are wanting that personal local experience t:ruit hotels can't offer.
Megan Morris

Megan Morris
415.994.6549
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cecilia Galiena [cgaliena@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 07, 2014 4:03 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);.
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear S!.!pervisors,
my name is Cecilia Galiena, I've lived in South Bernal for the last 8 years an.d in San Francisco since
2003. I am an artist and researcher for Apple and since my husband left for a secure job to a city out of
state in 2010, I have been struggling to make ends meet. I love San Francisco, I have friends vis.iting from
Italy every year (I am Italian) and they are always fuUof admiration for this unique and special place.
Since about 2011, I have been hosting visitors in my spare room to help me afford staying in the city. We·
have a daughter - honor roll - at a good school in San Francisco and we are engaged with the local
community volunteering for Alemany Farms - Outdoor Kitchen Project, to educate. to healthy and tasty
··
eating people from all walks of life.
Home· sharing is sometimes perceived as dangerous, but to assure you it is not a) I would never put my
daughter's life at risk, b) I h.ave been using a web platform -Airnbnb -that allows me to screen my
potential guests, with ID and phone checking and reputation history. My neighbors are aware and don't
mind because my rules are: good neighborly behavior and no loud noise after 10 pm.
People think that h,____ __

---------·-------··----

On a personal note, I have had many guests staying at my place, not only they were all good people, but
it is always joy to see how much enthusiasm they show for our city, they always come back with new
and interesting stories and angles. In addition, I've hosted several job seekers who ended up re-locating
to San Francisco. I wonder if their job seeking plans would have actualized had their only lodging option
been hotels and thus, I do wonder what's the impact on the city finances and prestige when more
·
professionals move in from other cities.

a

. I therefore ask you to pass fair home sharing legislation, without delay, to allow for the city of San
Francisco to benefit from home sharing and keep its broad and diversified residents base, a trait that
characterizes all good cities worth visiting world wide, including my native Rome - Italy.

Concluding, I - together with all the other home sharers - trust that the City of San Francisco will do the
right thing by its citizen's base and by contemporary history, trail blazing a new economic model
worldwide.

. Yours truly,

Cecilia Galiena
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Ausberry, Andrea
.From:
Sent:

.--'To:

Cc:
Subject:

Lewis Stringer [lewisstringer@l)otmail.com]
Friday, September 05, 2014 11 :58 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea-; Chiu, David {BOS); Mar, Eric {BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
· {BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Can:ipc:is, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BO$}; Avalos., John (BOS)
·
·
·Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381)

Dear Supervisor Wiener,

I strongly urge you to support Supervisor Chit.i's home ~haring legislation. My wife and I are middle-Class parents
and home owners in District 8. We are co-owners of a 10 unit TIC and would greatly.benefit from the added
income that short-term rentals provide when we go away. As you are aware, it is increasingly difficu!t for middleclass families to afford to live in S~m Francisco. While we are fortunate to own our home, there have been many
times in the past few years, that we have contemplated selling it and moving to a less expensive area. This
legislation would significantly improve our ability to afford to live in San Francisco and raise our children here•

.Sincerely,
Lew Stiinger
425 Buena Vista Ave East
Sari francisco,cA;"
94117
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
·Cc:

Subject:

Thomas Spano ftom.spano@yahoo.com]
Friday, September 05, 2014 3:00 PM
Wiener, Scott
.
Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, !-ondon · .
(BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS);
Avalos, John (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Greetings Civil Servants,
I'd like to take this opportunity to urge you to support the upcoming home sharing
·
legislation.
Here's.why:
I've been living in San Francisco for· a year now, in a ridiculously expensive, very small
apartment, while trying to get my fledgling startup off the ground. The absolute ONLY
way I can meet my financial obligations on a monthly basis is by allowing travelers who
·
can't afford SF hotel prices to stay in my home.
This g~eatly offsets my high living costs, and also contributes greatly to the local
businesses that would never see a dime from a typical, Union Squa,re tourist. ·
· If I am no longer able to afford to live in SF, I will take my startup, and my dollars, and I
will relocate to a more affordable city. I will have no choice .
. I thank you for your time,
-Tom
@tomspano
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Ausberry, Andrea·
From:

Sent:
. To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sean Walton [seanwalton@gmail.com]
Friday, September 05, 2014 12:48 PM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS}; Kim, Jane (BOS}; Yee, Norman (BOS}; Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS}; Avalos, John (BOS} ·
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381] .

Dear Supervisor Wiener,
I was fortunate to buy a condo unit in.November of2010 and while the prices were a lot lower then, it was
still a stretch on the income of a single architect. I was concerned I would be a slave to my mortgage and not be
able to travel or try all the great bars and restaurants of the city. I heard about air bnb through friends and hosted
.someone at my place while I was out of town. It was a great experience and it liberated me from the fear of
being stuck in my home never going out. Now I host guest guests about twice a month when I'm out of t6wn.

.

.

·An air bnb study says guest stay longer than they ~ould if they had to pay hotel prices they also tend to visit
more local businesses. This makes sense because guest are often asking me for restaurant and neighborhood
· recommendations. Because the city is not adding much hotel capacity but planning to expand the Moscone
Center air bnb is a great way to absorb the extra demand for accommodations.
·
While I don't condone landlords converting long term rentals to temporary rentals nor do I condone people
renting out their rent controlled apartments and living elsewhere evidence I have seen from air bnb shows that
that is rare and most people only have I listing which is typically and extra bedroom or their place when they .
are out of town for work or vacation. I feel the housing shortage has more to do with underproduction of·
residential units for many years and it will take many years to get out of it. There should be a mechanism for
responsible hosts to share this great city with the world.
·kind regards,
Sean.Walton
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

_Stephanie Johnson, CRS [sjohnson@zephyrsf.com]
Friday, September 05, 2014 11 :26 AM
Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (B_QS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS)
Support Home Sharing Legislation (File #140381)

Dear Scott Wiener,

I am a resident and a home owner in your district and I want to express my support for home sharing in SE I
share my home (a room and bath on the lower level of my house) in order to continue to afford the cost of living ·
in SF with two children. We have had excellent experiences with all of the guests we've accommodated and
feel that home sharing not only assists us with the high cost of living but also enriches our lives.
Home sharing brings business travelers, tourists.and the'extended family ofNoe Valley residents into the
neighborhood where they spend their money in local restaurants and businesses. It also brings our.
neighborhood closer - I've met several of my neighbors as a result of hosting extended family for folks who
don't have a spare room for their guests. I've been in the same house for 10 years. and this year, as a result of .
home sharing, I've met several neighbors that I otherwise would not have known. What a wonderful way to
build community.
I hope you will communicate all of the positive effects that home sharing has had on OUr area and that you will
· support legislation that will allow it to continue:

· Thankyou,
Stephanie Johnson

~

Stephanie Johnson, CRS
Realtor and Top Producer, CalBRE# 01496050

t: 415.217.9479 f:415.277.3803

e: sjolmson@lzephyn;f.com I w: stephaniejohnsorn,f.com

I Gh Gil di Gli fih Gh
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Ausberry~ Andrea
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Megan Mercurio [meganinercurio@gmail.com]
Friday; September 05, 20~4 11:16 AM
Wiener, Scott
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors, ·
I am writing to share my story with you in the hopes that you will support home sharing in San Francisco.

1am
an SFUSD English teacher at the Juvenile Justice Center, and after the birth of our daughter, we took time off to live in Manny's home country,
Venezuela, and travel with .our baby. The decision to. spend this time together as a family cost Manny his job. He now works as a stay at home dad,
and Airtmb helps our family pay the mortgage. We consider ourselves activists in San Francisco, and want nothing more than to be able to continue to
invest our energy serving the community. The extra income Airbnb generates gives us the freedom to stay in San Francisco while continuing to develop
connections and friendships with travelers around the world.
Airbnb is the reason my husband, Manny, and daughter, Scarlett, and i are able to continue to live in San Francisco. As avid travelers, we have always
seen Airbnb as a way to travel from within our living room. After hosting more than 150 guests, we have a renewed faith in humanity, as we have yet to
have an -unpleasant encounter with any of our amazing guests. Indeed, we are now rich in friends from all over the world. Beyond this, hcime sharing
presently enables us to survive.
·1hope you will consider my"story and fully support home sharing in San Francisco.

Respectfully,

Megan Mercurio
Lower Nob Hill
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Joe Murray Udm568@gmail.com}
Thursday, September 04, 2014 5:08 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric-{BOS); Farrell-, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim; Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, _Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
.
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

· Dew Supervisors,
My name is Joe Murray and I've lived in San Francisco in a studio loft on Russian Hill for 43 years. In the
many years I worked for Philips Electronics and later for HP, I traveled a great deal. As a bachelor being away
from hoine for weeks and occasionally months at a time didn't bother me. What I did find disturbing were the
folir break-ins and robberies that I fell victim to while away. My alarm system didn't deter the thieves, nor did
the police provide ·any solutions.
·
Then I discovered home exchanging. Long before Airbnb, Roomarama and the rest, I found Intervac, joined
and began maicitig my home available for trade while I traveled. Due to my location, I had little trouble in
getting trades. For the most part these trades were one sided. Occasionally I'd find a swap in the city I was ·
traveling to, but for the most part I "banked" the swap to be used at a later date. Thereafter I began giving out
.copies of my keys to my friends, many of whom had gotten married and moved to Marin, the East Bay or the
Peninsula. They enjoyed a weekend in the City or an overnight now and then during the week.
When I retired ten years 8.go I began traveling on my own, often to the home exchangers I had "banked" trades
with in the paSt and never collected on. When Airbnb and the rest came along, it was a natural fit for· me~
The bottom lU,.e is since I began sharing my home I've had zero break-ins! Not one! Even the police I've
spoken with think it's a brilliant wayto prevent robberies. Thieves are far less likely to rob a home that's
occupied, they've told me on more than one occasion.
So I urge yoµ to pass fair home sharing legislation, please don't delay-please move this legislation forward
and prevent future.home break-ins and robberies.
Sincerely,
Joe Murray
1041 b Broadway
San Francisco, CA. 94133
415-810-3469
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Byron Gordon [gordon.byron@gmail.com]
Thursday, September 04, 201412:02 PM
.
Wiener, Scott; Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, _David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS);
Tang, Katy (BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos,
David (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John(BOS)
re: Home sharing in San Francisco ..

AtteD:tion Supervisors,
My name is Byron Gordon and I'm a first generation American, born and raised irJ. San Francisco. I've lived in
the Potrero Hill neighborhood for· 15 years and only recently have introduced myself to the concept of home
sharing.
As you know, the cost of living in San Francisco has risen dramatically over the past 30 years. My parents came
to San Francisco back :ip. 1962. San Francisco was an entirely different city than the one it is today. But the cost
of living was low enough that it made it possible for my mom
dad to raise a family of five, all under one
roo£ Today, good luck. I doubt there's any family of five that could live in San Francisco, unless the parents
were earning well over 250K a year. My father's anntial salary back in 1965 was 20K.

and·

Today, I find myself in a situation where I've been unable to seci:rre full-time einploymeii.t. Many factors have
contributed to my unfortunate circumstance. But one thing I never want to lose is the home I own. I like to say I
came to home sharing rather than home sharing came to me.. Since I've started home sharing, I've not only had
nothing but excellent experiences with each guest I've hosted but the added income has enabled me to continue
to pay my bills. I make little to no profit off of what I earn through home sharing. My bills, coupled with the
cost of livi,ng in San Francisco are just too great. .
·

In some ways, as much as I've enjoyed the experience of home sharing, I also believe my days in San Francisco
are numbered. It's just too expensive to live here. I'm trying to hang on for a while yet but know the point in
time will arrive soon when I'll have to sell and leave the city to live elsewhere. It's not what I want but it's
beeoming a major burden for me to live in this city.
·
In the time that I've made available my space for home· sharing, I've sent my guests to local restaurants and
cafes in my neighborhood. I know for a fact that Thinker's Cafe on 20th street has received quite a number of .
new customers thanks to my introductions. Their breakfast burritos are a hit among all of my guests to date.
I've read the complaints by anti-home sharing advocate. I disagree with all of them. No complaint has ever been
brought to my attention since I've dabbled with home sharing. My guests are respective not only of my property
but that of the neighborhood's. rve had guests ask me if it's safe to walk around the neighborhood at night. What
does that tell you?
I always screen my guests and I have strict rules and regs for those who do stay at my place. In particular, my
guests have no access to loud noises, such as television or radio. I advertise my place as a room for "peace and
quiet." And that's exactly what my guests desire, in addition to the privacy they experience. In addition, many·
of my guests do not want to pay the.more than $200 a night for a hotel room in San Francisco given·the limited
budgets they are on to begin with~ My place is affordable, private, quiet, and peaceful. And that is how I expect
it to remain as long as I have anything to do with home sharing.
·
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I ask you all to please expedite the passing of fair and comprehensive home sharing legislation for the city of
San Francisco. We are ground zero for the concept the sharing economy and this city should set an example
and be a model for every other metropolis on the planet.

of

Thank you for reading.
Byron Gordon
District 10

D

· Byron Gordon
aboutme/byrongordon
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:.

Cc:
Subject:

Michael Patterson [mpattetson6215@g.mail.com]
Thursday, September 04, 2014 5:17 PM
Wiener, Scott ·
..
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS}; Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim; Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Coheh, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS) ·
legislation file number (140381) on home sharing

Dear Supervisors,

We are Michael and Yesica. We currently live m the Mission and have lived in the neighborhood for the last I 0 years. I (Michael)
moved to the city 25 years ago and Yesica has been in San Francisco for 18 years. We love the city and the neighborhood and intend .
·to spend our lives here.
We were introduced to home sharing about 4 years ago by a friend of ours.. We have smce hosted many people; included significant
numbers of parents and grandparents visiting their children and grandchildren, relatives of.neighbors when they are in town, as well as
·
·
people from around the world.

my

The income from home sharing is help~g to fund
daughter's education and adds a financilll cushion .in the event that either Yesica
or I were to lose our jobs. As I lmow you are aware, San Francisco has become an incredibly expensive city to live m and those of us
who are not tech workers appreciate an avenue to bring in some extra income. We also make a point to tell our guests about small
businesses in·the neighborhood, particularly small corner grocery stores and places to get coffee, and small unique.places m the
neighborhood, so we can spread the benefit of the people who stay with us.
Our relations with our neighbors are good, and we made them aware that we were going to be mvolved in home sharing before we
began and we have addressed any concerns that they have raised since. Good relations with our neighbors are very important to us
and oiJr neighbors have expressed that they support and are comfortable with the fact we have guests in our home. We screen all
guests rigorously and make sure that our safety and the safety of our neighbors is our primary concern..
We understand that there is legislation making its'· way through the city with an attempt to put common sense regulati~ns m place.
We would ask that in that the final legislation offer the broadest opportunity for people like us to keep home sharing~ We believe
there are significant benefits to our neighbors, neighborhood businesses, and the city in addition to the fact that we are obviously
.
advocates·.
Thanks for the time and consideration you are putting into this issue and we are hoping the legislation moves forward and is passed
·
expeditiously.
Sincerely,

Michael and Yesica
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Ausberry, Andrea
Tom Swierk [tom.swierk@gmail.com]
Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:55 PM
Board of Supervisors (BOS); Ausberry, Andrea
Re: Proposed AirBNB regulations - Voting by Supervisors

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Thank you for fast reply and referral to Andrea!
Good Evening Andrea,

I am the resident manager of 1090 Eddy St I Gough, 50 unit bldg, - 75 tenants. I've lived in my home for -20yrs
and many of our residents are long term.
Recent news on proposed AirBNB regulations mentioned concerns (as shared by me and numerous others)
regrading the drastic implications and utter disregard to public health and safety.
·
Multi-unit buildings would become hotels facn;_g common yet significant risks of the hotel industry, which
mclude
.
- NO BACKGROUND CHECKS on guests, who will have easy access to the building to steal from tenants ... or
do much worse!.
- ESCORTS using rooms for illicit activities.
- PARTY GOERS using rooms for temporary loud obnoxious fun.
- BED BUGS being :frequently brought into building.
Law abiding tenants and property owners will not benefit from this misguided AirBNB regulation... as only the
greedy looking for short term monetary gain along with the City of SF via tax collection achieve a benefit at the
expense of public heal~ and safety...not to mention
- regulation enforcement to hold parties accountabl{'. will be difficult, time consuming, expensive and
unsustainable.
- insurance coverage held by these greedy hosts will be blatantly insufficient to handle major liability posed
from personal injury/assault, and property damage/fire.

I am reaching out to y-0u-.
- to share my very serious concerns (as a CPA and risk/compliance manager by trade)
- to ask your team for any recommend next steps oil contacting stakeholders who can take corrective
action, i.e., City Officials (Mayor and Supervisors) and other Associations.

REMEMBER. ••IF YOU CAN'T FEEL SAFE AT HOME..•WHERE ELSE CAN YOU FEEL SAFE!!!
Thank you for your support on this very important public matter!

~

.

.

.

.

Tom SV1rierk.
1090 Eddy St, resident mgr
415.905.0300
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·On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 ~t 3:46 PM, 'Board of Supervisors (BOS) <board.ofsupervisors@sfgov.~rg> wrote:·
Mr. Swierk:·

There is currently no legislation open before the Board that specifies "AirBNB". However yesterday a piece of legislation
was introduced , File 140381, an Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to provide an exception for
pe~manent residents to the prohibitio~ on short-term residential rentals under certain conditions; to create
procedures, including a registry administered by the Department of Building Inspection, for tracking shortterm residential rentals and compliance~ to establish an application fee for the r·egistry; amending the Planning
Code to clarify that short-term residential rentals shall not change a unit's type as residential; and, making
environmental fi~dings, and findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority pol.ides of
Planning Code, Section 101.1.
·

The file has been assigned to the Land Use and Economic DevelopmenfCommittee. The Land Use Committee
Cler~ is Andrea Ausberry. Her email address is ·
An drea.Ausberrv@sfgov.org.

Currently, there ar~ no scheduled meetings for this file, but you can check with Andrea on Thursdays, (when
the Board agenda is finalized) for further information. ·
·

Office of the Clerk of the Board

Please complete cifBoard of Supervisors Custorrter Service Satisfaction form by clicking here•.

The Legislative Research Center provides 24-hour access to'Board of Supervisors legislation, and archived matters since
August 1998.
·

Disclosures: Personal information that is provided in communications to the Board of Supervisors is subject to disclosure under the
California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted.
Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Board of
Supervisors and its committees. All wi:itten or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Clerk's Office rf!garding
pending legislation ·or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Clerk's Office does
not redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information-including names, phone numbers,

addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects ta· submit to the Boara und its committees-may appear on the
Board of Supervisors website or in other
public documents that members of the public may inspect
or copy.
I
.
.

From: Tom Swierk [mailto:fom.swierk@gmail.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:10 PM
To: Board ofSuper\iisors (BOS)
Subject: ~roposed AirBNB regulations - Voting by Supeivisors

Good Afternoon,

I am requesting the DATEiTIME as to when the Board of Supervisors will be HEARING PUBLIC
COMMENT regarding the proposed AirBNB regulations.
·
PLEASE ADVISE: ..thank you! .

Background:
I am the resident manager Of 1090 Eddy St/ Gough, 50 unit bldg, -75 tenants. rve lived in-my home for-20yrs
. and m~y of our residents are long term.
·
Recent news on proposed AirBNB regulations mentioned your concerns (as s~ed by me and numerous others)
regrading the drastic implications and utter disregard to public health _and safety.
Multi-unit buildings ~ould become hotels facing commo#J. yet significant risks of the hotel industry, which
·include
- NO BACKGROUND CHECKS on giiests, who will have easy access to the building to steal from tenants ... or
do much worse!
·
.

.

- ESCORTS using rooms for illicit activities.

- PARTY GOERS using rooms for temporary loud obnoxious fun.
3
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-BED BUGS being frequently brought into building.
Law abiding tenants and property owners will not benefit from this misguided AirBNB regulation... as only the
greedy looking for short term monetary gain along with the City of SF via tax collection achieve a benefit at the
expense of public health and safety...not to mention.
- regulation enforcement to hold parties accountable will be difficult, time consuming, expensive and
unsustainable.
· - insurance coverage held by these greedy hosts will be blatantly insufficient to handle major liability posed
from personal injury/assault, and property damage/fire.

I am reaching out to you
- to share my very serious concerns (as a CPA and risk/compliance.manager by trade)
- to ask your team for any recommend next steps on contacting stakeholders who can take corrective
action, i.e., City Officals (Mayor and Supervisors) and other Associations.

If you can't feel safe in your home...where else can you feel safe!
Thank you for your support on this very important public matter!

Tom Swierk
1090 Eddy St, resident mgr
415.905.0300
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Ausberry, Andrea ·
From:
Sent:~

To:

Cc:
Subject:

Henry Barmeier [henry.barmeier@gmail.com]
Sunday, September 07, 2014 2:32 PM
·
Wiener, Scott ·
Ausberry, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric; (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support horne sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear Supervisors,

I am Henry Banneier, a 26-year-old Bay Area native, and I have been a resident of San Francisco for the last
two years. I have lived in the Bayview neighborhood, and now reside in Cole Valley.

I am writing in support of fair home sharing legislation.· I work at a nonprofit in the city that is fighting to break
cycles of intergenerational poverty. I love my job and I love this city, but unfortunately, my salary is not
sufficient to both pay.the bills and save for my (and my potential family's) future. The only way I have been
able to continue living in San Francisco is through earning some additional fucome by sharing my home with
visitors to the city. Opening my apartment to other people for a few days a month gives me enough of a boost in
income that I am able to stay in a neighborhood and city near and dear to my heart.
.

Before starting to 'Share my home, I was concerned about the safety and security issues involved in having other
people stay here. However, I quickly came to appreciate that services like Airbnb-which are built on
reputation, transparency and reciprocal respect - are far more accountable and reliable than the more impersonal
transactions at traditional hotels. I am able to read reviews of guests before they arrive, and I would not consider
welcoming anyone who had presented a safety or security concern in the past. I have had dozens of people stay
at my apartment now without any problems. The system ~orks.

I am also sensitive to the concern that people are renting out their apartments year-round on Airbnb as if they
were actual hotels. This practice is deeply offensive to me because it talces housing stock off the market that
should he for full-time San Francisco residents, and drives up prices for everyone. I would never do this. I only
rent my place for a few days a month, usually when I am travelling for work or visiting my parents down in San
Jose. If I were not renting my apartment during this time, it would .simply lie empty. I am not making any
profits from my rentals, and I am not eliminating or reducing housing options for anyone.
·

Please pass fair home sharing legislation promptly. This is an extremely important issue to me, and I hope that
the supervisors are able to come to a thoughtful decision on the issue that respects all of the good that can come
from opening pur homes to others.
·

s
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Thank you for your time and attennon.

Sincerely,
Henry Barmeier

.
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Ausberry, Andrea
From:.
Sent:
To:

. Cc:
Subject:

Christina Beard [christinabeard@gmail.com]
Saturday, September 06, 2014 10:07 PM
Wiener, Scott
·
Ausbeny, Andrea; Chiu, David (BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Farrell, Mark (BOS); Tang, Katy
(BOS); Breed, London (BOS); Kim, Jane (BO.S); Yee, Norman (BOS); Campos, David (BOS);
Cohen, Malia (BOS); Avalos, John (BOS)
Please support home sharing legislation [File number: 140381]

Dear·-~-

------------------..--.-----

Christina Beard, Designer

CRITIQUED I Linkedin: Design
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BOARD of SUPERVISORS

· City Hall
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 244
San Francisco 94102-4689
Tel. No. 554-5184
Fax No. 554-5163
TDD!ITY No. 554-5227

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
LAND USE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
SAN FRANCISCO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Land Use and Economic Development.
Committee will hold a public hearing to consider the following proposal and said public
hearing will be held as follows, at which time all interested parties may attend and be
·
heard:

Date:

Monday, September 15, 2014

Time:

1 :30 p.m.

Location:

Committee Room 263, located at City Hall

1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, San Francisco, CA
Subject:

File No. 140381. Ordinance amending the Administrative Code to
provide an exception for permanent residents to the prohibition on
short-term residential rentals under certain conditions; to create
procedures, including a registry administered by the Department of
Building Inspection, for tracking short-term residential rentals and
9ompliance; to establish an application fee for the registry;
amending the Planning Code to clarify that short-term residential
rentals shall not change a unit's type as residential; and making
environmental findings, and findings of consistency with the
Gen~ral Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code,
Section 101.1:

If the legislation passes, an initial $50.00 application 'fee, and for each renewal,
shall be charged to permanent residents applying for an exception to the prohibition on
short-term residential rentals, due at the time of application.
In accordance with Administrative Code, Section 67.7-1, persons who are unable
to attend the hearing on this matter may submit written comments to the City prior to the
time the hearing begins. These comments will be made a part of the official public
record arid shall be brought to the attention of the Members of the Committee. Written
comments should be.addressed to Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board,.Room 244, City
Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton Goodlett Place, San Francisco CA 94102.

Information relating to the proposed fee js available in the Offire .a~ the Clerk of
the Board. Agenda information reiating to this matter will be available tor public review
on Friday; September 12. 2014.
....

~--
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{ Angela Calvillo, Clerk of the Board

DATED: Augusf:21, 2014
· PUBLISHED/POSTED: September 1 & 7, 2014

CALIFORNIA NEWSPAPER SERVICE BUREAU
DAILY JOURNAL CORPORATION
Mailing Address: 915 E FIRST ST, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012
Telephone (213) 229-5300 I Fax (213) 229-5481
Visit us @ WWW.LEGALADSTORE.COM

Andrea Ausberry
S.F. BD OF SUPERVISORS (OFFICIAL NOTIGES)
1 DR CARLTON B GOODLETT PL #244
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
CNS 2662576
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FRANCISCO
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Introduction Forni
.By a Member of the Boar.d of Supervisors or the Mayor
Time stamp
or meeting dam

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (seloot only" one):

D · ·1. :f~r reference to Committee. (An OJ:dinance; Resolution, Motio~ or Charter Amendment)
D

2.·.Request for next printed agenda W~out Reference to Committee.

D·

3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Co~ittee ~r as Special ·order. at Board.

D

4. Request for letter beginnin,g "Supervisor .__

D

5. City Attorney request.

D
D

_________ ___

·D·

___, inquires"

· 6. Call File No. ~~--------, from Comri::Littee.
7. Budget Analyst request (attach written motion).

IZI · . 8. Substitu.te Legislatio•p ST
D

;..__

9. ReactivateFileNo.

I

RM . -·-'-g
].

10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearan~ ·before the BOS qn
~-~---------~

Please check the appropriate box.eS. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following: .
D Small Business Commission
D Youth Cemmission
D _Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission·

D Building Inspection CommisSion

Note: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s): .

!supervisor Chiu
.Subject: .

Amending Regulation c;>f Short-Term Residentiai Rentals and Establishing Fee
The text.is listed belqw or attached:
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Introduction Form
By a Member of the Board of Suoervisors or the Mavor
Time stamp
or meeting date

I hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):

lZI

1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motioll, or Charter Amendment)

D

2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.

D

3. Request for hem#ig on a subject matter.at Committee or as Special Order at Board.·

D

4. Request for letter beginning "Supervisor

inquires"
'------~-'-----------~

D

5. City Attorney request

0

6. Call File No.-,.-----------., from C:ommittee.

0

7. Budget Analyst request(attach written motion). _

0
D
D

~'-----~
9.ReactivateFileNo. ~'----~
8. Substitute Leiislation File No.

10. Question(s) submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
~----------~--'

Please check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:
0 Small Business Commission
O Youth Commission
·D Ethics Commission

D Planning Commission

D Building Inspection Commission

Note: For the.Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use a Iriiperative Form.
. Sponsor(s):
!supervisor Chiu ·

Subject:
Amending Regulation of Short-Term Residential Rentals and Establishing Fee

The text is listed below or attached:
_,See attached.

Signanire of Sponsoring Supervisor:

~__.....
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